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In Brief 
SPECIAL HANDLING: If you've been wondering where 
the money from the outrageous postage rate hikes has been 
going, columnist Jack Anderson has uncovered one of the 
beneficiaries, and it's none other than Postmaster General 
Ted Klassen. 

According to Anderson, more than $300,000 has been 
spent on Klassen's executive office suite, including $5,280 
for a private pantry, $3,671 for two sets of walnut doors, 
and $5,999 for draperies. The Postal Service has shelled 
out $528,360 to deck out the Postal Board of Governors' 
penthouse one floor above Klassen's suite. The penthouse 
includes a $50,000 kitchen with $53 sugar bowls and $59 
cream pitchers. 

And to insure that he lives in style until his dying day, 
Klassen has negotiated a contract with the board of gov
ernors that guarantees him a retirement salary of $15,000 
a year for life. 

GAY IMMIGRATION FIGHT: The American Civil Lib
erties Union, the National Organization for Women, and 
the National Gay Task Force intend to take legal action 
against the Immigration and Naturalization Service unless 
the director of the service, Leonard Chapman, issues an 
executive order changing the service's policy toward homo
sexuals. 

Currently the service follows the policy of excluding any 
person "afflicted with psychopathic personality or sexual 
deviation or physical or mental defect." The department's 
code also provides for the deportation of noncitizens so 
" afflicted." 

In a letter to Chapman, John Spiegel, president of the 
American Psychiatric Association (APA), pointed out that 
the board of trustees of the APA voted in December to drop 
homosexuality from its list of sexual deviations and men
tal disorders. "In view of the actions of the Board of 
Trustees of the AP A," Spiegel said, "I would respect
fully request that you use your statutory powers of dis
cretion to" refrain from the exclusion, deportation or re
fusal of citizenship of homosexual aliens. I would further 
suggest that such aliens not be subjected to procedures 
or proofs not required of other aliens." 

Your last chance! 
Spiraling costs require that The Militant raise its sub
scription rates as of Sept. 15. 

If you renew now you can extend your subscription 
at the current rate of $5 for one year or $10 for two 
years. New readers can also take advantage of the lower 
rate by sending in a subscription order now. This is a 
good time to buy a gift subscription for a friend or co
worker. 

After the Sept. 15 deadline the new rates will be $4 for 
six months, $7.50 for one year, and $13 for two years. 

PROTESTS IN NEWARK AGAINST SHUTDOWN OF 
ANTIPOVERTY PROGRAM: More than 100 people at
tended an outdoor rally Aug. 25 to protest the abrupt 
closing of the Neighborhood Youth Corps, a federal pro
gram that had provided 11,000 Newark youth with jobs 
for the summer. 

The protest was sponsored by the Neighborhood Youth 
Corps Action Coalition, which includes many of the high 
school students in the program, the Congress of African 
People, the Puerto Rican Socialist Party, and the Rev
olutionary Union. 

The program, which had been scheduled to go 10 weeks 
and end Aug. 30, ended two weeks earlier when the money 
ran out. The protestors charged that the money ran out 
because of mismanagement by the program head, Clyde 
Mitchell. They demanded restoration of the two weeks 
lost; the firing of Mitchell and Harry Wheeler, the city's 
antipoverty program director; an immediate audit of the 
Youth Corps program by the city council; the election 
of a city-wide governing board of parents and youth 
to oversee the program; and that the program be con
tinued year-round and provide technical training for all 
enrollees. 

In addition, the protestors demanded that all charges 
be dropped against the 50 people who were arrested 
Aug. 20 while trying to see Democratic Mayor Ken
neth Gibson about the termination of the program. Most 
of the demonstrators arrested were high school students. 

SUPPORT FOR LEAVENWORTH BROTHERS GROWS: 
As the trial of the Leavenworth Brothers entered its sixth 
week, more support rallied to their defense. 

On Aug. 16 Philip Berrigan spoke at a Prisoners' Rights 
Rally in Wichita, Kans., sponsored by the Leavenworth 
Brothers Offense/Defense Committee. On Aug. 25 Angela 
Davis, cochairperson of the National Alliance Against 
Racist and Political Repression, spoke to more than 1,500 

people at Wichita State University in defense of the Leaven
worth Brothers. 

The Leavenworth Brothers are four Blacks (Odell Ben
nett, Jesse Lee Evans, Alf Hill Jr., and Alfred Jasper) 
and two Chicanos (Jesse Lopez and Armondo Miramon) 
who have been charged in connection with the July 1973 
rebellion at Leavenworth penitentiary. The four Blacks, 
currently on trial, are charged with instigating riot and 
assaults on prison guards. Conspiracy to riot and mutiny, 
mutiny, and murder charges were dropped against the 
four because of lack of evidence. 

The defense has opened its case and is trying to win 
over the all-white jury. However, as Perry Sanders, a 
spokesman for the defense committee, said in closing the 
rally at Wichita State University, the real defense of the 
Leavenworth Brothers lies in continued mobilizations 
against the frame-up. 

STUDY SHOWS ERIE COUNTY JURORS PREJUDICED 
IN ATTICA CASES: Large numbers of Erie County, N.Y., 
jurors begin jury duty with strong prejudices against 
defendants, particularly if they are Black, according to a 
survey taken recently. 

The survey was made by a team of research sociologists 
including Jay Schulman of New York City. An earlier 
.study by the same research team found discriminatory 
patterns of jury selection that resulted in the dismissal 
of 97 percent of the Erie County jury pool in June of 
this year. Both surveys were commissioned by the Attica 
Brothers Legal Defense. 

Among the results of their latest jury-pool survey were 
the following: 21 percent of the potential jurors would 
consciously disobey the instructions of a judge to pre
sume defendants innocent until proven guilty, 19 per
cent still believe that hostages during the Attica rebellion 
had their throats slashed and were castrated by inmates. 
(The coroner's report showed conclusively that these al
legations were untrue.) 

The Attica Brothers Legal Defense is considering new 
legal action based on these findings. Trials of the 62 
inmates indicted in connection with the rebellion are sched
uled to begin in early September. A demonstration to com
memorate the third anniversary of the Attica massacre is 
scheduled for Sept. 13 in Buffalo, N.Y. 

PRISONERS' RIGHTS VICTORY: District Court Judge 
John Oliver ruled recently that the procedures for trans
ferring federal prisoners into the START behavior-modi
fication program at the federal medical center in Spring
field, Mo., were unconstitutional. 

Judge Oliver's decision pointed to the lack of due process 
\P the transfers, but found the inmates' claim that the pro
gram itself violated their constitutional rights moot be
cause the program has been terminated by the Bureau 
of Prisons. 

The prison inmates who had challenged the START 
program had been represented by lawyers from the Na
tional Prison Project of the American Civil Liberties Union. 

-NORMAN OLIVER 
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A political tribute to Jim Cannon 

James P. Cannon: foremost 
American ·revolutionist 

James P. Cannon died of a heart at
tack Aug. 21 at his home in Los 
Angeles at the age of 84. 

Cannon was the foremost leader of 
the American revolutionary socialist 
movement and was at the time of his 
death National Chairman Emeritus 
of the Socialist Workers Party. His 
eXperience spanned more than six de
cades of participation in the class 
struggle. Cannon was also a central 
leader of the world Trotskyist move
ment. 

Jim Cannon's death came as 1,250 
socialists were participating in the 
1974 Socialist Activists and Educa
tional Conference, a week-long gather
ing held in Oberlin, Ohio. The con
ference, consisting of more than 80 
different lectures, panel discussions, 
and workshops, was sponsored by 
the Young Socialist Alliance with the 
participation of the Socialist Workers 
Party. 

The response by the conference to 
Cannon's death was in the revolu
tionary tradition. The "Political Trib
ute to Jim Cannon" held Aug. 23 
launched a major campaign to move 
forward the struggle to build the revo
lutionary party to which Cannon de
voted his life. Participants contributed 
or pledged more than $50,000 for this 
effort. This was by far the largest 
outpouring of financial support at one 
meeting in the history of the re mlu
tionary ·socialist movement. 

To begin its coverage of the legacy 
of Jim Cannon's life, this week's Mili
tant will carry the speeches given at 
the meeting in Oberlin, messages read 
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there, and a description of the special 
party-building campaign. , 

Future issues will carry further mes
sages, more on the life and work of 
this great revolutionist, and excerpts 
from his writings, speeches, and in
terviews. 

The announcement of Cannon's 
death was made at a conference as
sembly the morning of Aug. 22 by 
Jack Barnes, national secretary of the 
Socialist Workers Party. The follow
ing are excerpts from his remarks. 

Jack Barnes: 
'Jim always 
remained 
true to his 
rebel youth' 
I must begin this morning by telling 
you something important. Jim Cannon 
died last night in Los Angeles. 

He went quickly with a heart attack, 
in the early evening after a fruitful 
day at work, cogitating and talking 
to comrades. 

Tomorrow night we want to hold 
here a special tribute meeting to Jim, 
with all the comrades gathered. Com-

rade Joe Hansen will be the main 
speaker and wlll tell about the life 
and the meaning of the life of Jim 
Cannon. And at the same time we will 
launch a James P. Cannon Party
Building Fund, to carry forward the 
work he wanted. 

Jim would have been 85 years old 
this coming February. Eighty-five. He 
lived a wonderful and fruitful as well 
as long life. He said it wasn't always 
easy and comfortable, but he was a 
proletarian revolutionist with a lot of 
Wobbly blood, so that was all right. 
And it was certainly rewarding, be
yond imagination. 

If our estimate is correct, almost 
70 of Jim's years were as a conscious 
revolutionist: beginning as a teenager 
revolting against the injustices and 
the frame-ups of leaders of the labor 
movement and the oppressed; being 
influenced by the class he came from, 
the working class, and a socialist fa
ther; and learning from the Russian 
revolution how to bring about this 
goal. He never turned back from this .. 
He remained, as he said he tried to 
be, completely true to his rebel youth. 

You all remember what Theodore 
Draper said in his introduction to 
Jim's book, The First Ten Years of 
American Communism-he said that 
Jim remembered so well, unlike any
one else, because he wanted to and he 
had absolutely no reason not to. 

The whole week here has been a 
tribute to Jim. Jim, in what he thought 
and did and taught us, is everywhere 
-in the books we study and the ones 

we're planning, in all the speeches at 
this conference, and in the themes we 
developed. Even some of the sentences 
we used, and arguments and lessons, 
were dir~tly from him. ()ur decision 
to launch the prepaid subscription 
cards as part of our Militant circula
tion drive was an idea that Jim had 
been campaigning for. 

Up to the last interviews he gave 
-and he gave several in the last few 
weeks- he spent his time discussing 
the socialist perspective and exactly 
the same questions we discussed here. 
And he had come to one of the same 
conclusions we have come to: that 
we are entering a period in this coun
try where all things are possible if 
we do our job. 

Jim really loved the idea of these 
socialist educational conferences. He 
wished the party had more resources 
and could have done more of this 
earlier. He told me it was "the gath
ering of the clan," and that this was 
important because through such gath
erings we learn how to think together 
and to know each other from all 
around the country and the world, 
and we learn to have confidence in 
each other. And that more than any
thing else, he thought, was the key 
to the future of the party. 

So we're going to do what he would 
want us to do and what he taught 
us to do. We're going to go ahead, 
take care of business- humanity's 
most important business- the build
ing of the revolutionary party and 
the revolutionary international. 
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A political tribute to Jim Cannon 

Joseph Hansen: 'Jim forged the nucleus 
The Aug. 23 Political Tribute to Jim 
Cannon was chaired by Jack Barnes, 
who described the pwrpose of the meet
ing as "to begin the process of paying 
tribute to Jim Cannon's 70 years of 
revolutionary activity, and to celebrate 
the imperishable things that he gave 
us, his party, on a national and world 
scale." 

The main speaker of the evening 
was Joseph Hansen, member of the 
political committee of the Socialist 
Workers Party and editor of Inter
continental PrestJ. Barnes noted that 
for both Joe Hansen and Reba Han
sen, "197 4 is the fortieth year of col
laboration and friendship with Jim 
Cannon in building the revolutionary 
party." 

"Maybe Joe and Reba knew James 
Patrick Cannon, the person, better 
than almost anyone," Barnes stated. 
"Even more important, they learned 
from him, especially, about team lead
ership and work- as Jim always em
phasized, hard work." 
· Barnes continued: "Joe Hansen is 
one of the longstanding older members 
of the SWP leadership team forged by 
Jim and, in my opinion, the outstand
ing leader today of the Fourth Inter
national, which Jim Cannon helped 
found." (The Socialist Workers Party 
is now prevented by reactionary leg
islation from organizationally affili
ating with the Fourth International 
but maintains fraternal political re
lations.) 

The following is Joe Hansen's speech 
to the meeting. 

Jim's life was so bound up with the 
life of the generation I belong to that 
it is difficult to speak about him brief
ly. The mass of material, particularly 
the flood of memories, is simply too 
great. I will confine myself to making 
only a few observations about his 
development as a revolutionist and 
his achievements. 

At the age of 84, after 66 years 
of· service in the revolutionary social
ist movement, Jim's mind was still 
sharp and lucid. He followed world 
events closely, kept up with the cur
rent literature of the radical move
ment, remained on top of develop
ments in the Socialist Workers Party 
and the Young Socialist Alliance, and 
was keenly interested in the affairs of 
the Fourth International, holding 
strong op1mons on the current 
differences being debated in the world 
party of the socialist revolution. 

His advice and judgments will be 
sorely missed. They were always ad
vanced with complete objectivity and 
with the interests of the movement as 
a whole uppermost in his considera
tions. 

Jim was born in Rosedale, Kans., 
on Feb. 11, 1890. The family, of 
Irish background, was an ordinary 
one except for politics. His father was 
a socialist and a partisan of the Ap
peal to Reason, a socialist journal of 
wide circulation and great popularity. 
A father holding socialist· views was 
an enormous advantage to a boy 
growing up in the backward Middle 
West. 

A direct result was that at the age of 
18, Jim joined the Socialist Party. 
Three years later he joined the Indus
tJ:ial Workers of the World, dual mem
bership being quite common and an 
accepted practice. 

In those years, the United States 
was experiencing a great radical up
surge. It was a time of bitter strike 
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Rose Karsner and Cannon at Jim's 70th birthday celebration in New York 

struggles and violent confrontations 
with strikebreakers and the police. 
Under the leadership of Eugene V. 
Debs, the Socialist Party grew by 
leaps and bounds, striking deep roots 
in the labor movement. 

Class-conscious baHier 
. Jim was formed as a class-conscious 

battler in this period, coming to the 
attention of such superlative fighters 
and organizers as Vincent St. John, 
from whom Jim learned invaluable 
lessons. 

In high school, Jim starred in debat
ing, a campus sport of ·much higher 
standing than it is today. Participa
tion on the debating team gave Jim 
a good start in achieving one of his 
ambitions, which was to become a 
skilled public speaker. 

He made a study of public speak
ing, observing the celebrities who 
came to town on lecture tours, read
ing books on technique, and doing 
his best to eliminate the speech defects 
that come natural in the Middle West. 
This was coupled with practical ex
perience in soapboxing, which is a 
very hard school. One of the results 
was that he became renowned by the 
early twenties in the Communist 
movement as a highly gifted speaker. 

He followed a similar course of 
study in writing, training himself in 
this field by seeing how others did it, 
and reading what he could find on the 
subject. At one time he began a novel. 

In both writing and speaking he 
tended to be a perfectionist, contin
ually working over his drafts and 
seeking to bring them to a high 
polish. 

Thus as an organizer, a speaker, 
and a writer he already had solid 
skills when he became editor of the 
Workers World in Kansas City in 
1919 at the age of 29 and of The 
Toiler, a Communist Party publica
tion, the following year. 

In his ability to present the funda-

mental concepts and goals of revolu~ 
tionary socialism in popular terms, 
Jim had few equals. He was an artist 
in this field. Many of the short articles 
he wrote over the years in his column 
The Notebook of an Agitator can be 
taken as models of revolutionary 
journalism. 

The IWW and the left wing of the 
Socialist Party in the years leading 
up to World War I constituted a good 
training .ground for an activist. The 
lessons remained with Jim throughout 
the rest of his life. 

But the greatest single influence in 
his political education was the Rus
sian revolution, particularly the Octo
ber 1917 overturn in which the Bol
sheviks under Lenin and Trotsky won 
power. 

School of Russian revolution 
That great event, which caught the 

imagination of class-conscious work
ers throughout the world as a living 
example of how to topple capitalism, 
inspired a whole new generation of 
revolutionists. For Jim, as for many 
of his comrades, it became an ad
vanced school in which they were re
educated in some respects and in oth
ers received graduate training in 
theory and in politics .. 

And they learned that in a very 
practical school. That was the assem
blage of the left wing of the Socialist 
Party, and all the rebels in the IWW 
who could be convinced, and others 
along with them, to found the Com
munist Party of the United States, in 
which Jim participated. He was elected 
to its central committee at the Bridge
man, Mich., convention in 1920. 

It was in this school that Jim com
pleted his basic education as a revolu
tionist. It was under the direct tutelage 
of the Russians, in conjunction with 
living experience in the American 
class struggle in the twenties, that 
Jim's main talent flowered and he 
emerged as a political organizer of · 

the highest caliber. 
The capitalist class nearly always 

has talented political organizers at 
its disposal, some of them coming 
from wealthy families that specialize 
in offering political leadership. They 
are rather rare in the working class, 
one reason being that many with the 
talent for it are drawn into serving 
the capitalist parties. A person with 
talent in this field must be capable 
of great dedication and capacity for 
self-sacrifice to take up the cause of 
the working class and to remain de
voted to it for decades and even a 
lifetime. 

Jim was such a person. It came 
natural to him to size up a situation 
correctly, to take into account the 
m,ain forces, to judge accurately what 
ought to be done next, and to win 
others to these insights. Jim becaine 
a skilled technician in working out the 
best ways of responding to attacks on 
the revolutionary movement and of 
mounting effective counteroffensives .. 

In the twenties in the Communist 
movement, Jim was justly famed for 
this. It was the development of this 
talent in particular that won him a 
place as one of the key leaders of 
the Communist Party. 

In those days, of course, the Com
munist Party was something of a jun
gle- that is, as far as the internal 
struggles were concerned. At first, the 
Communist International under Len
in and Trotsky could play a role in 
ameliorating the situation and helping 
the comrades to learn the correct les
sons from their mistakes. 

But later on the Cominteril degener
ated and itself became a real jungle, 
in which Jim was one of the best of 
the jungle fighters. He made errors 
from which he later learned and never 
forgot. 

Principled politics 
The main difference between Jim 

and some of the others who also had 
talents along this line was that Jim 
operated within the framework of 
principles, the principles of revolution
ary socialism. He sought to win, nat
urally. But his perspective was the 
long-range one of winning the fmal 
battle; that is, the final battle in the 
struggle to topple capitalism and to 
replace it with socialism on a world 
scale. 

In his opinion this was a great per
spective, the only one really worth 
a lifetime of effort. He saw it, too, 
as a realistic perspective, one that 
would inevitably be realized even if 
it required the combined efforts of sev
eral successive generations of revolu
tionists. 

Jim was an internationalist to the 
marrow of his bones. He absorbed 
the internationalist view in his youth 
as a member of the Socialist Party 
and of the IWW. The Russian revolu
tion offered living confirmation of the 
correctness of this outlook. 

On top of this, Jim began gaining 
direct experience in international 
problems. In addition to the incessant 
discussions, debates, and factional 
struggles in the Communist Party of 
the twenties, Jim served as a delegate 
to the important Fourth Congress of 
the Communist International and 
later to the sixth, where Stalin sought 
to smash Trotsky's defense of the pro
gram of Leninism. 

The Sixth Congress of the Commu
nist International in 1928 marked an 
important step in the development of 



of the revolutionary party in the U.S. 
James P. Cannon as a political figure 
of international stature. It was at that 
congress that he decided to take up 
the cause represented by Leon 
Trotsky. 

In the previous period he had be
come deeply disturbed by pernicious 
moves made by the Comintern in the 
internal affairs of the American Com
munist Party. But he did not connect 
these up with the struggle over 
"Tro.tskyism" in the Russian party. In 
fact, from the available information, 
he was inclined to disregard that 
struggle and even give the benefit of 
the doubt to Stalin. 

At the Sixth Congress, he and Maur
ice Spector of the Canadian Commu
nist Party accidentally received copies 
of an English translation of part of 
Trotsky's criticism of the draft pro
gram that was proposed for adoption 
at the congress. The rest is history. 

The document completely convinced 
Cannon. He decided to battle for 
Trotsky's criticisms- not because of 
any hope of immediate success, but 
because he saw that Trotsky was 
right 

Not an easy decision 
It was not an easy decision. Can

non realized, perhaps better than any
one outside of the Russian Trotsky
ists, that it would mean ostracism, the 
breakup of old friendships, and the 
end of personal relations with many 
comrades he had known in common 
battles for years. 

However, it was politically neces
sary to make the turn. For Jim this 
consideration was paramount. Noth
ing personal could be permitted to 
stand in the way of moving ahead 
in defense of Trotsky's position and 
against Stalin's bureaucratic gang. 

Cannon's decision offers a striking 
example of the importance of achiev
ing political clarity in a factional 
struggle. Stalin understood that too. 
That was why he tried to gag Trotsky 
and why he eventually used assas
sination to silence Trotsky's powerful 
voice. 

Thus at a crucial moment, when 
Trotsky was exiled in far-off Alma 
Ata, blocked by force from defending 

his positions and from answering the 
most poisonous lies and slanders, one 
of the main leaders of the American 
Communist Party joined Trotsky in 
defense of the program of Leninism, 
determined to do everything he could 
to organize a principled faction to 
struggle for that program on an in
ternational scale in the Communist 
movement. 

That decision marked the real be
ginning of our movement in the 
United States, although some antici
patory moves in that direction had 
been taken previously by figures like 
Antoinette Konikow in Boston. And 
that decision also marked a banner 
day for the worldwide movement that 
eventually became the Fourth Interna
tional. 

James P. Cannon came in on the 
ground floor in 1928 in the inter
national struggle against Stalinism. 
He lived to see the Stalinist monolith 
shattered. 

Collaboration with Trotsky 
The collaboration between Cannon 

and Trotsky was particularly fruitful. 
Some of the detractors of our move
ment have pictured Cannon as a "yes 
man," wholly dependent on the ideas 
furnished by Trotsky, serving only to 
execute them. I can think of worse 
relationships; bat this picture happens 
to be inaccurate. It actually maligns 
Trotsky as much as it does Cannon. 

In his relations with Cannon, as in 
his relations with his secretaries and 
all members of the staff that worked 
with him, Trotsky's status was that 
of an equal. Give-and-take was easy. 
Trotsky elicited ideas from others and 
their tendency was to respond, and 
sometimes to rise above themselves. 

This collaboration was, of course, 
on the political level. The team was 
not a group of compatible souls 
drawn together out of common per
sonal predelictions, tastes, and habits. 
Trotsky and Cannon, for instance, 
were quite different in personality. 

In Coyoacan, I saw how Trotsky 
and Cannon collaborated, and I 
know what value Trotsky placed on 
Cannon's opinions as a political strat
egist and practitioner of Leninism in 

Canndn's main achievement was to build the SWP, which has demonstrated its capo
. bilities through, for example, the major role It played in building the antiwar move
ment. 

party building. 
As for Cannon, he regarded Trotsky 

. to be a genius, one of the rare individ
uals like Karl Marx that are born, 
sometimes generations apart. He ac
cepted Trotsky's . genius as a fact, a 
fact of enormous importance to the 
revolutionary movement, and he had 
no thought of placing himself on the 
same level. 

But Cannon never accepted any
thing on faith fro,m Trotsky, nor 
would Trotsky have expected it. If 
Cannon disagreed, he argued for his 
own views, and on certain questions 
he convinced Trotsky. Cannon was 
not unique in this. It was an experi
ence shared by others on Trotsky's 
staff. 

Fourth International 
In founding the Fourth International 

in 1938, Trotsky and Cannon made 
a powerful combination, beginning 
with the conversations concerning the 
program to be presented at the first 

congress, and ending with the actual 
launching of the new international 
party . 

There were a number of persons, 
it should be recalled, even in the 
Trotskyist movement, whQ opposed 
forming the Fourth International, 
holding it to be inopportune. Both 
Trotsky and Cannon favored the step, 
the imminence ~f World War II 
making it all the more necessary be
cause of the turbulent new stage in 
world affairs that would be opened 
up. 

When Trotsq was assassinated in 
1940, it was the opinion of many, 
above all the Stalinists and the reac
tionaries in general, that this meant 
the end of the Fourth International 
and of Trotskyism in general. 

Cannon, at the age of 50, was con
sidered to be the most prominent lead
er of the world Trotskyist movement 
In his opinion it was unrealistic to 
believe that any single individual could 

Continued on next page 

Fourth International:'~ pledge to continue Cannon's fight' 
By the time of the Political Tribute 
to Jim Cannon, messages had be
gun to arrive in Oberlin by cable, 
telegram, and telephone from friends 
and comrades of Cannon through
out the United States and around 
the world. 

Messages arrived from many sec
tions and sympathizing groups of 
the Fourth International Thechair
man of the meeting, Jack Barnes, 
singled out one sentence from one 
of them, because, he said, "it au
gurs so well for the future of Jim's 
contributions to party building all 
ar~und the world." 

The last sentence of this message, 
from the Frankfurt Gruppe Inter
nationale Marxisten (International 
Marxist Group, German section of 
the Fourth International), read: 
"We pledge to transmit Jim Can
non's message to the German work
ing class by making a special ef
fort to translate and p_ublish his 
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most valuable contributions to our 
common fight in Germany." 

The following is the message sent 
from the elected leadership of the 
Fourth International and read to 
the meeting. 

The death of Jim Cannon is a loss 
not only to the revolutionary Marx
ist movement in the United States, 
but to the world struggle for so
cialist revolution as well. Through
out his life Cannon embodied the 
best American traditions of mili
tant class struggle, and combined 
those traditions with the recognition 
of the need for constructing the in
strument essential for the victory 
of the proletarian revolution: the 
Leninist party and the revolution
ary international. 

He was able to play a crucial 
role in transforming that theoreti
cal recognition into reality, fighting 

all his life to build that party in 
the strongest bastion of world im
perialism. 

From the IWW to the Socialist 
Party left wing, from the original 
American Communist Party to the 
International Labor Defense and 
the fight to free class-struggle pris
oners like Sacco and Vanzetti, from 
the struggle in the Communist Par
ty in defense of the Trotskyist pro
gram of revolutionary Marxism to 
the fight for a new party and a 
new international, from the days of. 
his intimate collaboration with 
Leon Trotsky and the establishment 
of the Socialist Workers Party to the 
decades of activity in building and 
strengthening that party - Cannon 
was always guided by the profound 
conviction that without revolution
ary leadership the struggle of the 
workers for a socialist world would 
be in vain. 

Neither the Palmer raids nor the 
Smith Act trials, nor the McCarthy
lie- witch-hunt, nor the constant and 
severe pressure of the American 
ruling class was able to deter him 
from acting resolutely on tnat con
viction. 

His more than six decades of 
revolutionary activity stand as an 
inspiration to the new forces in "the 
world now rallying to the program 
and banner of the Fourth Inter
national. It is an inspiration that 
is not merely moral but practical 
as well, offering the richest lessons 
for the new generation of revolu
tionary fighters. 

We all mourn the loss of this com
rade and we pledge ourselves to 
continue the fight for the program, 
party, and goals to which Jim dedi
cated his long and fruitful life. 

United Secretariat of the Fourth In
ternational 
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.. . 'Cannon was utterly dedicated to 
Continued from preceding page 
fill the void left by the death of 
Trotsky. Most certainly no one should 
look to him to attempt it He was 
no genius, he said, and he considered 
it pretentious and a mockery to play 
the role of being one. 

However, he did have a plan for 
carrying on the struggle in the absence 
of Trotsky. The plan was not an 
elaborate one. ·It consisted of closing 
ranks, of trying to keep the team to
gether, of strengthening it, of ex
panding it, and of renewing it. 

Continuity of leadership 
In this way the continuity of lead

ership could be maintained. If another 
Trotsky appeared, that would be ex
traordinary good luck. It would help 

. shorten the struggle for socialism. But 
if another Trotsky did not appear, 
we would continue to struggle on the 
basis of Trotsky's program and 
teachings, and eventually teamwork 
would win. 

In this proposed course, Cannon 
considered the Fourth International to 
be .of central importance. Everything 
-possible had to be done to maintain 
the Fourth International and to 
expand it on all continents as a means 
of upholding the program of Trotsky
ism and of helping to form national 
leaderships capable of building mass 
parties and of guiding revolutionary 
struggles to success. 

Cannon's interest in the development 
and welfare of the Fourth International 
had nothing in common with a fed
eralist concept that viewed the interna
tional as being a good thing so long 
as it stayed out of the bailiwick of the 
Socialist Workers Party, as some have 
claimed. 

Cannon was deeply committed to 
building the Fourth International 

along the lines laid down at its founda
tion. He considered the Socialist Work
ers Party to be only a section of the 
Fourth International- an important 
section in his opinion. He never 
changed in this, even though the pas
sage of reactionary legislation in the 
United States compelled the Socialist 
Workers Party to disaffiliate from the 
Fourth International. 

Greatest achievement 
Comrade Cannon's most remark-

able achievement, nonetheless, was on 
American soil. Sharing in this achieve
ment were the other pioneer Trotsky
ists in the United States- among them 
Vincent R. Dunne, Carl Skoglund, 
Arne Swabeck, and above all Rose 
Karsner, Jim's companion who died 
in March 1968. These pioneer Trot
skyists, however, would all give the 
main credit to Jim. 

This achievement was to build a 
viable nucleus of a revolutionary party 
inside the United States, the main bas
tion of world capitalism. Not only did 
Jim build this nucleus, he m~intained 
it and continued to build it for an 
unprecedented number of decades in 
face of enormous pressures. There has 
been nothing like it in the history of 
the revolutionary socialist movement. 

Jim held this nucleus together against 
the lure of posts in the trade-union 
bureaucracy, none of which are with
out considerable emoluments. 

He held this nucleus together against 
the merciless blows and venomous 
slanders of American Stalinism, once 
a powerful force in the radical move
ment and in many trade unions in the 
United States .. 

He held this nucleus together in face 
of the hysteria of World War II, 
marching to prison at the head of the 
Trotskyists convicted as the first vic-

Tribute to Cannon from 
Peng Shu-tse and Chen Pi-Ian 
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Peng Shu-tse and Chen Pi-lan, noted 
Jack Barnes at the meeting, "were 
Jim Cannon's oldest leading com
munist comrades-in-arms- for five 
and a half decades. On the other 
side of the globe, the _struggle of 
Chen Pi-lan and Peng Shu-tse was 
politically linked from the beginning 
with that of Rose and Jim." 

Peng Shu-tse and Chen Pi-lan were 
founders of the Chinese Communist 
Party and of the world Trotskyist 
movement. 

Barnes pointed out that Cannon 
and Peng were present in Moscow 
as delegates at several of the same 
congresses of the Communist In
ternational, although they never 
met there personally. 

The following is the message from 
Chen Pi-lan and Peng Shu-tse to 
the Political Tribute to Jim Cannon. 

Jim Cannon's revolutionary spirit 
and political contributions remain 
with us, above all the forging of a 
Bolshevik-type revolutionary party 
-the Socialist Workers Party. 

Jim was the founding leader of 
the Left Opposition in the United 
States, whose program was based 
on Trotsky's document, "Criticism 
of the Draft Program of the Com
munist International." This docu
ment was printed serially in the 

early Militant. 
Under Jim's leadership, the pub

lication of The Militant influenced 
and encouraged the Trotskyist 
movement in other countries. The 
Militant and other publications of 
the American · Trotskyists were 
the educators and organizers of 
Trotskyists around the world. This 
cannot be stressed too much. 

The SWP maintained and even 
developed the Bolshevik concept of 
democratic centralism and was the 
example for the world Trotskyist 
movement. 

Together with Trotsky, Cannon 
launched the struggle against [Max] 
Shachtman and [James] Burnham's 
revisionism in 1939 and 1940. 
Another major contribution-this 
time led by Jim- took place in 
1953-54 when he launched the fight 
against Pabloite revisionism. 

We hope above all that Trotsky
ists, especially the young Trotsky
ists, will carry on in the traditional 
combative spirit of Jim Cannon 
and will emulate his leadership in 
the construction of a Bolshevik 
party. If you younger Trotskyists 
follow in his footsteps and further 
develop the ideas and program 
which he stood for, you will surely 
lead the working class to its final 
victory under the banner of 
Trotskyism. 

Max Eastman (left), Cannon, and William 'Big Bill' Haywood in Moscow, 1922. 

tims of the Smith Act for their political 
opposition to imperialist war. 

He held this nucleus together dur
ing the infamous decade of McCarthy
ism in the United States, when the 
Trotskyists were hounded from their 
jobs by the American political police, 
the FBI, and when our movement 
was almost completely isolated 
politically and virtually paralyzed for 
lack of funds. 

He held this nucleus together against 
the deadly combination ofMcCarthyite 
repression and economic prosperity 
that led to years of passivity in the 
labor movement. 

Casualties 
There were casualties, of course. 

Valuable comrades grew discouraged 
and dropped out of activity. Cadres 
with years of experience could not 
endure the strain and developed po
litical differences that gave them 
seeming justification for finding a road 
to the sidelines. 

But new recruits replaced them. And 
some of these recruits proved to be of 
exceptional worth precisely because 
they swam against the stream in 
joining the movement in such a period. 

Jim's stamina and stubborness won 
o!-lt in the end. He succeeded in main
taining the continuity of leadership, a 
continuity going back directly to the 
founders of American socialism in the 
past century,_ and back in a direct line 
to the Bolsheviks, and through them 
to the founders of scientific socialism. 

The nucleus of revolutionary so
cialists assembled, maintained, and 
renewed under the leadership of James 
P. Cannon is doing quite well today 
and we know of the satisfaction he 
found in this success. 

Development of cadres 
During his years as the main leader 

of American Trotskyism, Jim became 
the teacher of three, if not four, genera
tions of revolutionists. He taught us 
not so much through formal lectures 
-he did not give many in reality
or even through his writings, although 
here he left us a considerable legacy. 

He taught us most powerfully 
through participating with us in strug
gles. Over the years he stood at our 

side in many situations and battles 
in the class struggle, where one of his 
chief concerns was the development of 
cadres, particularly the capacity of 
comrades to think for themselves. 

But I would say that the primary 
arena in which Jim taught us the most 
important les-sons was in the develop
ment of the Socialist Workers Party 
itself. Here I think not only of party 
administration, the organization of 
branch work, the production of our 
press, and the development of leader
ship abilities in these areas, but of 
the many internal struggles, including 
those in the early years of the Com
munist Party in which most of us here 
did not participate except vicariously 
through the accounts that have been 
handed down. 

Our party owes its very existence 
to the way Jim handled these struggles. 
Through them he imparted his political 
know-how so that it became an 
acquisition of the cadres as a whole, 
something our party can use as a 
foundation in the mighty struggles 
lying ahead that will determine the 
fate of America and along with 
America the fate of the world. 

In the aftermath of World War II, 
it was Jim's firm opinion that the 
victory of the Soviet Union, the top
pling of capitalism in Eastern Europe, 
and the revolutionary victory in China 
would ultimately weaken Stalinism on 
a world scale, making possible new. 
revolutionary advances. The victory 
of the Cuban revolution in 1959 was 
one of the confirmations, in his view. 

His eyes were set, of course, on the 
American workers. In the long run, 
the upheavals elsewhere would have 
a cumulative effect in the political 
arena in the United States. Coupled 
with the ever-deepening economic and 
social contradictions of capitalism, the 
American workers, the mightiest power 
on earth, would be propelled into 
action and the American revolution 
would begin. 

In the last years of his life, Jim 
was convinced that the American revo
lution is not far off. It has drawn 
perceptibly nearer. He saw the signs 
in the appearance of the Black libera
tion movement in the sixties and the 
women's liberation movement in the 



overturning this monstrous system' 
early seventies. He saw it in the inca- found this to be trying and it led to quite consciously to himself, har-
pacity of American imperialism to win friction in some instances. nessing himself to the call for duty. 
outright victories, first in Korea and Jim had the capacity to recognize Consequently, it was observable that 
then in Vietnam. He saw it in the his own faults and weaknesses. To he indulged in his anarchistic inclina-
radicalization of the youth on a scale close friends, he even overemphasized tions, if that's what they were, only 
never before seen in America. He saw them, thinking he had more than the in small things, doing his utmost to 
it in the antJ,war movement that swept usual share. exclude them· from anything of imp or-
this country_ from coast to coast, Jim's objectivity extended to others. tance to the party. 
shaking Ute capitalist political system It can be seen in the most striking way 
so that one president decided ·not to in his comments on f1g1Ires he once 
run for a second term, and his sue- knew in the Communist Party who 
cessor- a less astute crook- had to had become Stalinists and betrayed 
hand in his resignation, the first time the revolutionary-socialist movement. 
that has happened in American his- He gave them full credit for what they 
tory. once were and had sought to be, and 

All these signs led Cannon to believe explained how forces they did not 
that the time of Trotskyism is close understand had overwhelmed them. 
at hand. 

In his personal life, Jim preferred 
a simple existence, in the company of 
congenial comrades and friends. He 
was an omnivorous reader, but he 
also enjoyed conversation. His con
versation, of course, centered on poli
tics, or drifted there, sometimes with a 
little ribbing and joking woven in. 

Jim smoked cigars and a pipe and 
was not at all demanding as to the 
grade of tobacco, smoking the cheap 
brands he bought and the Havanas 
or mixtures that came as gifts in recent 
years with equal relish. So long as the 
tobacco smoldered, he was satisfied. 

He considered a celebration from 
time to time to be a necessity, and he 
made sure that the usual source of 
conviviality was not missing. For long 
periods, his drink was tea or at the 
most beer, a limitation he did not 
approve of; but alcohol gave him a 
problem he was compelled to take into 
account. 

In his working pattern, Jim was not · 
an easygoing type; in fact, he could 
be very demanding. Some comrades 

A team man 
A psychoanalytical study of Jim 

might be of interest, for he was very 
complex, but it would not tell us much 
about what made him tick politically. 
He lived as a political person and he 
must be judged on that level. In this 
he functioned as a team man, com
pletely conscious of the power of a 
leadership team, and a master at con
structing one; that is, a well-balanced 
group composed of contrasting types, 
whether one-sided or many-sided, in
cluding some always inclined to be 
critical and some certain to reflect the 
opinion of this or that layer. 

As an integral part of the team, 
Jim subordinated himself completely 
to party discipline, to "duty" as he 
liked to think of it, or to a call to 
"pitch fqr the party." 

Jim described himself as at bottom 
an "anarchist," and no doubt there 
was some truth to this. It did not 
come natural to him to be a team man. 
He had to learn it and to apply it 

An angry person 
Fundamentally, ·Jim was an angry

person. He was angry at injustice, at 
inequities, at special privileges, at ex
ploitation. He was angry at poverty, 
lack of opportunity, oppression, rac
ism, and sexism. 

He seethed over _the crimes of cap
italism, its wars, its reactionary ideol

. ogles. He hated its police, its courts, 
its prisons, its fascism, its tendency to 
drop back to barbarism. 

He burned with fury over Truman's 
dropping the atomic bomb on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and at the 
chance that the human race might be 
obliterated in an atomic holocaust. 

This deep-seated and perpetual anger 
at "apitalism, aroused ever day by 
what he read in the papers and saw 
on all sides, was one of the driving 
forces in Jim's makeup. 

He was utterly dedicated to over
throwing this monstrous system in 
which we happen to have been born. 

Jim had a clear vision of socialism 
and the perspectives it could open up. 
He gained this vision as a youth a:nd 
the vision never left him. He sought 
throughout his conscious life to impart 
this vision to others, to inspire them, 
and to win them to the cause. 

He repeated this appeal with all the 
eloquence at his command in the recent 
speech he made on tape for thecelebra
tion of the tenth anniversary of inter
continental Press. 

That speech could be said to be 
Jim Cannon's last message totheparty 
and to the new generation of rebels, 
expressing his deepest convictions. 

He remains with us 
I will not say farewell to Jim. He 

remains with us. He remains with us 
through his writings. He remains with 
us through the party that he did so 
much to establish. He remains with us 
through the continuity of that party's 
leadership and through .the personal 
example he set of lifelong dedication 
to the cause of the emancipation of 
humanity. 

Through these achievements, Jim will 
remain a participant, a comrade-in
arms, in the international struggle for 
socialism until the final victory is won. 

'Hail to Jim's long fight for the socialist future' 
Marvel Scholl and Farrell Dobbs 
were in California at the time of 
Cannon's death and were not able 
to be present at the Oberlin meet
ing. This year marks their fortieth 
year in the revolutionary socialist 
movement, and 40 years of ·col
laboration with Jim Cannon. 

"This collaborationbegan,"noted 
Jack Barnes, "with Jim's visit to 
Minneapolis at the very beginning 
of the strikes (the 1934 Teamster 
strikes, which shook the city and of 
which Farrell Dobbs and Marvel 
Scholl were leaders) to give a little 
help, as Farrell said, when it was 
sorely needed. 
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"And it continued," said Barnes, 
"through all the decades of Far
rell's immense responsibility as the 
central elected executive leader of the 
party." 

The following is the text of the 
message sent by Marvel Scholl and 
Farrell Dobbs to be read at the 
meeting. 

Hail and farewell to Comrade 
Jim Cannon. When, in 1928, he 
brought Trotskyism to the United 
States, it was the beginning of a 
long uphill fight to continue the 
building of a genuine revolutionary 

movement capable of -waging an 
uncompromising fight to bring hu
mankind an enlightened socialist 
future. 

This educational gathering of so
cialist, characterized above all by 
the presence of dedicated young rev
olutionaries, is truly a fitting me
morial to Comrade Jim, who re
mained true to his own youth to 
the end of his days. 

Let every comrade present at this 
gathering rededicate herself and 
himself to the task Jim began 46 
years ago. 

No one could ask for a better way 
to be honored. 

Karolyn 
Ker~y: 
'Jim strove 
to make 
party into 
effective 
·instrument' 

For Karolyn Kerry and Tom Kerry, 
as with Joe and Reba Hansen, 1974 
marked their fortieth year as com
rades and co-workers with Cannon. 
Karolyn Kerry told the meeting about 
some of their experiences with Jim 
Cannon and Rose Karsner and the 
party. 

In his introduction Barnes said, 
"Some of you here know that after 
Rose and Jim went to California for 
good in the 1950s, critics inside the 
SWP soon dubbed the leadership team 
in New York the 'Dobbs-Kerry regime.' 
They meant this as a devastating criti
cism. 

"But we Dobbs-Kerryites grabbed 
it for ourselves, just like an earlier 
generation did with the banner of the 
'Cannon regime.' Jim said he wasn't 
surprised when I told him this." 

Karolyn Kerry, Barnes noted, ''was 
not only the recipient, as so many 
were, of Jim's party-building ideas, 
but she was often one of those re
sponsible for putting them ,into prac
tice." She has taken on such varied 
responsibilities as business manager 
of The Militant, SWP branch orga
nizer, SWP campaign manager in New 
York, and organizer oftheCivilRights 
Defense Committee, which defended the 
trade unionists and SWP leaders sent 
to prison during World War II under 
the Smith Act. Karolyn Kerry now 
works in the promotion department 
of Pathfinder Press. 

The following are her remarks. 

Tom [Kerry] and I fU"st came to New 
York as part of the substitute leader
ship after Jim, Farrell [Dobbs], and 
the other party leaders had been rail
roaded to prison in 1944 under the 
Smith "Gag" Act. 

We stayed with Rose Karsner, Jim's 
companion, collaborator, and a long
time party leader in her own right, 
while Jim was in prison. 

Prison regulations required that the 
"inmates," as they are called, limit their 
correspondence to members of their 
immediate families. Rose, therefore, 
served as the link for Jim's correspon
dence with the party leadership. 

There was one aspect of Jim's cor:::· 
respondence that had Rose and the 
rest of us completely mystified. 

When Jim entered prison he was 
suffering from ulcers. His customary 
diet was milk and bananas. Under 
the circumstances, food, as such, was 
of little interest to him. 

When, therefore, his letters beg.an 
to deal at great length about the most 
esoteric menus, we were convinced he 

Continued on next page 
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... 'He was certain there can be a better 
Continued from preceding poge 

was attempting to communicate with 
the party leadership through a code 
of his own design. 

Unfortunately, neither Rose nor any
one else in the party leadership had 
been provided with a key to the code. 

Here is a typical example of one 
menu from the Pathfinder Press book, 
Letters from Prison (letter number30): 

"This," wrote Jim, "is Sunday morn
ing and I am thinking of a breakfast 
of soft-boiled eggs with creamery 
butter, orange juice (iced), milk, crepes 
suzette and rightly made coffee with 
cream." 

We puzzled greatly over Jim's menus 
only to learn later that there was no 
code, and therefore no key, but that 
Jim, like all the others, was driven 
to improvising imaginative menus by 
the spartan diet imposed by the prison 
authorities. 

In fact, a key to the solution to 
the puzzle was provided in letter num
ber 125-95 letters later-which 
reads: "You can tell the friends who 
inquire about my health that I am all 
right. I continue to stick strictly to my 
diet of boiled eggs and milk three times 
a day, seven days a week, and will 
stick to it until January 22. Then, 
I think, I will be entitled to a little 
variety and I am beginning to look 
forward to the special menus previ
ously sent to you." 

But this subject was only incidental 
to Jim's real concern, his constant 
preoccupation with problems of party 

This drive to make The Militant a 
paper of mass circulation was aided 
by the work of our first trailblazer 
team, composed of Eloise Booth and 
Rudie Rhodes, who traveled by bus 
from city to city and state to state, 
selling Militant subs to new readers. 

2) Party education. In this area Jim 
conveyed· many new ideas of ex
panding party education for party 
members and party leaders. He urged 
us to apply, in this area of party work, 
the same Bolshevik spirit that animates 
all of our party-building activities. 

It was through Jim's prodding that 
the first Trotsky School was organized 
and continued for a number of years 
thereafter. In a sense we can justly 
attribute the past several Oberlin edu
cational conferences of the Young So
cialist Alliance and the Socialist Work
ers Party to his reiterated emphasis 
on organized and 'Systematic educa
tional activities. 

I cannot in these few minutes even 
begin to summarize all of Jim's 
thoughts on the ways and means of 
building the party and making it a 
more effective instrument of revolu
tionary struggle. 

Total commitment 
If there is any generalization I can 

make about Jim Cannon's character, 
it was his total commitment, his total 
immersion, his total concern about the 
party and with the party, first mani
fested for me in his letters from prison. 

That was true of the Jim Cannon I 

Trotsky addressing Fourth Congress of the Comintern, at which Cannon was present. 
Cannon learned from Lenin and Trotsky the urgent need to build an international 
party of socialist revolution. 

politics, strategy, tactics, and especial
ly education. I recall, for example, 
several very important areas of party 
activity, which received their initial 
impetus from Jim's letters. 

Subscription drives 
1) The proposal for a mass Mili

tant subscription drive to be aimed 
at new readers. Jim thought he was 
~eing optimistic when he projected a 
tent'ative quota of 3,000 for a 25-cent 
six-month~ sub. I can't remember the 
exact figure of this subscription drive 
-our first since the war-but I know 
it exceeded the 3,000 figure. 

What I do remember, however, is 
that soon after, in 1945, we were 
achieving goals 6f more than 20,000 
in our Militant subscription cam
paigns. 
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first met in San Francisco in 1934, 
until the day he died last Wednesday. 

Jim Cannon's life as a revolution
ary fighter-as a leader of the IWW 
(Industrial Workers of the World], as 
a founder of the American Communist 
Party, and as a founder and leader of 
the American Trotskyist movement
will, I am convinced, provide an in
spiration and a guide to all members 
of the SWP and YSA. And to those 
yet to come, who will dedicate their 
lives to the task of carrying forward 
the struggle-to which he contributed 
his entire adult life- to overthrow this 
monstrous, outworn, and decaying 
capitalist system and to establish a 
new order, the world socialist society. 

This is why we will forever love 
and cherish the memory of our 
beloved friend, our comrade, and our 
peerless leader, Jim Cannon. 

Andrew 
Pulley: 
'Jim was 
one of the 
heroes of 
socialist 
youth' 
In introducing Andrew Pulley, na
tional chairman of the Young Social
ist Alliance, Barnes noted that the YSA 
leader's presence confrrmed a predic
tion that Jim Cannon had made some 
30 years ago. "In one of his letters 
from prison," Barnes recalled, "Jim 
talks about the role of the army in 
radicalizing proletarian youth in cer
tain periods, and he explains how the 
prisons become schools for revolu
tionists." 

"This was years before Malcolm X, 
and Attica, and Fort Jackson," he 
continued. 

Andrew Pulley became a socialist 
in 1969 at Fort Jackson, after he and 
other Gls had waged a fight for the 
right to organize discussions of the 
Vietnam war and racism in the army. 
He was thrown into the stockade for 
insisting on the right of Gls to free
dom of speech and assembly. 

Barnes introduced Pulley as "one 
of the leading graduates of the Fort 
Jackson stockade, one of those schools 
for revolutionists." The following are 
his remarks. 

Jim Cannon was too old to formally 
join the Young Socialist Alliance, ac
cording to our constitution. But we 
didn't let that stop us. 

He was over 80 in years. But in 
his optimism in the socialist future 
and his determination to realize it, and 
in his sense of humor, he was as 
young as any of us in the YSA. 

Jim was like a member of the YSA. 
He was our senior consultant. When
ever Y SA leaders would visit Los An
geles we would meet with him. His 
door was always open to the YSA. 

It is only natural to be a little ner
vous when you first meet a person 
of Jim's s'tature. But as soon as he 
began to speak, he would relax you. 

I was amazed, in one of the meet
ings I had with Jim, at his familiarity 
with the work of the party and the 
Y SA, his deep interest in the YSA, and 
his sharp perception of the events of 
the class struggle, thEl youth radicali
zation, and the general political reality 
of the day. 

Jim Cannon appreciated the YSA 
as a Leninist youth organization. In 
one of his last interviews, printed in 
the July-August Young Socialist, Jim 
stated, "The Young Socialist Alliance 
of today is an entirely new phenome
non, as far as my experience can 
judge, by its composition, its general 
activity, and in practically every other 
way." 

Jim was a big partisan of founding 
the YSA. He felt the YSA had an im
portant role to play on the campuses, 
in the high schools, and among the 

youth in general: to lead young peo
ple in struggle to change society, and 
to train young revolutionists for mem
bership in the revolutionary party. 

In a speech presented to the West 
Coast Vacation School in 1964 titled 
"What It Means To Be a Young Rev
olutionist Today"- a speech that re
cruited to the socialist movement a 
number of people sitting here tonight 
-Jim spoke of the danger of nuclear 
annihilation and said: "So we have 
come to the conclusion that time is 
shorter. When you join a socialist 
movement now, you're joining the bat
tle which in your own lifetime- not 
that of your children, not that of your 
grandchildren, but in your own life
time- and even before you reach an 
advanced age, is going to be settled. 

"You have got to be the vanguard 
of the people who are going to settle 
it. So being a socialist becomes the 
central purpose of your life and your 
activity." 

You know, Jim was a YSAer when 
he was young. They just didn't call 
it that then. Jim joined the fight for 
socialism while in high school. One 
of his first activities was in the de
fense campaign to free Tom Mooney 
and Warren Billings. 

As a youth Jim was a footloose 
rebel. He became a socialist and 
spread the socialist word, speaking 
on street corners and selling the Ap
peal to Reason, the popular socialist 
weekly. That was almost 70 years 
ago. He stayed with that fight for 
way over half a century, and that's 
a long time. 

How many of you have been told, 
by your parents, teachers, bosses, 
parole officers, or lieutenants, that 
you'll outgrow your socialist views 
when you grow up and get wise? 

Well, Jim Cannon grew up, and 
he did get wiser-and that's why he 
stayed true to his rebel ideas all the 
way. As he explained in the recent 
Young Socialist interview, "If I can 
convey any suggestion to you it's this 
-the longer you live in this fight, the 
more determined you are to try to win 
it and the more confident you are 
that the human race will survive." 

In one of his letters written from 
Sandstone federal prison in Minnesota 
in 1945 Jim wrote, "The young relate 
the word to the deed. They are moved 
and inspired by example. That is why 
they demand heroes; nobody can talk 
them out of it." 

Those words could not be truer. The 
Young Socialist Alliance has found the 
greatest inspiration in the example set 
by Jim Cannon, one of its heroes. 



world, if we are willing to fight for it' 
Peggy 
Brundy: 
'He was an 
active party 
member and 
educator 
to the end' 
In introducing Peggy Brundy, Jack 
Barnes first explained how Cannon's 
work had been organized in his last 
years. 

"Rose Karsner and Jim Cannon set 
up shop on Hyperion Avenue soon 
after they arrived in · Los Angeles," 
he said, "and after Rose's death (in 
1968) Jim christened the house 'the 
Hyper.ion commune.' That's because 
the party always had a team of com
rades living there ·with Jim. They 
shared the chores; they shared the edu
cation in the house; and they shared 
the mischief that Jim would ever so 
often start up." 

"In addition," Barnes continued, 
"there was always one comrade as
signed to organize the whole setup 
and to expedite the production of more 
and more of Jim's books as resources 
permitted. There were five who en
joyed that unique responsibility over 
the last seven years- Bea Hansen, 
Peggy Brundy, Andrea Morell, Jessica 
Starr, and Suzanne Weiss." 

The following are Peggy Brundy's 
remarks on what the household was 
like. 

Living and working with Jim, we 
came to know him as a revolutionary 
leader and as a human being. We also 
learned a great deal about the p~;trty 
and about politics. 

This was no accident. Jim worked at 
it. But his method of educating was 
very, very different from the pompous, 
alienating variety found in colleges. 

He worked at eliminating all bar
riers between himself and his com
rades. I think we were all awe-stricken 
when we first met him. When I was 
part of the household, comrades meet
ing him for the first time would some
times ask me, "How do I address him? 
'Comrade Cannon'? Maybe even, 'Mr. 
Cannon'? Well, Jim wanted to be 
called ... 'Jim'. 

Education, for Jim, was a give-and
take situation, whether he was talking 
with a leading cadre of the party or a 
brand-new recruit. Anyone who 
worked with Jim became part of his 
team. 

He outlined this approach toward 
education in a letter he wrote while he 
was working on his book Letters from 
Prison. He wrote: "A prime obligation 
of a revolutionary leader is to explain 
the reasons for what he proposes and 
does, thus enabling the entire move
ment to participate in his thinking." 

This kind of education was an inte
gral part of the household routine. It 
took place through casual conversa
tions at the dinner table, meetings with 
visitors, books and papers he urged 
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Aug. 26, 1970. Cannon thought rise of women's lilteration movement was one of the signs that the American socialist revolu-
tion is not far off. 

us to read, and even jokes he told us 
while we were watching television. It 
was a continuing process. Jim didn't
just give us the right answers. He tried 
to teach us hbw he approached prob
lems. 

Most of the essential lessons he drew 
for us are recorded in his books and 
are available for everyone to read and 
study. But_ occasionally he would re
member a new incident in the class 
struggle, or a story about an individ
ual that illustrated an important 
lesson. He worried about how these 
unrecorded anecdotes would be pre
served for future generations. He 
sometimes said that our only hope 
was that the FBI had the house 
bugged, so that after the revolution 
we could transcribe the tapes. We plan 
to do just that. 

One of the projects he carried out 
over the past year and a half was 
a series of interviews with comrades 
and friends-conducted largely by 
Harry Ring-in which he tried to pass 
on these previously unrecorded in
cidents. 

He eagerly welcomed visitors. This 
was one of the ways he sought to keep 
abreast of current developments in the 
class struggle. 

He spent hours reading each day. 
He studied the internal bulletins and 
the press. of the party, and he followed 
the capitalist press. He subscribed to 
the New York Times Book Review, 
The Nation, and New Republic, as 
well as the papers of other tendencies. 
He considered this very important for 
keeping in touch with what was going 
on in the world and with how the dif
ferent classes and political currents 
were reacting to it. 

He was always thinking about ways 
to improve the party. His concerns 
ranged widely, from the problems of 
building the Fourth International to 
ideas such as the prepaid subscription 
card to The Militant. 

He carried out all of these activities, 
and more, in spite of failing health. 

Women's rights 
Jim was a longtime supporter of 

women's rights. His first public speech 
wa~ a debate with another Rosedale, 
Kans., high school student on the 

question, "Should women be allowed 
to vote?" Jim defended the affirmative 
-and he won. 

Over the next 70 years he never 
changed that position of support. 

In an interview he gave just last 
month, he said, "The party has re
cruited women comrades on a scale 
never seen before in the radical move
ment. Forty percent of our members 
are women and, I think, about 40 
percent of our staff members are wom
en. This takes place not as a quota 
policy, but just naturally. So many 
talented women have come forward to 
fill this or that position." 

Most of all, Jim educated us by his 
example. When I first met him in 
1968, he had been a leader of the rev
olutionary movement for around 60 
years. Letters from Prison had just 
been published, a book that passes on 
to our generation many of the most 
basic lessons he had to teach about 
party building. But he was 78 years 
old. He was deeply shaken by the 
recent death of Rose Karsner. 

By anybody's standards, he could 
have retired. He had already given 
the party a tremendous amount. And 
he could have decided to just sit back 
and take it easy for the rest of his life. 

Active party member 
But he didn't. With the help of those 

who worked with him, he organized 
his life so· that in his remaining years 
he could continue functioning as an 
active party member-to the maxi
mum degree that he was able. 

That, I think, is the primary legacy 
of the last years of Jim's life. In spite 
of personal hardships- and he suf-

fered many during those years-he 
remained steadfastly true to the princi-. 
ples that had guided him all his life. 
He remained convinced that there can 
be a better world if we are willing to 
fight for it. 

He once said, "I came out of Rose
dale, Kans., 40 years ago looking for 
truth and justice. I'm still looking, and 
I won't give 1 percent discount." 

Jim Cannon's approach to life and 
to the party was summed up by Rose 
Karsner in 1962 in some remark's she 
made at a banquet celebrating the 
publication of The First Ten Years 
of American ·Communism. I'd like to 
close by quoting from what she said: 

"From the moment we thre\v our 
lot in with the socialist movement, 
more than 50 years ago, we have 
never wavered in our conviction. that 
a socialist world will come into being. 
Whether we live to see it or not. That's 
immaterial. We never faltered in our 
devotion to this conviction, or in our 
allegiance to the party we believed 'Yas 
working toward that end. In times 
of personal difficulty, and we all had 
them, we sometimes took out time to 
straighten these matters. But never 
with the idea of dropping out. 

"Never did we feel that we were sac,.. 
rificing for the party. On the contrary, 
we were always conscious of the fact 
that to have to give up the party, 
that would be a sacrifice. Because 
through activity of the party, w,e got 
fulfillment of life and satisfaction and 
the confidence that we were working 
not merely for our own little selves, 
but for the entire human race. We feel 
the same way tonight. We recommend 
that way to you all." 

LosAnge~s--------------

Meeting in tribute 
to Jim Cannon 

TUESDAY, SEPT. 3, 8 PM 
710 South Westlake Ave., Los Angeles 
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A political tribute to Jim Cannon 

Fund launched to push forward the 
The Aug. 23 Political Tribute to Jim 
Cannon culminated in a tremendous 
show of determination to carry for
ward the building of the revolutionary 
movement. 

The more than 1,000 people who 
packed into the college chapel in Ober
lin, Ohio, pledged or contributed 
$51,350.95 to the newly launched 
James P. Cannon Party-Building 
Fund. 

Socialist Workers Party leader 
George Novack presided over the col
lection. 

The activists present, mostly young 
people, were not wealthy; they were 
working people and college students, 
Black and · Chicano militants, high 
schoolers, and full-time workers for 
the socialist movement. But they were 
inspired by the life of Jim Cannon to 
see beyond their own personal lives 
to the vision of the socialist future. 
And they dug into their pockets, sav
ings accounts, or next month's wages, 
to make a fitting tribute to Cannon's 
lifelong fight for socialism. 

The outpouring ofcontributionswent 
on for more than an hour, with the 
ushers calling out the donations from 
the floor amid irrepressible applause. 
There were ·two contributions of 
$3,000, one from Morris Starsky, 
whose socialist views have cost him 
several university teaching jobs. Star
sky's civil liberties fight resulted re
cently in a cash settlement from one 
university, enabling him to set the 
pace for the Cannon fund. 

Seven people were able to give 
$1,000. 

As Novack proceeded to contribu
tions of $500 and under, the momen
tum of the meeting escalated. 

One usher called out, "One hundred 
ninety-two dollars from the Nashville 
Young Socialist Alliance- that's a dol
lar for each page of Cannon's book 
Socialism on Tria~ one of the best 
weapons in our socialist propaganda 
arsenal!" 

Contributions came from other YSA 
chapters, from· a group of Mideast 
students, from high school students. 

A Puerto Rican Trotskyist accom
panied a contribution with a pledge 
to build toward a Trotskyist move
ment in Puerto Rico. An observer from 

Sweden gave $19.11 in commemora
tion of the date that Swedish-born rev
olutionist ,;arl Skoglund came to the 
United States to join Jim Cannon in 
building the revolutionary movement. 

Other guests from around the world 
contributed to the fund. 

Before calling for contributions of 
$100 and under, Novack predicted, 
"Now the rafters are really going to 
reverberate!" And that's what hap
pened. Donations streamed in until 
the meeting was closed with the sing
ing of "The ·International" under the 
banners that set the theme for the en
tire conference: "Eduate, agitate, or
ganize- Build the Socialist Workers 
Party" and "Build the Fourth Inter
national." 

The James P. Cannon Party-Building 
Fund will provide sorely needed re
sources for several areas of revolu
tionary socialist education and or
ganization. 

From his decades of participation 
in the revolutionary movement Cannon 
left archives of correspondence, 
speeches, and writings, much of which 
has never been published. It is only 
in recent years that the revolutionary 
socialist movement has begun to ac
quire the resources to begin publish
ing many of Cannon's works. 

One goal of the Cannon fund will 
be to help begin to publish as much 
of this material as possible in order 
to make available to the new genera
tion of revolutionists every contribu
tion and lesson from Cannon's long 
experience. 

Several days before Cannon's death, 
plans were announced for reprinting 
America's Road to Socialism, speeches 
long out of print. 

Among the yet unpublished material 
are recent interviews by Cannon with 
author Sidney Lens and with a mem
ber of the Mexican Liga Socialista 
(Socialist League, Mexican support
ers of the Fourth International), as 
well as about 25 hours of conversa
tions with Harry Ring of the Militant's 
Southwest Bureau. 

The fund will also ensure continued 
publication of The Militant, the news
paper launched by Cannon and a 
handful of cothinkers in 1928 after 

Contribute to the 
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James P. Cannon 
Party-Building·Fund 

Cannon fund will help finance Young Socialist teams traveling throughout the country 
speaking and selling socialist literature. 

their expulsion from the Communist 
Party. 

The paper is in great need of finan
cial resources, both because of higher 
production costs and also to meet the 
new opportunities from the spreading 
radicalization in this country. Re
sources are needed to ensure that the 
paper can continue to respond to big 
events in the class struggle with on
the-scene reporting and analysis, as 
well as to expand the number of pages 
and to enable the continuation of mas
sive circulation drives. 

The thlrd big project to be aided 
by ther fund will be the Young So
cialist teams that will hit the road 
this fall. Fifteen cars, each carrying 
a team of three or four young so
cialists and a large quantity of so
cialist literature, will be driving from 
city to city and campus to campus 

for eight weeks in October and 
November. In the tradition of the 
IWW soapboxers, among them James 
P. Cannon, these young people will 
be speaking, debating, and selling 
revolutionary literature wherever they 
can get a hearing. 

The James P. Cannon Party-Build
ing Fund will enable all of those who 
knew him personally, as well as all 
the young people who have learned 
so much from his books, to add their 
contribution. As George Novack 
stressed during the Aug. 23 tril>ate 
meeting, the new fund welcomes all 
donations, large or small, "because 
we know it is given to the best of your 
material capacity." 

Future issues of The Militant will 
carry regular reports on the progress 
of the fund. 

Those contributing $50 or more may choose a complimentary 
copy of one of Cannon's books from the list below. 

Enclosed is a contribution of $ {Make checks payable 
to James P. Cannon Party-Building Fund.) Please send me: 

( ) The First Ten Years of 
American Communism 

) The History of American 
Trotskyism 

( ) Letters from Prison 

( ) Notebook of an Agitator 

) Socialism on Trial 

( ) Speeches for Socialism 

( ) Speeches to the Party 

( ) The Struggle for a Prole
tarian Party 

Name---------------------------------------------------

Address-------------------------------------------

CitY-----------State ______ Zip ------

Send to: James P. Cannon Party-Building Fund 
14 Charles Lane, New York, N.Y. 10014 



fight for socialism in the U.S. 
George 
Novack: 
'Jim taught 
us what to 
do next-
and then 
togo ahead 
and do it' 
The enormous show of revolutionary 
financial support at the Political Trib
ute to Jim Cannon was presided over 
by George Novack. Novack was a· 
collaborator with Cannon in the rev
olutionary socialist movement for 41 
years. 

Jack Barnes, chairman of the meet
ing, noted that, "beginning with their 
defense of Jim as one of the victims 
of the Smith Act frame-up, Evelyn Reed 
and George Novack worked with Jim 
as comrades, teachers, friends-and 
even friendly critics once in a while. 
And they did it in everything from 
party literary work, to work in de
fense of civil liberties, to fund rais-

. ing-conscious preparation and suc
cess in the latter being something Jim 
insisted on." 

The following are George Novack's 
remarks launching the James P. Can
non Party-Building Fund. 

Jim Cannon taught us that the im
perative of practical revolutionary po
litics is to know what to do next- and 

. then go ahead and do it. So what 
must we do after having paid tribute 
to Jim's achievements and set forth 
the significance of his ca:reer? 

In the opinion of the leaderships 
of the Socialist Workers Party and the 
Young Socialist Alliance, no more ap
propriate and urgently needed step 
can be taken than to launch at this 
meeting the James P. Cannon Party
Building Fund. 

This is a special, once-in-a-lifetime 
testimonial to which all members and 
friends may contribute. As the name 
indicates, the proceeds will be used 
for whatever is currently required to 
promote the kind of party he showed 
us how to create. 

Here, too, we can turn to his own 
example and take a cue from his views 
on the role of finances in the building 
of the revolutionary vanguard. These 
were formed very early in his activity 
in the class struggle. 
· As a young rebel, Jim became a vol
unteer traveling organizer for the IWW. 
He spoke at many an outdoor rally 
as an agitator. The Wobbly soap
boxers were accustomed to selling lit
erature and taking up a collection for 
the cause at the end of each meeting. 
That enabled the organizer to feed 
himself and get to the next town. 

When a respected comrade died in 
the fight, the Wobblies' attitude was 
imperishably expressed by Joe Hill's 
testament: "Don't mourn, organize!" 

The slogan of these educational ses
sions has been "Educate, agitate, orga-
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nize." The whole week has objectively 
been a tribute to Jim. And, as its 
climactic act, the fund will offer to 
every one of us the opportunity to 
help continue with the work of "ed
ucating, agitating, and organizing" 
that Jim began 46 years ago- and 
to do so in his militant and self
fulfilling spirit. I say self-fulfilling 
rather than self-sacrificing because 
that's the way he looked at it. 

Jim felt that this generation of party 
builders had succeeded in profes
sionalizing our finances to a degree 
qualitatively ·superior to anything 
known before. He was most interested 
in hearing reports about an expansion
fund goal or a campaign rally collec
tion, and would often marvel at the 
results. 

One of the secretaries in his house 
told me that he would recall how in 
the early "dog days" the whole na
tional office budget of the Trotskyist 
movement, including the staff, The 
Militant, and our magazine, amounted 
to no more than $100 a month. 

AHitude to money 
Jim had a revolutionary proletarian 

attitude toward money, including his 
own. It was something to be used, 
not saved up. What little money he 
and Rose ever had- and it was 

. usually a party subsistence-was at 

the disposal of the movement. His 
legacy to us was not inmaterialthings, 
but in ideas and force of example. 

Another of his secretaries told me, 
"I can't think of a single item Jim 
owned, other than some things of senti
mental value. His notion of comfort 
was a good cigar or pipe, a bright 
lamp to read by, dinner at six o'clock 
without fail, and a household of con
genial people." 

Jim knew that the socialist move-
ment was a poor· people's movement 
and, if it were a true and healthy 
workers party, that party could rely 
only on its own members and sym
pathizers to finance its revolutionary 
needs. 

It happens by coincidence that Jim's 
death fell on the same day of the year, 
Aug. 21 -·and within a couple of 
hours- as Trotsky's 34 years before. 
I attended the memorial meeting held 
in New York City at which Jim de
livered his speecl;t "To the Memory 
of the Old Man," reprinted in the book 
Speeches for Socialism. 

In it he answered the question that 
was uppermost in the minds and 
hearts of those present: "Will the move
ment which [Trotsky] created and in
spired survive his death? Will his dis
ciples be able to hold their ranks to
gether, will they be able to carry out 
his testament and realize the emancipa
tion of the oppressed through the 

victory of the Fourth International?" 
"Without the slightest hesitation," Jim 

declared, "we give an affirmative 
answer to this question." And the wise 
leadership he gave our party and the 
world movement demonstrated that he 
fulfilled his responsibilities. 

Our answer 
Now we, who areCannon'sdisciples, 

are called upon to give an equally 
affirmative answer. , All of us can 
participate here and now, to the mea
sure of our means, in making it pos
sible for the party he fashioned, and 
the youth he cherished, to move con
fidently forward and take the next steps 
in strengthening the party of the 
coming American socialist revolution. 

He wholeheartedly dedicated his con
scious life to that glorious goal. I 
believe I speak the sentiment of us all 
in saying: We can and we will do no 
less. 

We have not set a specific goal for 
the fund we are starting tonight. We 
know very well what the urgent needs 
of our movement are at thisjuncture. 
But we don't know what the will, the 
capacity, the ways and the means of 
our cadres actually are. You will have 
to show us and guide us by your 
response to this memorable occasion, 
to this turning point in the evolution 
of our movement. 

Books by 
James P. Cannon 

Speeches for Socialism 
432 pp., $10.00, paper $3.45 

Speeches- to the Party: The Revolu
tionary Perspective and the Revo
lutionary Party 
352 pp., $10.00, paper $3.95 

The Struggle for a 
Proletarian Party 
320 pp., paper $2.95 

The First Ten Years of 
American Communism 
343 pp.; $10.00, paper $3.45 

The History of American 
Trotskyism 
268 pp., paper $2.95 

letters from Prison 
355 pp., $7.50, paper $3.45 

Notebook of on Agitator 
369 pp., $8.95, paper $3.~5 

Socialism on Trial 
192 pp., paper $2.25 

Order from Pathfinder Press, 

410 West St., New York, N.Y. 10014. 
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-In Our Opinion 
James P. Cannon 
James P. Cannon's life spanned 66 years of revolutionary 
activity- from the pre-World War I socialist movement to 
the radicalization of today. His work has a special signifi
cance for The Militant since he was one of our paper's found
ers and its first editor. 

In the current issue we pay tribute to this great American 
working-class leader. In coming issues we plan to review his 
accomplishments, reprint excerpts from his writings and 
speeches, and show why we consider his political course to 
be exemplary. We will also report the progress of the James 
P. Cannon Party-Building Fund, whose aim is to move for
ward the building of the revolutionary socialist movement in 
this country. 

What was remarkable about Cannon's long life is that at 
each major upsurge or turning point in the working-class 
struggle, Cannon responded with unswerving faith. in the 
capacity of the masses of working people to fight their own 
way to freedom from capitalist exploitation. He refused to 
capitulate in the face of ruling-class repression, imperialist 
war. hysteria, or Stalinism. 

As a working-class .youth, Cannon threw himself into the 
strike battles and free-speech fights led by the Industrial Work
ers of the World (IWW). Along with Eugene V. Debs and 
other opponents of imperialist war, he refused to ·support 
the slaughter of World War I. As a member of the left wing 
of the Socialist Party, he fought against the wing of the social
democratic movement that capitulated to the war hysteria. 

In 1917 Cannon unhesitatingly took the side of the Bol
shevik revolution, joining with others to found the American 
Communist Party. 

From the Bolsheviks he learned what kind of workers or
ganization was nece.ssary to accomplish the difficult task of 
overturning the capitalist system. He saw that, unlike the 
syndicalist IWW or the "all-inclusive' Socialist Party, a revo
lutionary party had to 1) be based on a clear-cut Marxist 
political program; 2) be a disciplined, fighting unit with in
ternal democracy; and 3) strive to become a mass party of 
all the oppressed. 

With the rise of the Stalinist bureaucracy in the Soviet Union 
owing to the isolation of the first workers state, Cannon re
jected the Stalinist program of "socialism ih one country." 
Together with only a handful of cothinkers expelled from 
the CP, he launched The Militant in 1928 to fight for the 
revolutionary international program of Marxism and 
Leninism. 

Later Cannon and the other pioneer Trotskyists set out 
in collaboration with Leon Trotsky to build a new inter
national party-the Fourth International-and a new rev
olutionary party in the United States-the Socialist Workers 
Party. 

With the challenge of the massive labor upsurge of the 
1930s, the American Trotskyists projected a class-struggle 
program among the masses of American workers and their 
allies, and provided leadership for important class battles 
such as the 1934 Teamsters strikes in Minneapolis. 

During World War II Cannon and the SWP were virtually 
alone in refusing to support the war aims of U.S. imperial
ism. For this stand, 18 SWP leaders and trade unionists, 
including Cannon, were framed up under the Smith Act and 
imprisoned. 

During the 1950s Cannon and the SWP refused to give 
up the perspective of Marxism despite the McCarthyite witch
hunt. While many other radicals, including a few inside the 
SWP, succumbed to the illusion of permanent American pros
perity, Cannon remained confident "that this country is not 
an exception to the laws of capitalism. He and the other 
central leaders of the SWP succeeded in holding the party 
together as an active revolutionary nucleus until times . be
gan to change in the late 1950s and 1960s. 

Cannon saw the new radicalization as a preliminary stage 
in the radicalization of the American working class. The 
revolutionary leadership team he helped to forge gave full 
support from the start to the struggles of Black people, stu
dents, and women. 

Throughout his life, Jim Cannon was a fighter against 
capitalist repression. His latest fight was as a plaintiff in 
the Watergate suit by the SWP against government surveillance 
and harassment. He had proof that the FBI had bugged 
his home. 

The Militant is determined to help advance the struggle 
to which Cannon dedicated his life. We urge our readers 
to join us in this effort. A good way to start is by sending 
your contribution to the James P. Cannon Party-Building 
Fund. 
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A correction 
I am a student at the University of 
Chicago. I would like to call your 
attention to an error in your arti
cle "'Ivory towers' of sexism" in The 
Militant of Aug. 16. 

The article states: "At the Univer
sity of Chicago the first and last 
woman to teach a political science 
course was Elizabeth Wallace-ap
pointed in 18921" 

In fact, the Master of the Collegiate 
Social Sciences Division and Pro
fessor of Political Science is a wom
an: Suzanne Rudolph. In addition, 
in 1973, the university appointed 
another woman, Jane Mansbridge, 
on an alternate-year teaching sched
ule. 

While the University of Chicago's 
cqnduct and hiring policies toward 
women faculty often range from ob
jectionable to reprehensible, it seems 
counter-productive to cite incorrect 
"facts" in an article condemning sex
ism in academia. 
Jane Ginsburg 
Chicago, Ill. 

In reply-We stand corrected. Our 
information came from an article 
in the May 16, 1974, New York Re
view of Books by Gertrude Ezorsky 
titled "The Fight Over University 
Women." We have sent the correc
tion on to Ezorsky. 

Arts and sciences 
After reading "An artist's view" in 
the letters column in the July 26 is
sue of The Militant, I must agree 
wholeheartedly. This government 
supports four "service" academies, 
all four of which are dedicated to 
death and destruction. Yet there is 
not one entirely government-subsi
dized academy dedicated to the 
ideals of healing, creation, and the 
development of creative talents of 
the people. 

In this society, scientists and re
searchers are reduced to moneygrub
bers who must beg to receive funds 
to carry on their work. Photograph
ers and artists are reduced to ex
tolling deodorants and toothpaste 
if they want to live on their talent. 
Poets and writers are subordinated 
to huge publishing firms that decide 
the public's taste for them. 

Working people must awaken to 
the fact that they deserve more than 
the dime-store kitsch of reproductions 
of paintings of children with large 
eyes and paint-by-number sets. Peo
ple must change the pattern of gov
ernment policy that permits the insult 
of letting the arts and sciences re
ceive appropriations last and be 
the first to be cut back. 
F.S. 
Chicago, Ill. 

A suggestion 
Your continual publication of articles 
on violations of the 1868 treaty, 
against the Great Sioux people, often 
referred to as "Wounded Knee 73," 
has been as good and reliable a 
source of information on the issues 
involved as a prisoner could request 
-short of Native to Native commu
nication. In this you are to be com
mended. 

In many past issues, you have in
cluded a section titled "World Out
look" in which you have included ar
ticles from Intercontinental Press. I 
would like to suggest that articles 
that deal specifically with the Native 
American people be included in your 

Let ten 
section titled "World Outlook." 

I am appreciative of receiving each 
issue of The Militant and do like the 
weekly layout and form. 

Your ongoing concern for the Og
lala La-kota people (my own) is 
very ~?eautiful to know as a prisoner. 
Your concern will never go unac
knowledged or unrecognized and I 
thank you personally. 
A prisoner 
California 

\Such is iustice' 
I am currently confined in a county 
jail. I feel that subscriptions to both 
The Militant and the International 
Socialist Review will help me pass 
my time in a productive way while 
awaiting trial, which in South Caro
lina usually takes many months. 
Such is justice in rich, white, Ameri
ca. I am three-fourths white and one
fourth Indian. Luckily, the Indian 
prevails in my heart. 
A prisoner 
South Carolina 

Renew now 
As a result of the current miserable 
economic situation created by our 
leaders in Washington, I've decided 
to take advantage of your offer and 
renew my subscription now. 

You have done a remarkable job 
at holding your subscription rate 
down this long and printing an in
formative and tn.lstworthy news
weekly. You are assured of my con
tinued support 

While I may not agree with all 
you have to say, I consider your 
paper to be a vital source of infor
mation not obtainable through the 
capitalist press. I am not able to 
afford a contribution at this time as 
I am still in college, but I will do 
so when my means allow. 
V.A 
Newton, Mass. 

[As of Sept. 15 we will be forced 
to raise our subscription rates. See 
details on page 2.] 

By accident 
Found a copy of your paper by 
accident. Very interesting reading. 
Please accept my trial subscription. 
c. c. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Herr Nixon fiasco 
I just want to let you know that 
I'm receiving all the copies of The 
Militant now. I'm really getting into 
them and I'm enjoying them very 
much. 

Although my experience with so
cialism is limited, I feel that the 
SWP in America has a lot to offer 
the people. After the fiasco with 
Herr Nixon we need something to 
grasp. A lot of people that I know 
not only in here but outside are 
turning away from the present form 
of government just because of the 
corrupt attitude of the politicians 
who supposedly represent us, the 
people. 

My congratulations to Linda 
Jenness. Her article on "History of 
union women" was right-on and to 
the point. I really enjoyed it and 
sent a copy of it to a woman friend 
of mine who is a worker. I'll let 



you know her reaction to the ar
ticle when she writes me back. 
A prisoner 
California 

'Illegal aliens' 
A long article in· a recent Militant 
exposed a distressing turn in the 
United Farm Workers' stand on 
"illegal aliens." 

Soon after that article appeared 
Cesar Chavez came to my area to 
lead a boycott campaign against 
markets carrying scab grapes, let
tuce and wine. Among the literature 
I received was the July 31 issue of 
El Malcriado, the UFW's impressive 
paper, which featured an editorial 
in which the main attack was di
rected at the growers and immigra
tion officers who have made special 
deals to admit "illegals," only to 
have them deported when they are 
no longer needed. 

As for concrete solutions to this 
outrage, the UFW's line struck me 
as most ambiguous .. On the one 
hand, the UFW defended the right 
of Mexicans or any other foreigners 
to immigrate, seek work and par
ticipate in union activities. On the 
other hand, they opposed "the prac
tice of workers crossing an interna
tional boundary to break a strike 
in another country." They fail to 
perceive that those "illegals" who are 
used to break strikes are victims 
too. The article concluded that "il
legals must either be granted full 
democratic rights- or they must 
go." 

So the UFW does indeed hold out 
the possibility of supporting reac
tionary legislation aimed· at sending 
home the "illegals," in which case 
their professed support for demo
cratic rights for all immigrants is 
a lot of wind. But if the UFW does 
officially support such measures, 
they sure aren't advertising it. 

Is it possible that the UFW is 
simply undecided on the issue and 
subject to change its position? Or 
is their orientation already clear 
despite the rhetoric? Just where does 
the truth lie? 
Victor Lucas 
Springfield, Mass. 

In reply- See articles on undocu
mented workers beginning on page 
28. 

Harold and Maude 
While I admit most of what Dianne 
Feeley said about Harold and 
Maude in the Aug. 16 issue was true 
and I thought it a pretty fair movie 
review, one point did strike me as 
rather strange: I saw Harold and 
Maude in March 1972. 

Why does The Militant wait two
and-a-half years to review a movie? 
Are there no movies more current 
deserving of reviews? 
A. Grady 
St. Louis, Mo. 

In reply- Harold and Maude was 
recently reissued and is again being 
shown around the country. 

The letters column is an open forum 
for all viewpoints on subjects of gen
eral interest to our readers. Please 
keep your letters brief. Where neces
sary they will be abridged. Please in
dicate If your name may be used or 
If you prefer that your initials be used 
Instead. 
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i·La Raza en Acci6nl 
Miguel Pendas. 

The man who had. no papers' 
When Jim Cannon first became active in the pre-World 
War I radical movement, it was based largely on for
eign-born workers from Europe. These immigrants 
were a major source of low-paid and doubly op
pressed labor, in some ways like mexicanos today. 

Then as now, the threat of deportation was a weap
on used against militant workers. In the witch-hunting 
attack on the labor movement after World War I, 
wholesale deportations of noncitizens were carried out. 

One of those persecuted throughout his political 
life by la migra was Carl Skoglund, a founding 
member of the Communist Party and later of the 
Socialist Workers Party. 

Jim Cannon was an internationalist through and 
through. He had nothing but contempt for the na
tional chauvinism of the American rulers, including 
their immigration restrictions. This scorn comes 
through clearly, if humorously, in these excerpts 
from a message Cannon sent to Carl Skoglund's 
seventieth birthday celebration, April 7, 1954: 

"This jubilant birthday celebration is testimony that 
Carl Skoglund has done pretty well for himself in 
this country, considering the fact that he got started 
off on the wrong foot and has been standing on it 
-so to speak- ever since. He picked Sweden for his 
birthplace, without realizing that Swedish birth does 
not confer the right to live and breathe in this countcy. 

"Nobody told Skogie that he had made a mistake, 
and he didn't ask. He arrived on these shores in 
1911 and, finding the gates open, just walked in. 
He has been traveling around the 48 states for 43 
years without proper identification papers. This sort 
of thing couldn't go on forever. 

"Thirteen years ago, the authorities picked him up 
and checked their files and made an alarming dis
covery, which has been troubling them ever since. 
They looked through a thick dossier marked 'Skog
lund, Carl'- and what did they see? ... 

"The record shows ... that he had been a labor 
agitator, strike leader, Socialist, ~ommunist, and 
general troublemaker, kicking and complaining all 
the time about the way things are run in this country. 
That was bad enough, for every right-thinking Ameri
can knows that things couldn't be better .... 

National Picket Line 

"In ransacking the voluminous files of the Immigra
tion Department, the Department of Justice, the FBI, 
and the local constable, they found plenty of incrim
inating reports. But there was one thing they couldn't 
find. That was any definite proof that the subject of 
their inquiry had any legal existence whatever. There 
was no birth certificate, no entry permit, no passport, 
no certificate of naturalization. Nothing at all. 

"By the absence of any proof to the contrary, they 
established the fact that 'Skoglund, Carl,' who was 
standing right there before them, had no legal right 
to be there or anywhere else .... 

"Nevertheless, they had to tag him some way. So 
they just wrote down on the cover of the dossier, 
under the name of 'Skoglund, Carl,' in bright red 
ink: 'Has no papers.' 

"This was an absolutely intolerable situation, for 
how can this country stand if Skoglund's records 
are not in order? Something had to be done about it. 
The first thing that entered their minds, naturally, 
was to throw him into jail. Then his friends posted 
bond for him; and that created another problem 
for the department in charge of putting people in the 
right place and making sure they don't pop up in 
the wrong place. 

"The man who had no papers had no right to be 
footloose in this country; but, since bond· had been 
posted, they had no right to keep him in jail either. 
It was a hell of a mess, and it hasn't been 
straightened out yet. The whole ponderous machinery 
of the United States government has been working 
ever since to put the man who is here but shouldn't 
be, in some place where h~ should be, but isn't. But 
they have never yet been able to get the time and the 
place and Skoglund all together." 

The government's persecution of Skoglund- and 
the SWP's fight to prevent his deportation-continued 
until his death in 1961. He was jailed on Ellis Island 
for six months in 1959, and at one point was even 
put on a ship. 

But to the day he died, "the man who had 
no papers" remained-like Jim Cannon-an un
daunted revolutionary fighter and a leader of the 
Socialist Workers Party. 

Frank Lovell 

Wobblies who learned 
Jim Cannon always welcomed the chance to talk 
with workers about their upions in the early days 
of the CIO. He knew what was on their minds in 
those times of the resurgent union movement, and 
he talked and joked with themabout their problems. 

Everything he said seemed to be calculated to pre
pare them for what .would most likely develop on the 
job, on the picket line, or at the union hall. 

In the fall and winter of 1936, during the 99-day 
West Coast maritime strike, he occasionally spoke 
at public forums. Sailors, marine firemen, cooks, 
and longshoremen came to those forums. They had 
heard about Cannon but most knew next to nothing 
about Trotskyism. Many were imbued with syndical
ist prejudices or infected with Stalinist poison. 

Jim was patient with the syndicalist-minded sea
men who thought they were continuing in the tradi
tion of the Industrial Workers of the World, the 
Wobblies. 

On one occasion, several of these latter-day 
Wobblies were arguing the virtues of revolutionary 
unionism and deprecating the vanguard party. 
Cannon told them in his easygoing way that we 
Trotskyists were Wobblies who had learned some
thing from the Russian revolution- the necessity of 
a revolutionary working-class party. 

Strike struggles in this country, Cannon explained, 
would benefit from the Bolsheviks' example. Strikes 
were weakened in some cases by a syndicalist out
look that ignored the political needs of the workers, 
and were endangered in other instances by the class
collaborationist policies of the Stalinists and the old
line labor bureaucrats. Both dangers stalked the 
1936 maritime strike. 

Jim often told them about the Trotskyist leadership 
of the 1934 Minneapolis Teamster strikes, and about 

how to avoid the mistakes of syndicalism and at the 
same time defeat the treachery of Stalinism. 

He never missed an opportunity to teach the need 
for a revolutionary party as opposed to talented 
leaders who operated in the mass movement with
out the benefit of such a party. Being in a revolu
tionary party helps to keep them in tune with the 
needs of the working class. It helps develop a layer 
of new leaders to extend the struggle against the 
employing class beyond the confines of a single 
union or one industry or even a country as large 
and powerful as the United States. 

An example of Cannon's appeal became clear to 
me when I was aboard a ship bound for Bristol 
Bay on the west coast of England in the final days 
of World War II. 

A sailor on that ship had brought along some 
books by Marx, Lenin, and others and was studying 
them and often came to my forecastle to discuss 
what he was reading. He was making slow head
way and was getting discouraged. But during the 
trip his attitude changed. 

He later told me that he thought scientific socialism 
was too complicated for him until he started to read 
some books and pamphlets by Cannon. He had 
discovered The History of American Trotskyism 
and Socialism on Trial. · 

This sailor was so excited about his new finds 
that he suggested that we should hire this man 
Cannon to explain the ideas of Marx and Lenin. 
But Jim Cannon at that time had already· put in 
more than 25 years explaining and applying basic 
revolutionary ideas-he didn't need to be hired. 

Just as with that sailor, Cannon's ideas are bound 
to be of great value to the new generation of young 
workers who must defend themselves against the 
current attacks of the employing class. 

13 



The Great Society 

Jim Cannon's sense of humor 
Future historians w!Jl undoubtedly assess Jim 
Cannon as one of the major figures of our time. 
He was also a very human human being. 

He .had many of the problems and failings that 
afflict all of us in this society. He also had quali
ties that led his friends to love him very deeply 
indeed. 

I was fortunate in that I conducted a series of 
interviews with him during the past year and got 
to know him a lot more. The experience was as 
rewarding personally as it was politically. 

I especially appreciated his sense of humor and 
his attitude toward humor. He felt strongly that 
humor, properly employed, was an important 
weapon in the arsenal of socialist propaganda. 

I was gratified that he considered The Great 
Society a contribution to lightening the pages of 
our paper a bit, and I came to notice the particu
lar importance he attached to people having-or 
not having- a sense of humor. 

Women In Revolt 

When, in the interviews, he was offering word 
portraits of various figures in the early commu
nist movement, he would recount a good story 
someone told 50 years ago, or an especially co
gent political crack someone made in the factional 
battles of the time. 

And in recalli~g a solid political witticism by 
Earl Browder, he commented som'ewhat pointedly, 
"It was the only witty thing I ever heard him say." 

His appreciation of humor wasn't limited to 
politics. A few weeks before he died he visited a 
new doctor because his old one was unavailable. 
When the doctor asked how he was, he replied 
that he was experiencing an upsurge of lethargy. 
The doctor asked him to describe the conditions. 

"Maybe," I suggested, "he was just playing 
straight man." 

"No," Jim replied, "I don't think he has a sense 
of humor." 

Later I mentioned that many of those who would 

Harry Ring 

be attending the socialist educational conference 
in Ohio would be flying. Jim responded that it 
was even an improvement over when he had 
"ridden the cushions" to the 1911 IWW conven
tion in Chicago. He relished the story. 

He and a friend had gotten to that convention 
from Kansas City by signing up for railroad 
laboring jobs in Bloomington, Ind. The deal in
cluded free rail fare and they found "riding the 
cushions" much superior· to their. customary mode 
of travel- riding the rods, or in the boxcars. 

When they arrived in Bloomington they made 
their way to the edge of town and hopped a freight 
for the remaining distance to Chicago. 

Jim assured me he would have since compen
sated the railroad involved but he couldn't re
member which it was. He also confided that he 
told the story only because he assumed the statute 
of limitations applied. 

Linda Jenness 

'Greatest jailbreak in history' 
James P. Cannon was a flrm partisan of the wom
en's liberation movement. 

He saw our fight for such things as child-care 
centers and the right of women to good jobs as 
pointing the way to a higher social organization 
of human productivity and relationships. He par
ticularly admired the abortion rights movement's 
confident challenge of the Catholic church hier
archy, which he referred to as the "totalitarian 
enemy of enlightenment and freedom." 

On one of my visits :with Jim, he told of a trip 
he and Rose Karsner made to the Soviet Union 
in the early 1920s. He talked about the communal 
food services-where people could pick out a com
plete meal from a wide selection, take it to their 
r'oom or apartment, and later return the dishes. 

Although far from completed, he stressed, the 
beginnings of communally organized home ser
vices in the new workers state-laundry, house
cleaning, cooking-was a step in the right direc
tion toward women's emancipation. 

Cannon elaborated on this concept in a series 
of lectures in the 1950 s. They were later published 
in a pamphlet titled Amenea's Road to Social
ism. 

Here . are some of his thoughts on what social
ist America will look like: 

"The average poor housewife in this country 
is made to think that she was born into this glo
rious world for the chief purpose of fighting dust 
and wrestling pots and pans. That's not true. 
Women are capable of participating in all avenues 
of activity, in all trades, in all sciences, in all 
arts .... 

"One thing rm absolutely sure is going to hap
pen early in the period of the workers govern
ment, maybe during the flrst five-year plan. Un
der the slogan of more efficiency in production, 
reinforced by moral arguments which are pow
erful in the case-the rights of women to leisure 
and freedom for cultural and spiritual growth
there will be a tremendous popular movement of 
women to bust up this medieval institution of 40 
million separate kitchens and 40 million different 
housewives cooking, cleaning, scrubbing, and 
fighting dust. 

"Thirty or 40 million women every day of the 
year trudging to the market, each one loading 
her separate basket and lugging it home to cook 
30 or 40 million different meals for 30 or 40 
million different families. What a terrible waste 
of energy, waste of productivity; to say nothing 
of the cultural waste; to say nothing of the im
position upon the women victims. 

~ay Any Means Necessary 

"The enlightened socialist women will knock the 
hell out of this inefficient, unjust, and antiquated 
system. The mass emergence of the socialist wom
en from the confining walls of their individual 
kitchens will be the greatest jailbreak in history 
-and the most beneficent. Women, liberated from 
the prison of the kitchen, will become the free com
panions of free men. 

"The drudgery of housework will be organiZed 
like any other division of labor, on an efficient 
communal basis, so that women can begin to 
have some leisure too .... 

"By this forecast I do not mean to draw a pic
ture of regimentation. Just the opposite, for any 
kind of ·regimentation such as that imposed by 
the present social order will be utterly repugnant 
to the free and independent citizens of the social
ist future. They will live the way they want to live, 
and each individual-within the limits of his gen
eral obligation to society -will decide for him
self. Better, in this case, say 'herself -for old
fashioned reactionaries who ignorantly think they 
know what 'woman's place' is, will run up against 
the hard fact-for the first time since class so
ciety began-that women will have something to 
say about that, and what they will say will be 
plenty." 

Baxter Smith 

'Reason and right to be revolutionary' 
A bench mark of the two organizations of U. S. 
Trotskyism, the Socialist Workers Party and the 
Young Socialist Alliance, has always been their 
steadfast support to the struggles of Blacks. And 
that tradition we owe in part to the influence of 
the leaders of the Russian revolution and those 
early American communists, such as James P. 
Cannon, who began to learn from the Bolsheviks. 

The beginnings of this process are discussed in 
"The Russian Revolution and the American Negro 
Movement," part of Cannon's book The First Ten 
Years of American Communism. 

"A serious analysis of the whole complex pro
cess," wrote Cannon, "has to begin with recognition 
that the American communists in the early Twen
ties, like all other radical organizations of that and 
earlier times, had nothing to start with on the 

·Negro question but an inadequate theory, a false 
or indifferent attitude and the adherence of a few 
individual Negroes of radical or revolutionary 
bent. 

"The earlier socialist movement, out of which 
the · Communist Party was formed, never recog
nized any need for a special program on the 
Negro question. It was considered purely and 
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simply as an economic problem, part of the strug
gle between the workers and the capitalists .... " 

Cannon describes the traditional position of 
American radicalism at the time as a: "form of 
evasion." "The old theory of American radicalism 
turned out in practice," he wrote, "to be a formula 
for inaction on the Negro front, and- incidentally 
-a convenient shield for the dormant racial preju
dices of the white radicals themselves." 

But with the triumph of the Russian revolution 
and the formation of the U. S. Communist Party, 
things began to change. 

The Bolsheviks, under the leadership of Lenin 
and Trotsky, were sensitive to the oppression that 
nationalities suffered in Russia under the Tsar 
and everywhere sought to end it. Cannon, a found
er of the U. S. Communist Party, said this sensitivi
tY began to rub off on the early American commu
nists. 

"'fhe American communists in the early days, 
under the influence and pressure of the Russians 
in the Comintern, were slowly and painfully learn
ing to change their attitude; to assimilate the new 
theory of the Negro question as a special question 
of doubly-exploited second-class citizens, requiring 

a program of special demands as part of the· 
over-all program- and to start doing something 
about it." 

Cannon's essay was written in 1959 and he com
mented on the developing civil rights movement. 

"The aspirations of the Negro people are great 
and so are the energies and emotions expended in 
their struggle," he wrote. "But the concrete gains 
of their struggle up to date are pitifully meager. 
They have gained a few inches, but the goal of 
real equality is miles and miles away. 

"The right to occupy a vacant seat on a bus ... 
fair employment rights on the books, but not in 
practice; th-e formally and legally recognized right 
to equality which is denied in practice at every 
turn-that's the way it is today, 96 years after 
the Emancipation Proclamation." 

He predicted, "In the next stage of its develop
ment, the American Negro movement will be com
pelled to turn to a more militant policy than grad
ualism, and to look for more reliable allies than 
capitalist politicians in the North who are them
selves allied with the Dixiecrats of the South. The 
Negroes, more than any others in this country, 

.have reason and right to be revolutionary." 



Join Sept. protests 
against Chile junta! 
During the week of September 4-11, 
thousands of people throughout the 
world will participate in actions in 
solidarity with victims of repression 
~ CW&Seyt11muksthefu~a~ 

niversary of the coup that overthrew 
the government of Salvador Allende 
and installed a brutal military dic
tatorship over the Chilean people 

The U.S. Committee for Justice to 
Latin American Political Prisoners 
(USLA) has issued a call for demon
strations September 4-11 in as many 
U.S. cities as possible, demanding: 
Free all political prisoners in Chile; 
End the ban on trade unions and po
litical parties; No U.S. aid to the 
Chilean military dictatorship. The 
Rome-based United Chilean Left, 
composed mainly of exiled supporters 
of Allende's Popular Unity govern
ment, has likewise urged international 
shows of solidarity with the Chilean 
people during this week. 

In dozens of U. S. cities groups have 
responded to these calls and are 
planning picket lines, teach-ins, ral
lies, and news conferences. 

In New York City, a September 
Chile Action Coalition has been 
formed. The coalition is composed of 
more than 25 groups, including 
U SLA, Chile Solidarity Committee, 
Americans for Democratic Action, 
New American Movement, Puerto 
Rican Socialist Party, Attica Brothers 
Legal Defense, Unitarian Universal
ist Service Committee, Communist 
Party, Socialist Workers Party, and 
numerous other organizations. 

The coalition is organizing two 
events- a rally-concert and a picket 
lin& The rally-concert, scheduled for 
7:30 p.m., Sept 6, at Columbia Uni
versity, will hear Abe Feinglass, in
ternational vice-president of the Amal
gamated Meat Cutters and Butcher 
Workme_n's union; Lennox Hines, 
National Black Lawyers Guild; Her
bert X Blyden, an Attica defendant; 
Uruguayan folk singer Daniel Vig
lietti; and many others. Attempts lire 
under way to obtain a visa for Ar
mando Arancibia, undersecretary of 
economics under Allende, so he can 
address the rally. 

The picket line is scheduled for Seyt 
11, 4:30 p.m., at the office of Interna
tional Telephone and Telegraph- a 
symbol of U. S. involvement in the 
coup. 

In Philadelphia, the Chile Emer
gency Committee (CEC), USLA, and 
other Chile defense groups are build
ing a picket line, to be held Sept 11 
at Sun Shipyards in nearby Chester, 
where work is done on Chilean naval 
vessels. USLA is also sponsoring a 
rally Sept. 13 around the theme "Chile 
-One Year After the Coup -The 

Junta on Trial!" The C EC will hold 
a rally Sept 18. 

It was not possible to hold a joint 
rally in Philadelphia because of the 
CEC's sectarian line. The CEC took 
the position that any rally had to 
have as its political focus support to 
the United Chilean Left CEC orga
nizers insisted that support to this for
mation be a condition placed upon 
all speakers. 

USLA supporters, on the other 
hand, felt that the strongest protest 
could be mounted by inviting the par
ticipation of all opponents of the re
pression, regardless of their position 
on the various Chilean political or
ganizations. 

Protests are also scheduled in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, Los An
geles, Washington, D. C., Cleveland, 
Seattle, Boston, and many other U. S. 
cities, as well as in Canada. 

These protests can put pressure on 
the military dictatorship in Chile. 
Faced with such protests in the past, 
the junta has often chosen to retreat 
from some of its murderous policies 
rather than risk further isolation in 
world opinion. 

The September protests come at a 
time when there is renewed attention 
toward the repression in Chile. The 
Organization of American States 
( OAS) recently called upon the junta 
to end its physical and psychological 
torture of political prisoners. The 
OAS team spent 15 days in Chile, 
investigating alleged violations of 
human rights. USLA had presented 
the OAS with documentation of tor
ture of women prisoners in Chile, and 
demanded that they visit the prisoll 
camps where the women are being 
held. The OAS report on its findings 
is expected soon. 

Available at the September actions 
will be a book, Chile's Days of Ter
ror, prepared by USLA. The book 
consists of interviews with eyewit
nesses to the coup, obtained by mem
bers of the USLA staff. The introduc
tion is written by Jose Yglesias. 
($1.75 from Pathfinder Press, 410 
West Street, New York, N.Y. 10014.) 

PHILADELPHIA-More than 60 
people attended a meeting here 
July 31 to hear a report from Dolores 
Schaffer of the USLA national office. 

Schaffer discussed the campaign 
USLA is waging against the brutal 
torture of women political prisoners 
in Chile. She pointed out that women 
are among the worst victims of the 
junta's terror. 

People at the meeting were encour
aged to send telegrams and letters to 
the Pinochet regime, demanding that 
these women be freed. 

Worldwide protests can help stay Chilean junta's terror and torture 
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Sept. 10 independence 
set for Guinea-Bissau 
By BAXTER SMITH 
The weakest link in Portuguese colo
nial rule in Africa is set to snap Sept. 
10 when Guinea-Bissau is to be granted 
independence in accordance with an 
agreement signed by officials of the 
Portuguese government and the Afri
can Party for the Independence of 
Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands 
(PAIGC) on Aug. 26. 

Independence for Guinea-Bissau will 
end five centuries of direct Portuguese 
rule there, the past 11 years being 
marked by bloody warfare. 

The agreement says the two coun
tries will "establish and develop rela
tions of active cooperation, notably 
in the economic, financial, cultural 
and technical fields, on a basis of in
dependence, mutual respect, equality, 
reciprocity of interests and harmonious 
relations between the citizens of both 
republics." 

Independence underlines Portugal's 
realization that because its war ma
chine could not whip the rebels, and 
the war was causing problems at 
home, it had to find a way out 

But a question is posed by Lisbon's 
action: Is a chain only as strong as 
its weakest link? And if so, how soon 
will it break in Angola and Mozam
bique? And what about the Cape Verde 
Islands? 

The pact contains a provision for a 
referendum on the future of the Cape 
Verde Islands. It is to be held at some 
unspecified date, but the island's in
dependence is categorically denied at 
this time. 

PAIGC had demanded independence 
for both the islands and Guinea-Bis
sau at the same time, but Lisbon is 
said to be holding out because of 
their strategic value to NATO, of 
which Portugal is a member. 

Under the Aug. 26 agreement, all 
Portuguese troops are supposed to be 
out of Guinea-Bissau by Oct 31. 

A Portuguese representative to the 
United Nations said two weeks ago, 
however, that the 20,000 troops there 
included doctors, and engineers build
ing roads. Many may stay on "to help 
with education, health, and similar 
programs," the New York Times said, 
but it added that a troop airlift had be
gun. 

Last September, PAIGC declared 
Guinea-Bissau to be independent, and 
more than 100 nations have since 
recognized it. 

President of the new nation-which 
is twice the size of New Jersey and 
contains half a million people, 3,000 
of whom are white-is Luis Cabral, 
brother of the slain founder of PAIGC, 
Amilcar Cabral. 

The United Nations Security Coun
cil has unanimously recommended 
Guinea-Bissau's admission to the UN 
General Assembly when it opens Sept 
8. 

Of all its colonies on the African 
continent, Guinea-Bissau was the least 
valuable to Portugal. It has little in
dustry, and most of the economy is 
agricultural. There is some oil, and a 
large deposit of bauxite was discov
ered two years ago, which has yet 
to be mined. 

The real wealth lies in the colonies 
of Mozambique, Angola, and the en
clave of Cabinda, none of which Por
tugal wants to free. Two years is what 
Lisbon says is required before Angola 
is "ready" for independence. 

But while Lisbon is opting for "co
alition" regimes in those colonies rather 
than direct rule by rebel organizations, 
the populations are becoming more 
and more aroused. 

Many whites have simply decided to 
leave. In Luanda, Angola's capital, 
commercial flights to Lisbon have 
been so tightly booked that in mid
August special Boeing 707s and 747s 

were chartered to fly fearful whites 
back to Portugal. 

In the meantime, white desperation 
and violence against Black citizens 
have increased. Even Black Portu
guese soldiers have had it rough. The 
Aug. 17 Johannesburg Star told of 
a group of Black and white soldiers 
who confronted a crowd of fear-mad
dened whites. A white soldier told them 
that he, too, was fed up and just want
ed to go home and see his wife and 
children in Lisbon. Then: 

"The crowd was silent for a minute 
-but their own prejudices· and fears 
were too strong for sympathy or un
derstanding. 

"The insults, and the spittle, flew 
again ... 

"This time their butt was a Black 
soldier. He tried to walk away to 
cries of 'dirty nigger' and 'kill the 
Black bastard,' but they cornered him 
and his White colleagues had to pro
tect him." 

'Portugal 
out now' 

The Militant has received word of 
three protests occurring in the past 
two weeks against Portugal's refus
al to grant immediate independence 
to all its African colonies. 

An Aug. 15 downtown picket in 
Detroit drew 125 people. Sponsors 
included Mayor Coleman Young; 
Detroit Common Council; the 
Young Socialist Alliance; Doug 
Fraser, international vice-president 
of the United Auto Workers; Re
public of New Africa; Congress of 
African People; Association of 
Black Students at Wayne State Uni
versity; Abdeen Jab ara, Arab
American University Graduates; 
Milt Tamber, president, American 
Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees, Local 1640; 
and others. 

An Aug. 1 teach-in on Portugal 
and Africa at the California State 
University at Los Angeles campus 
heard Reverend Al Dortch, and 
Omari Musa of the Socialist Work
ers Party. 

On Aug. 3 in Los Angeles, pick
ets gathered at the Portuguese gov
ernment trade office, demanding, 
"Portugal Out of Africa." The action 
was sponsored by the Pasadena 
Community Information Center, 
Reverend Edgar Edwards, SWP, 
and James Payne of the Pan-African 
studies department at Cal. State 
L.A. 
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... the fight against deportations 
Continued from page 28 

La migra doesn't deport people in 
order to protect jobs for American 
workers as opposed to "illegals." La 
migra is working for the employers. 

unrestricted right to cross the border 
and the rights of all workers to vote; 
to join organizations; to seek employ
ment and housing; to attend school; 
and to receive welfare, unemployment 
compensation, and Social Security. 

The entire apparatus of immigra
documented workers slip across the tion regulation is 100 percent reaction-
border, it's because la migra has de- ary and should be abolished. 

When hundreds of thousands of un-

cided to look the other way. But they Only by fighting for such a program 
always harass mexicanos and use the can the union movement begin to deal 
threat of deportation to keep them with the issue of undocumented work
intimidated and docile, willing to work ers. By recruiting all workers into 
at the worst jobs for the lowest wages, the unions and championing the cause 
and afraid to speak out when they of mexicanos without papers, the 
are cheated. , . . unions will find a powerful ally with 

Actually Uncle Sam s mampulahon ·whom they have truly united interests. 
begins, not at the border, but back 
in Mexico and throughout Latin 
America. The U.S. corporations that 
dominate the economies of these coun
tries are responsible for underdevelop
ment and poverty. And it is because 
of these conditions that so many are 
willing to endure the hostility and hu
miliation of coming here in search 
of work. They are truly refugees from 
hunger. 

Because of the profitability of ex
ploiting undocumented workers, it is 
hardly surprising that no politician 
of the Democratic and Republican par
ties- the twin parties of the capitalists 
-is standing up and defending the 
rights of these workers. 

The laws proposed by Senator Ed
ward Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Con
gressman Peter Rodino (D-N.J.) that 
would supposedly punish employers 
for "knowingly" hiring "illegal aliens" 
are no solution at all. 

These laws include carefully designed 
loopholes to make sure no boss will 
ever really suffer. The laws will only 
make undocumented workers even 
more vulnerable to victimization. 

There is only one way to end the 
abuses, the corruption, and the use 
of undocumented workers as strike
breakers, and that is to completely 
remove the "illegal" status. Modifying 
the law is not enough. We must do 
away with all restrictions on immigra
tion. 

Socialist position 
The socialist position is that all per

sons who want to live or work here 
should have the full rights of citizens. 
The platform of Olga Rodriguez, So
cialist Workers Party candidate for 
governor of California, calls for end
ing all harassment of undocumented 
workers, and demands full civil rights 
and the right to a job at union wages 
for everyone, regardless of citizenship. 

Rodriguez calls for abolishing work 
permits and ending restrictions on 
money sent home. She supports the 

Meany's chauvinism 
But instead of showing solidarity 

with undocumented workers, the lead
ership of the' AFL-CIO has taken just 
the opposite course. George Meany 
and the other racist, conservative bu
reaucrats who run the AFL-CIO sup
port the Rodino Bill and demand a 
crackdown on "illegals." 

A pamphlet published this year giv
ing the AFL-CIO officialdom's evalua
tion of the Ninety-third Congress 
states: 

"The AFL-CIO has long advocated 
congressional action to 'enact laws 
and provide for iheir effective enforce
ment' to stop 'the employment of il
legal aliens and bring under control 
the existing widespread use of Mexi-
can commuters.' 

"The availability of these aliens for 
low-paid jobs has resulted not only 
in narrowing employment opportuni
ties for American workers in the bor
der states but also in undermining 
working and living conditions in these 
areas and, where these workers have 
been employed as strikebreakers in 
labor disputes, a weakening of the 
collective bargaining rights of union 
workers." 

This chauvinist position is a poison 
concocted by the bosses and brought 
into the unions. It tells workers to 
blame their problems of unemploy
ment, low wages, poor working con
ditions, and strikebreaking on their 
fellow workers, the 'illegals." 

But the fact is that the profit-gouging 
capitalists and their inhuman system 
are responsible for these evils. To win 
better wages and working conditions, 
jobs for all, and stronger unions, what 
is needed is solidarity- the united 
strength of all the workers. 

Utopian fantasy 
For the AFL-CIO leaders to embrace 

the bosses' racist attitude toward work
ers without papers is morally repulsive 

Suspected 'illegals' are detained by vigilantes in Chula Vista, Calif. These vigilantes 
are racist volunteers, not cops, and their use is illegal even under federal immi
gration laws. Chicanos have been organizing protests against this harassment. 
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Recent antideportation demonstration in los Angeles 

to anyone who views mexicanos as 
brothers and sisters. But it also weak
ens the unions themselves, because it 
fosters divisions of the working class 
that can only benefit the bosses. 

To pit "American,_ workers against 
"illegals" is essentially no different from 
pitting skilled craft workers· against 
the mass of industrial workers, or 
the employed against the unemployed, 
or white against Black. 

Any such scheme for preserving the 
jobs or wages of some workers at the 
expense of others is a utopian fan
tasy. While it may seem to offer some 
short-term gains, at least for a few, 
it will always rebound against the 
unions, because it gives the bosses 
a golden opportunity to use those 
scorned and discriminated against by 
Qle unions as strikebreakers. 

The perspective of union solidarity 
with the undocumented workers is the 
really practical approach- the one 
that can get results. It is not imprac
tical "idealism" as some union officials 
would say. 

If any approach is up in the clouds, 
it is the one that says you can solve 
the problem of strikebreakers by rely
ing on the government. La migra is 
going to help unions in their fight 
with the bosses? You might as well 
pick up the phone and call Giumarra, 
DiGiorgio, H. M. Tenneco, or the High 
and Mighty Farms. Tell them you're 
trying to win a strike and would they 
please get rid of the scabs. 

National divisions 
Ultimately, revolutionary socialists 

believe, the whole problem will be re
solved when humanity does away with 
borders that act as walls between peo
ples. 

The current division of the peoples 
of the world into nation-states did not 
always exist. These nation-states arose 
along with the capitalist economic sys
tem, beginning in the sixteenth cen
tury. They were a step forward from 
the even more chaotic and irrational 
political and economic forms that ex
isted before. 

In those days, to conduct trade be
tween one province and another, or 
even between some towns, was more 
complicated than going through cus
toms at L.A. International Airport to
day. This was an intolerable situation 
that was holding back economic prog
ress. As modern.countries were forged, 
all those feudal cobwebs were swept 
away and free trade was instituted 
within national borders. 

Today, by creating a world market 
and a world economy, capitalism has 
tied all peoples and countries together. 

But the capitalists of each country 
cling to their own nation-state as a 
weapon against the capitalists of other 
countries and against the workers at 
home. 

These states are used to conduct 
trade wars, and at certain times shoot
ing wars, against other countries
and it is always the workers who 
bear the brunt of such wars. They 
are used to keep the colonial and 
semicolonial countries of Latin Ameri
ca, Asia, and Africa underdeveloped 
and poverty-stricken while their re
sources are plundered. Thus the na
tional divisions perpetuated by the 
capitalists are used against the work
ers and oppressed people of the world. 

Struggle for socialism 
In the struggle for socialism, how 

will these divisions be resolved? The 
answer is twofold. In imperialist, op
pressor countries such as the United 
States, revolutionary socialists fight 
against national chauvinism, patrio
tism, the maintenance of "protective" 
borders, and any restrictions on immi
gration. 

On the other hand, the struggle of 
oppressed nations and nationalities 
(like Chicanos) for self-determination, 
including the right to set up their own 
nation-state and establish their own 
boundaries, strikes at the capitalists' 
exploitation of these peoples, and can 
be an integral part of th~ir fight for 
liberation. 

Such national liberation struggles 
are an important aspect of the struggle 
for a world socialist society in which 
everyone will have the right to live, 
work, and travel wherever they want 
to. 

Today the most effective thing we in 
the U.S. can do is to mobilize the 
sentiment that already exists on behalf 
of undocumented workers, and work 
to persuade the masses of the Ameri
can people that their interests lie with 
their fellow workers, of whatever na
tionality. 

"Workers of the world, unite!" and 
"An injury to one i:s an injury to all!" 
should be the watchwords of the trade
union and Chicano movements. 

Campaigns of demonstrations and 
education demanding, "Stop deporta
tions," like the actions carried out 
against the dragnet raids last summer, 
are a way of winning support. The 
outcry against those raids succeeded 
in forcing them to be sharply cur
tailed by a Supreme Court ruling. 

Every victory, no matter how mod
est, points to the day when the border 
and its abuses will be eliminated once 
and for all. 



Socialist candidate SP-eaks out 

UFW should· back undocumented workers 
By OLGA RODRIGUEZ 
LOS ANGELES- Demonstrations are 
taking place Aug. 31 here and in other 
cities to demand an end to harassment 
and deportation of undocumented 
workers. But unfortunately these ac
tions are taking place without the sup
port of the leadership of the United 
Farm Workers (UFW). 

La causa, the struggle of the farm 
workers, has long been a rallying 
point for the entire Chicano move
ment. 

Since spring 1973 the UFW has 
been the target of a concerted union-

Olga Rodriguez is the Socialist 
Workers Party candidate for gov
ernor of California. 

busting attack by the agribusiness cor
porations, the government, and the 
corrupt officials of the Teamsters 
union. 

There is an urgent need for soli
darity with the embattled UFW -for 
a massive boycott campaign to mo
bilize the Chicano community, the la
bor movement, and all who support 
the right of farm workers to dignity, 
decent wages and working conditions, 
and the union of their choice. 

This makes it all the more important 
to speak out against the incorrect 
stand taken by the top UFW lead
ership toward workers without papers, 
the so-called illegal aliens. The UFW 
leadership's call for mass deportations, 
going so far as to report workers 
to la migra, is both a betrayal of 
millions of oppressed mexicano work
ers and a grave danger for the UFW 
itself. 

UFW President Cesar Chavez has 
issued statements to the media about 
a "flood of illegal aliens." He calls 
them an "invasion [which] has reached 
epidemic proportions," and, echoing 
racist smears against Mexicans, claims 
they pose a "threat to the health of 
all people." 

Chavez's charge of "a deliberate mis
allocation of Border Patrol offices 
away from California" clearly implies 
a call for more of the hated migra 
cops to be sent here. 

The July 31 issue of the UFW news
paper El Malcriado carries an edi
torial trying to justify this policy and 
put the best possible face on it. The 
editorial points to the vicious exploita-

Olga Rodriguez on United Farm Workers 
picket line. 

tion of undocumented workers, how 
they are cheated, oppressed, and 
denied their rights. It also points to 
the utter corruption of the Immigra
tion Service and its collusion with the 
growers in ·using "illegals" as a pool 
of low-paid labor and as strike
breakers. 

El Malcriado says the UFW sup
ports the right of any worker to im
migrate to the United States, and calls 
for granting full democratic and civil 
rights to all immigrant workers; in
cluding the right to collective bar
gaining. 

But this is phrased in a strange 
way: "The position of the United Farm 
.workers of America is undaunted
the 'illegals' must either be granted 
full democratic rights, including the 
right to join a union of their own 
choosing, or they must go." ( Empha
sis added.) 

What does this mean? It is obvious 
that undocumented workers do not 
have their full democratic rights, and 
they will not win them without a pow
erful fight against the government, a 
fight the UFW should wholehearted
ly join in. 

But El Malcriado's position really 
means capitulating to the government. 
It says to the government, in effect, 

"Since you, proven enemy of mexi
canos and all other farm workers, 
have not seen fit to grant 'illegals' 
democratic rights, then go ahead and 
throw them out." 

All the words of sympathy for un
documented workers count for nothing 
if in practice the UFW officials side 
with la migra, calling upon it to deport 
our brothers and sisters. 

Evidently sensitive to the widespread 
opposition in the Chicano community 
to the UFW's prodeportation cam
paign, El Malcriado writes, "There are 
those who decry the position of the 
UFW. But these people are unclear 
about the union's position, nor have 
they struggled for a decade to build 
a union, only to see it attacked by 
police, by the courts, by Teamster 
goon squads and, finally, by strike
breakers from another country." 

The UFW has a right to keep scabs 
-whether citizens or undocumented 
workers- out of the fields. There is 
no question about that. But calling 
on the government to deport scabs 
is not the answer. Can anyone really 
expect the same cops and courts who 
are out to destroy the UFW, the same 
Border Patrol that works nand in 
glove with the growers, to suddenly 
have a change of heart and do the 
union's job of clearing out scabs? 

To be able to shut down the fields, 
farm ·workers can only rely on their 
own strength and the support they can 
mobilize from the Chicano community, 
the labor movement, and other allies. 
Strengthening the union calls for win
ning the allegiance of undocumented 
workers by championing their cause. 

How can the UFW expect undocu
mented workers to risk their jobs and 

Further reading 
ON ISSUES FACING THE CHICANO 
MOVEMENT •.. 

BERT CORONA SPEAKS on La Raza 
Unida Party & The 'Illegal Alien' Scare 
in English or Spanish. 35 cents. 

VIVA LA HUELGAI The Struggle of 
the Farm VVorkers by Jose G. Perez. 
25~ents. 

Order from Pathfinder Press, 410 West 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10014. 

livelihood for the union if union of
ficials are vying with the boss to see 
who can be frrst to call la migra to 
have them deported? The UFW lead
ers are telling farm workers to rely 
on their worst enemies, the cops, rath
er than on their potential allies, the 
undocumented workers. 

Moreover, it is clear Chavez is now 
calling for the deportation of all un
documented workers, not just those 
used as strikebreakers, in terms that 
come ever closer to those used by 
the racist AFL-CIO bureaucracy. 

This is a life-and-death .question for 
the United Farm Workers. By per
sisting in its incorrect position, the 
Chavez leadership could destroy the 
union's potential for winning over un
documented workers, who make up 
such a large proportion of farm labor. 
And it could forfeit much of its sup
port in the Chicano community, where 
sympathy for undocumented workers 
runs deep. 

It is not too late to reverse this 
course. A full discussion is needed 
among UFW members and supporters, 
boycott activists, and antideportation 
activists. 

How much better it would be for 
the UFW to oppose all victimizations 
of undocumented workers and give 
full support to antideportation actions 
such as the Aug. 31 moratorium and 
future demonstrations. The UFW 
could take the lead in fighting within 
the union movement for a position 
of solidarity with the undocumented 
workers. 

Such a course would win fresh sup
port for the UFW and strengthen im
measurably the fight for justice for 
all farm workers. 

CASA's letter to United Farm Workers 
Several chapters of the antideporta
tlon organization CASA issued an 
open letter July 20 to the United Farm 
Workers union (UFW), taking issue 
with the UFW's call for mass depor
tation of undocumented workers. The 
CASA statement is reprinted in full 
below. 

Dear Brothers and Sisters: 
We are in fullest support of your 

11truggle through your strikes, boy
cotts, and organizing efforts to build 
a strong, democratic, rank-and-file 
controlled union. We have always 
been, and always will be, opposed 
to the growers and all of their agents 
and spokesmen such as the contract
ors, the Immigration Service, and the 
corrupt officials of the Teamsters 
union who are attacking you now. 

Because we stand with you we can
not understand and lament the press 
statements issued through the As
sociated Press in which officials of 
the UFW are quoted as asking for 
the removal through the Immigration 
Service and the Border Patrol of all 
workers without documents, because 
"they are taking jobs of farm work-
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ers and posing a threat to the health 
of all people .... 

"Many of the illegals suffer from 
contagious diseases, but are afraid 
to get medical aid for fear of being 
deported," is the way it is stated. 

All of us in CASA and the National 
Coalition for Fair Immigration Laws 
and Practices condemn and always 
will condemn the use of strikebreak
ers whether they be native-born, with 
visas, or without. At this moment we 
are engaged in support of many work
ers in several industries who are on 
strike. We are actively supporting all 
efforts to get the strikebreakers out 
of the plants and oppose the bosses' 
continued recruitment of strikebreak
ers. 

We think that all workers have the 
right to seek work in order to sup
port themselves and their families, but 
not by breaking strikes of other work
ers. However, when we ask for the de
portation of all the workers who have 
no visas, we are attacking many good 
union brothers and sisters that have 
no visas but would never break a 
strike. 

Especially among Mexican and 

Latin American workers in this coun
try for the past 100 years there has 
been a glorious. record of militant 
union labor struggles against not only 
agribusiness, but against the meat-

Bert Corona, leader of antideportation 
organization CASA. 

packing monopolies, railroad com
panies, mining corporations, and 
many other exploiters of labor. 

The bosses' traditional response has 
been to deport not only the leaders 
of these strikes, but the strikers them
selves. Thus, when a union calls on 
the Immigration Service to help them, 
it is calling on a traditional tool of 
the employers. The Immigration Ser
vice then deports the strikers and 
many other innocent people too. 

The basic immigration laws (Wal
ter-McCarran) and their practices 
against our people are and have al
ways been antiworker, antihuman, 
and unconstitutional. Thus, to call on 
the Immigration Service is to fall in
to the bosses' trap of pitting work
ers against workers on the basis of 
immigration status under an oppres
sive law which was put on the books 
by the very group of Nixon-type W a
tergaters in 1952. We ask you to with
draw or correct these press state
ments and your petition, which is al
so doing the same type of damage to 
workers' unity. 

For the unity of all workers! 
Viva la Huelga! 
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Real facts kegt Secret 

How big is the Rockefeller financial 
By DICK ROBERTS 
A member of the wealthiest and most 
powerful capitalist family in the world 
has become vice-president-designate 
of the United States. 

In the wake of Watergate it will be 
necessary for Congress to put on a 
show of investigating Nelson Rocke
feller's fortune. The Senate Rules 
Committee and the House Judiciary 
Committee have scheduled hearings. 

The media have already given a 
glimpse of Rockefeller holdings: 

e Their modest six-bedroom sum
mer place in Seal Harbor, Maine. 
"The house is decorated with Indian, 
Chinese and Japanese art," according 
to the Aug. 25 New York Times. "In 
the nearby boathouse is Mr. Rocke
feller's conference room-study, hung 
with Picasso tapestries. In the cove 
are the boats, ranging from a 65-
foot yawl, the Nirvana, and a 21-
foot sloop, the Queen Mary, to a Bos
ton whaler and a five-seat rubber 
motorboat. ... " 

• Their 25-room (seven bedrooms, 
five bathrooms), 37-acre house on 
Washington, D. C.'s Foxhall Road, 
the city's most expensive and 
swankiest real estate area. But the 
Rockefellers don't plan to live there 
while serving the public. They will 
occupy the not-so-spacious official 
vice-president's residence. 

e Their 18,000-acre ranch in 
Venezuela. 

e Their 32-room duplex on Fifth 
Avenue in New York City, housing 
part of Rockefeller's 1,500-piece pri
mitive and modern art collection, pos
sibly the largest privately owned in 
the world. 

e And, of course, the family princi
pality, the 4, 180-acre Pocantico estate 
in New York's Westchester county, 
surrounded by barbed ~ire fences and 
guarded by a private police force. 
One can only guess at the siZe of the 
main house, built in 1908 by John 
D. Rockefeller Sr. 

The "inner" estate at Pocantico in
cludes a golf course, a Japanese tea 
house, guest cottages, and a miniature 
Versailles known as the "playhouse." 

• As well, their fleet of eight planes, 
including a 15-seat, $4. 5-million 
Grumman Gulfstream · 2, a jet with 
intercontinental range. Now, however, 
Rockefeller will use a government 
Convair while in office. 

Standard Oil 
This is the visible wealth of one 

of the descendants of John D. Rocke
feller Sr. Nelson Rockefeller's per
sonal income is also by no means 
small, although the exact size is un
known. Time magazine noted, "One 
estimate, made in 1959 when he be
came Governor of New York, put his 
dividend income at $80,000 -each 
week. In 1964 his various investments 
were believed to return some $5 mil
lion a year." 

But it is not the individual wealth 
of Nelson Rockefeller that constitutes 
the real power of the Rockefeller em
pire. This is derived from John D. 
Rockefeller Sr.'s holding in the mighty 
Standard Oil trust. 

That initial holding, which at its 
peak in 1918 brought John D. Rocke
feller a personal income of $66-
million, h·as been passed on to nu
merous descendants, to their secret 
trust funds, to their foundations, and 
to other holding companies. 

It has enabled the Rockefellers to 
take over two of the nation's largest 
banks (Chase Manhattan and First 
National City), and to purchase large 
and possibly controlling interests in 
many of the biggest U. S. cor
porations. 

Lenin used the "famous Standard 
Oil Company" as an example of im
perialist monopoly in his pamphlet 
Imperialism (1916). According to 
Lenin, this corporation paid its 
ruling-class owners dividends of 
$606-million frop~ 1882 to 1907. 

This trust was broken down in 1911 
into its major component companies. 
But this most celebrated of all "anti
trust" actions did not deprive Rocke
feller of the ownership of the com
panies. In 1911 he held 24.8 percent 
of Standard Oil stock. The supposed 
antimonopoly ruling gave Rockefeller 
24.8 percent of all the companies in-

Rockefeller family. 'They would rather Nelson was not Vice President if the central 
trusts must be exposed.' 

to which Standard Oil was divided. 
These holdings have been passed 

down to Rockefeller's heirs. In the 
only thorough investigation of corpo
rate stock holdings ever conducted by 
the U. S. government, the Temporary 
National Economic Committee hear
ings of 1939-41, the following Rocke
feller family holdings of Standard Oil 
components were revealed: 

Socony Vacuum Oil Company (now 
Mobil), 16.34 percent. 

Standard Oil Company of Califor
nia, 12.32 percent. 

Standard Oil Company of Indiana, 
11.35 percent. 

Standard Oil Company of New Jer
sey (now Exxon), 13.51 percent. 

These four companies, and they still 
do not include all of the original Stan
dard Oil trust, paid dividends in 1973 
amounting to $1, 680-million. That is, 
in one year, they paid three times the 
dividends they did in the 25 years 

cited by Lenin. 
This is the concrete result of the 

world expansion of U.S. imperialism, 
victorious in two world wars and the 
perpetrator of countless colonial 
counterrevolutions. And this is not to 
speak of the most recent effects of 
spiraling inflation and the worldwide 
energy squeeze perpetrated Qy_the oil 
trusts. 

H the percentages cited above still 
hold true, and there is little reason to 
doubt it, the Rockefeller family income 
in 1973 from the four oil companies 
alone would have been $230-million. 

Trust funds 
These millions pour mainly into 

secret trust funds held by the large 
Rockefeller-controlled banks. News
week magazine reported that, "ac
cording to one source, there are 'well 
over 100 and perhaps 200 individual 
Rockefeller trusts' by now. This keeps 
the direct holdings of any one family 
member at a relatively low figure." 

Blood of Attica still on Rockefeller's hands 
A 1973 investigation by Senator 

Lee Metcalf (D-Mont.) hinted at the 
extent of the wealth held by bank trust 
funds, but was unable to penetrate 
to the actual ruling-class owners 
hiding behind these trust funds. Ac
cording to the Metcalf study, for 
example, one of the trust funds held 
by the Chase Manhattan Bank (of 
which David Rockefeller is chairman 
of the . board) goes by the obscure 
name of Cudd & Company. 

At 9:45 in the morning, Sept. 13, 
1971, 600 New York State pollee, 
sheriff's deputies, and prison guards, 
and 400 National Guardsmen burst 
into the area of Attica prison being 
held by rebelling inmates. 

The attackers opened fire. Their 
orders were "shoot to.> kill." The mas
sacre claimed 43 ·lives. 

The demands of the prisoners had 
been elementary: they wanted liv
able conditions. Throughout their 
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protest they asked above all to 
speak to New York Governor Nel
son Rockefeller about the situation. 

Rockefeller refused to meet them. 
Rockefeller ordered the prison as

sault. 
Now the victims of Attica are 

being put on trial by the govern
ment. Sixty-two Attica Brothers 
have been named in 42 separate 
indictments. Their defense is being 
organized by the Attica B~others 

Legal Defense, located at 147 
Franklin St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14202. 

On Aug. 21, the defense committee 
sent telegrams to the congressional 
committees charged with investi
gating Rockefeller's "qualifications" 
to be vice-president. The message 
read, in part: 

"We are appalled by the nomina
tion of Nelson Rockefeller to become 
Vice-President. Three years ago, the 
Brothers of Attica Prison were the 
victims of a brutal and merciless 
assault which resulted in the deaths 
of 43 persons, and the shooting and 
torture of hundreds of.others. 

"This military action against citi
zens of this state vividly character
izes the lawless and repressive na
ture of Rockefeller's administration. 
Reprehensible lies were told by state 
officials to falsely blame the pris
oners for crimes committed by the 
state. Forty-two indictments were 
subsequently obtained by a prose
cution force personally appointed 
to carry on this massive attempt 
to deceive the public. . . . 

''We urge your committee to un
dertake a full examination of Rocke
feller's personal role in the Attica 
Massacre and its legal and political 
aftermath." 

Cudd & Company ranked among 
the top 30 stockholders of 62 of the 
87 corporations reporting to Metcalf. 
It was the third-largest holder of Mo
bil Oil shares, second of Ford Motor, 
fourth of General Electric, fourth of 
Westinghouse, second of RCA, fourth 
of Union Carbide, fourth of Monsanto 
Chemical, third of Dow Chemical, 
first of Burlington Northern Railroad, 
and fourth in First National City 
Bank-to name a few! 

Does the Rockefeller family own 
Cudd & Company? The weight of 
historical evidence says yes, but there 
is no public record, and no govern
ment agency has ever penetrated the 
books of this or any other major 
trust fund. 

Newsweek magazine is already pre
paring for the inevitable whitewash 
of Rockefeller interests in the forth
coming confirmation hearings. A 
"longtime friend" of Rockefeller told 
Newsweek, "There is a very strong 
feeling among many members of the 
Rockefeller family that they want pri-
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I , the increase, so that 1974 models will 
• now cost "only" $426 more, instead of 

vacy, and they would rather that Nel
son was not Vice President if the cen-
tral trusts must be exposed." 

Said Newsweek, "It seemed likely 
that Congress would make a careful 
but circumscribed investigation of 
Rockefeller's finances and, in the end, 
settle for something short of a total 
accounting on his family's fortune." 

It is the understatement of the year! 

Business secrets 
The rulers will accept no challenge 

to their "right" to keep secret the true 
facts on their bloated profits and fi
nan<;ial wheeling and dealing. Pro
tecting their "business secrets" is as 
important to them as is the preserva
tion of the secrecy that shrouds the 
operations of the imperialist govern
ment in Washington- in the conduct 
of war as well as in the conduct of 
diplomacy. 

But this secrecy serves only to 
cover up their schemes for perpe
trating violence and exploitation, as 
the Pentagon papers, the energy crisis, 
and Watergate so clearly underlined. 

Rockefeller reaffirmed this ruling
class prerogative in his first news con
ference when a reporter asked him 
about his wealth. "You're not a mem
ber of Congress," Rockefeller retorted. 

And this was even further modified 
by Rockefeller's staff, which let it be 
known that information might not go 
further than the eyes of "leading mem
bers" of Congress. 

It is the American people, not just 
the capitalist politicians of the Demo-

Rockefeller's Pocantico estate in New 
York, surrounded by barbed wire and 
private cops. 

cratic and Republican parties, who 
need to have access to the secret books 
of the Rockefeller empire and the 
other ruling-class fortunes. 

In nominating Rockefeller, President 
Ford went so far as to say that he 
"is known across the land as a person 
dedicated to the free enterprise system, 
a person who is recognized abroad 
for his talents, for his dedication to 
making this a peaceful world." Words 
have rarely been cheaper. 

To the oppressed throughout the 
world, the Rockefeller empire stands 
as a despised symbol of the global 
rule of U.S. monopoly. U.S. im
perialism has not brought peace, but 
uninterrupted warfare to the world. 

Nelson Rockefeller did not serve the 
"public interest" as governor of New 
York State. He ordered the guns to 
open fire on prisoners in Attica, he 
cut state welfare programs to the 
bone, and he crammed laws through 
Albany condemning drug addicts to 
life imprisonment. 

Rockefeller's presence in the Ford 
administration does not symbolize 
"national unity." It symbolizes the 
unity of the capitalist class against 
working people. Rockefeller does not 
represent Americans. He represents 
the owners of U. S. corporations. 
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$480 more. 
Ford praised the move as "one of 

many examples of restraint [!] 
by management and labor as we all 
join in th~ fight against inflation." 

Ford has also begun lining up sup
port from the trade-union bureaucracy 
for this new attack on working people, 
in hopes of checking rising union mili
tancy. Both AFL-CIO head George 
Meany and Teamsters President 
Frank Fitzsimmons have already in
dicated their support for the new wage
price council. Fitzsimmons went so far 
as to call for renewed wage and price 
controls- in reality, new wage con
trols. 

Not to be outdone, Meany went out 
of his way to laud the nomination of 
Rockefeller, one of the most hated ene
mies of workers the world over. "Nel
son is satisfied with his own share," 
the AFL-CIO head once explained, 
"and he don't try to keep the other 
feller from getting his." 

Rising unemployment 
Rising unemployment is another key 

feature of Ford's recessionary policy. 
An increase in the official jobless figure 
to 6 percent is widely predicted. 

The unemployment rate is, of course, 
already well above the 6 percent point 
for the most oppressed sections of the 
working class, running to 9. 7 per
cent for Blacks. Black, Puerto Rican, 
Chicano, and women workers will be 
hit still harder by the new layoffs. 

Cuts in social spending 
Part three of Ford's campaign 

against working people, euphemistical
ly titled "fiscal restraint," boils down 
to massive cuts in spending for so
cial services. 

The real fat in the federal budget 
-war spending-will be scarcely 
touched by Ford's cutbacks. He made 
this clear in his Aug. 12 speech to 
Congress: 

"A strong defense is the surest way 
to peace. Strength makes detente at
tainable. Weakness invites war as my 
generation, my generation knows from 
four very bitter experiences. 

"Just as America's will for peace is 
second to none, so will America's 
strength be second to none." 

The Democrats in Congress have 
proven themselves willing to meet 
Ford more than halfway on his plans 
to slash health, education, and pub
lic works programs. Already, they 
have agreed to cut almost $5-billion 
out of the mass transit bill recently 
passed. This means that residents of 
New York and other big cities will 
soon be hit with new hikes in bus and 
subway fares. 

Next on the chopping block will 
be education benefits for veterans. 
These funds are pitifully inadequate 

FORD: Treading the waters of inflation 

Rockefeller and Ford plan to slash spending for housing, health, and education
but no reductions in war budget. 

to begin with, as Vietnam veterans 
have pointed out in recent protests. 

Ford has made a big hullabaloo 
about his "summit conference" on in
flation, to be held later this month. 
This is simply a gimmick to cover 
up the government's lack of effective 
proposals for ending inflation, and 
to whip· up support for new attacks 
on workers' standard of living. 

The new White House press secre
tary, J. F. terHorst, bluntly said of 
the conference, "It would not be real
istic to expect President Ford to 
achieve a miracle." 

In the meantime, a public discus
sion is going on among the capitalists 
and their economists over how high 
they can let unemployment rise before 
encountering serious opposition from 
within the labor movement. 

The Aug. 17 issue of Business Week 
expressed the view that "from here 
on, the government must accept the 
risk of pitching the economy into a 
serious recession." 

The magazine called it "a tough situ
ation that will seriously challenge 
Ford's staying power," but added that 
"many economists agree that Ford 
must take the risk. They think he must 
accept the political costs of a long 
period of slower growth and rising 
unemployment in order to prevent re
newed acceleration of price increases 
and bring inflation down. . . " 

Rockefeller nomination 
Ford's choice of Nelson Rockefel

ler for vice-president fits right in with 
the rest of Ford's antilabor moves. 
Normally, the ruling class selects some 
flunky like Richard Nixon to rule in 
its interest. But occasionally a member 

of the ruling class itself .is called on. 
As "an observer of the New York 

political scene" told U. S. News and 
World Report, Rockefeller ''would help 
restore public confidence in the Gov
ernment- particularly among busi
ness and financial circles." 

A measure of how deeply that con
fidence is still shaken is the stock mar
ket. As of Aug. 27, stock prices had 
sunk to the lowest level in four years. 

Ford has been trying to cover up 
his reactionary programs with token 
overtures to women, Blacks, and war 
resisters. 

At a Veterans of Foreign Wars con
vention, for example, he called for 
"leniency" for those who resisted the 
draft during the Vietnam war. "I want 
them to come home," Ford claimed. 
But he ruled out a "blanket amnesty," 
calling instead for "earned reentry." 

The suggestion that they have to 
"earn" their right to return to the 
United States-to atone for the "crime" 
of opposing a genocidal war- has 
angered many draft resisters and de
serters. 

Kit Rigg, a deserter now living in 
Canada, reacted this way: "Ford's 
kind of punitive approach means we 
should admit we did something wrong 
-and we didn't. We did something 
right. We had a higher duty not to 
participate in the Vietnam war." 

But while the young people who 
opposed the war will be repulsed by 
Ford's posturing, the Democrats and 
Republicans in Congress have oblig
ingly joined in his charade. Female 
members of Congress, for example, 
lined up alongside Ford when he pro
claimed Aug. 26 "Women's Equality 
Day." But the president was unable 
even on this occasion to stifle his male 
chauvinism, making sexist cracks. 

The Congressional Black Caucus 
also met with Ford. Harlem Congress
man Charles Rangel emerged to praise 
the discussion as an "absolutely fan
tastically good meeting." Rangel failed 
to announce any 'fantastically good" 
Ford proposals to solve the problems 
facing the masses of Black people. 

But even with bipartisan support 
and the treachery of misleaders of 
the union movement such as Meany, 
Ford's 'honeymoon" with the Ameri
can people will be brief. 

Nixon ran into deep trouble because 
of anger over inflation, massive op
position to cutbacks in social spend
ing and to rising unemployment, and 
the growing consciousness that the 
government represents not the work
ing people but the bankers and busi
nessmen. Ford and Rockefeller face 
the exact same problem. 
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40th anniversary feature 
Minneapolis Teamster strikes: 
By CINDY JAQUITH 
The sharpening attacks of inflation 
and unemployment are spurring a re
awakening of militancy in the labor 
movement today, spearheaded by 
young workers, often unorganized, 
many of them Blacks and women. 

In contrast to the mood at the work
places and on the picket lines, the 
labor officialdom remains conserva
tive-unwilling to launch the kind of 
struggle needed to defend the interests 
of working people. 

Signs of ferment in the unions in
clude the formation of the Coalition 
of Labor Union Women (CL UW) and 
the Coalition of Black Trade Union
ists (CBTU). Another sign came from 
the rank-and-me carpenters on the 
West Coast, who led a wildcat strike 
last winter when union officials refused 
to challenge government cuts in wage 
increases. And a further example is 
the downfall of the corrupt regime of 
W.A. "Tony" Boyle in the United Mine 
Workers union. 

...... 

......... ,. 
-~~ .... 
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. These are just the beginnings of ef
forts by working people to deal with 
the problems they face. Ultimately, 
these problems can only be solved by 
a complete transformation of the 
unions into democratically run, class
struggle organizations. 

During bitter fight for union recognition two pickets were murdered by cops and the National Guard was brought in 

How will this be done? An inspiring_ 
example for trade-union militants to
day is the struggle 40 years ago by 
Teamsters in Minneapolis, who rev
olutionized their union in the course 
of three important strikes. 

Fortieth anniversary 
This summer marks the fortieth an

niversary of the strikes waged by 
Teamsters Local 57 4, strikes that be
gan to turn Minneapolis into a union 
town and laid the basis for extending 
Teamster power throughout the Mid
west. 

Local 574 paralyzed the city during 
May and again in July and August 
of 1934, in a bitter fight for unio:ri 
recognition. Two pickets were mur
dered by police. The National Guard 
was brought in. But the powerful 

bosses' coalition, the Citizens Alliance, 
finally had to surrender in the first 
strike victory in Minneapolis· in more 
than 10 years. 

Local 574 grew rapidly as an in
dustrial union, including not just driv
ers but inside workers as well. Other 
workers came to the union for help 
in their organizing drives, and the 
slogan "Make Minneapolis a union 
town" resounded across the city. 

Local 574 then helped spearhead a 
drive to build the Teamsters union 
into a powerful force throughout the 
Midwest, culminating in the winning 
of an 11-state contract in 1938. The 
first area contract for the Teamsters, 
it paved the way for the later devel
opment of the Teamsters into one of 
the most powerful unions in the United 
States today. 

Local 574 was a democratically con-

trolled union with class-struggle pol
icies. But it didn't begin that way. 
In the early months of 1934, it was 
a tiny craft union with only a few 
contracts. Its elected officials deliber
ately excluded thousands of unorga
nized drivers and inside helpers from 
its ranks. 

The story of how this union was 
transformed is the subject of Team
stet Rebellion, by Farrell Dobbs. 

Dobbs was a leader of the 1934 
strikes, and in the course of the bat
tle became a convinced socialist, join
ing the Communist League of Ameri
ca, forerunner of the Socialist Work
ers Party. He has been a central lead
er of the Socialist Workers Party since 
the late 1930 s. 

In his second book, Teamster Pow
er. Dobbs describes how the gains 
of the 1934 strikes were consolidated 

~ keen sense of union politics· 
Since their publication, Teamster 
Rebellion and Teamster Power have 
been reviewed by unionpublications 
(including rank-and-me news
papers), major dailies, and theradi
cal press. 

"A burst of rank and me militancy 
transformed the Teamsters' Union 
once, and it can happen again," 
said the review of Teamster Power 
in the Fifth Wheel. "'Thanks to the 

FARRELL DOBBS: 'There are going to be 
trade-union struggles of large dimen-
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dedication of men like Farrell 
Dobbs, next time we'll be starting 
with the industry already orga
nized." 

The Fifth Wheel is a rank-and
me Teamster opposition paper pub~ 
lished in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. 

"An absorbing piece of labor his
tory," commented the AFL-CIO 
Lehigh Valley Labor Herald re
view of Teamster Rebellion.· 

"Regardless of their politics ... 
Dobbs and his associates were out
standing trade unionists with a ge-· 
nlus for organization and a keen 
sense of union politics," said the 
Missouri Teamster review. 

The Minneapolis Tribune rev-iew 
of Teamster Power noted that "35 
years had not diminished the con
temporary significance of many of 
the issues [Dobbs] raises. 

"If inflation and economic insecu
rity continue to plague American 
workers as they have done recent
ly, ·the ·months and years to come 
will see renewed uniori militancy. 
. . . In this c·ontext, readers will find 
this book both provocative and in
structive.". 

One or both of the books has also 
been reviewed by UnioTJDemocracy, 

St. Paul Union Advocat~ Herald
American and Call-Enterpris~ Min
nesota Daily, Labor History, Kir
kus Reviews,· Library Journal, and 
Labor. 

The· significance of the 1934 
strikes was highlighted by a special 
front-page feature in the May 13, 
1974, Minneapolis Star, which re
called the strike battles and con
tained interviews with three of the 
strike leaders, Dobbs, Harry 
DeBoer, who is also a Socialist 
Workers Party member, and Ray 
Rainbolt. 

Minneapolis Star reporter Randy 
Furst wrote: 

"They are men in their 60s and 
70s now, but the years by and large 
have dimmed neither their militancy 
nor their memories of the '34 strug
gle. They talk of struggles to 
come .... 

"'There's certainly no question,' 
Dobbs says, 'that there are going 
to be trade union struggles of large 
dimensions .... ' 

"'More and more is being taken 
out of the workers' hides', says 
Dobbs. 'It's getting .closer to the 
point that was reached in 1934 
when workers had to say, "This 
is it, we've got to fight, we've got to 
find a way."'" 

and extended in the over-the-road Mid
west organizing drive. 

Teamster Rebellion and Teamster 
Power deserve careful study by trade 
unionists today, who face many of 
the same problems confronted by the 
members of Local 574. 

1930s labor upsurge 
The Minneapolis strikes took plac;e 

at the beginning of the massive labor 
upsurge of the 1930 s that resulted 
in the formation of the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations (CIO) sev
eral years later. 

The Depression had generated wide
spread discontent among the thou
sands of unorganized, often unem
ployed workers. But the American 
Federation of Labor (AFL) wanted 
nothing to do with them. The AFL 
was based on the craft unions, which 
represented the skilled, relatively 
privileged workers. 

The unskilled workers and the u_n
employed were shunned by the AFL 
bureaucrats, who viewed them as a 
threat to "their" unions. In the Team
sters union, for example, national 
president Daniel Tobin boasted that his 
members were "not the rubbish that 
have come into other organizations." 
He warned that the union didn't want 
new recruits "if they are going on strike 
tomorrow." 

Bureaucrats such as Tobin ap
proached the workers with the out
look of "business unionism," Dobbs 
explains in Teamster Rebellion. These 
"labor statesmen" saw their role as 
currying favor with the bosses by keep
ing union demands "reasonable." 

The workers in Minneapolis and the 
rest of the country were further weak
ened by craft divisions. Minneapolis 
Teamsters, for example, were divided 
into a milk drivers' local, an ice driv
ers' local, and so forth. 

Class-struggle approach 
To crack the open-shop paradise 

enjoyed by the bosses, a class-strug
gle approach was needed. This was 
the approach advanced by the Com
-munist League, which had a few mem
bers in the Minneapolis trucking in
dustry . 

The Trotskyists of the Communist 
League saw the potenthtl for build
ing Local 574 into a powerful union 
through a major organizing drive and· 
a battle to win union recognition 



lessons for today·s unionists 
throughout the city. They also real
ized that Tobin and the majority of 
the executive board of Local 574 
would view .such a campaign as a 
threat to the job trust they were oper
ating. 

To start by attempting a head-on 
confrontation with the Teamster of
ficials could have easily led to iso
lation, Dobbs explains. The revolu
tionists had won only a small number 
of workers to their position, and a 
premature fight with the union of
ficials could be misunderstood by the 
membership as a simple fight over 
union posts. 

Instead, what Dobbs calls a "flank
ing tactic" was adopted. The idea was 
"to aim the workers' fire straight at 
the employers and catch the union 
bureaucrats in the middle," Dobbs 
writes. "If they didn't react positively, 
they would stand discredited." 

Several leaders of Local 57 4 did 
react positively to the proposals of 
the Communist League and became 
staunch allies in the fight. Those of
ficials opposed to the organizing drive 
had to go along with it to maintain 
their credibility with the membership. 

Coal strike victory 
The first step was a successful strike 

in the Minneapolis coal yards in the 
winter of 1934. Directed by a volun
teer organizing committee, the strike 
caught the bosses by surprise and 
soon hundreds of new members 
poured into Local 57 4. 

The key leaders of the coal strike 
were rank-and-file militants, in this 
case the volunteer organizing commit
tee led by Trotskyists. The workers 
themselves recognized this, and after 
the strike, the organizing committee 
was voted official status inside Lo
cal 574. 

This helped legitimize the left wing 
in the union and made it more dif
ficult for the bureaucratic leaders to 
isolate it. In fact, while the union ex
ecutive board retained formal lead
ership of the local, the organizing com
mittee assumed more and more of 
the actual leadership because it had 
won the allegiance of the rank and 
file. 

In May 1934, Local 57 4 went on 
strike to win union recognition 
throughout the Minneapolis trucking 
industry. Dobbs, who was a picket dis
patcher, gives a blow-by-blow account 
of the strike in Teamster Rebellion. 

The strike was organized with mili
tary-like precision down to the last 
detail. A large strike headquarters was 
set up with its own commissary and 
clinic. Cruising picket squads were dis
patched in cars from the headquarters 
to sweep the streets clean of scab trucks. 
Mass picketing, sometimes involving 
thousands of Teamsters and their sup
porters, was organized at key delivery 
sites. 

Local 57 4 was able to draw on the 
considerable strike experience of Com
munist League leaders in mapping a 
battle plan for the strike. Trotskyists 
played key roles in the organization 
of every aspect of the struggle. Na
tional leaders of the Communist 
League, including James P. Cannon, 
came to Minneapolis to help Local 
57 4 leaders think out strategy, and 
Trotskyists with journalistic experience 
helped put out a strike newspaper. 

Allies sought 
Local 574 not only mobilized its 

own ranks but also sought out allies 
in its fight, turning potential enemies 
of the strike into strong supporters. 

For example, Local 57 4 opened its 
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Militant/Cindy Jaquith 

Young workers, women, and Blacks are spearheading new militancy in labor move
ment today. 

strike headquarters and commissary 
to the jobless, convincing thousands 
to join the Teamster picket lines. 

The union also organized the wives 
of strikers into a women's auxiliary, 
which took primary responsibility for 
maintaining the strike headquarters. 
This direct involvement countered the 
possibility that the women would turn 
against the strike out of fear of its 
economic effects on their families. 

The farmers were also brought into 
active support for the strike. An agree
ment with Local 574 guaranteed that 
their produce would get to market, 
while assuring that scab trucks would 
not be used to transport it. 

Democracy 
The democratic conduct of the strike 

was a key reason for Local 574's 
solidarity and effectiveness. Assem
blies were held each night to report 
to the strikers on new developments, 
and an elected strike committee super
vised policy. 

had been exposed. 
This was reflected in the poststrike 

elections, in which the bureaucrats 
were resoundingly defeated for reelec
tion and replaced the leaders of the 
strike. The change in formal leader
ship, Dobbs writes, was accomplished 
"with the same ease that a withered 
husk can be stripped from a ripened 
ear of corn." 

Once in the leadership, the revolu
tionists instituted some important 
changes, such as limiting the salaries 
of union staff to the same pay as rank
and-file Teamsters. A democratic at
mosphere was established, with mem
bers encouraged to bring their griev
ances and criticisms into union 
meetings. 

With democracy came a new view 
of union leadership, which Dobbs de
scribes in one of the opening chapters 
of Teamster Power: 

"The new, homogeneous headership 
functioned as a team. No one strutted 
around as a star performer or tried 
to be a dictator. Genuinely collective 
effort prevailed, within a division of 
labor designed according to the 
union's needs, and the contributions 
of each individual were valued. 

"Measures were initiated to gradual
ly broaden the leadership team by 
educating outstanding militants in the 

ranks. In this way an expanding for
mation of secondary leaders was built 
up; they in turn helped to knit close 
relations .between the leadership and 
the membership. Out of this process 
came a oneness which enabled the 
union to go forward as an effective 
combat force." 

Ranks educated 
The union was also strengthened 

by deepening the understanding of the 
class struggle on the part of the ranks. 

Local 57 4' s leadership sought to 
inoculate the membership thoroughly 
against the poisonous class-collab
orationist policies of the trade-union 
bureaucracy. Dobbs writes: "There 
can be no such thing as an equitable 
class peace, the membership was 
taught. The law of the jungle prevails 
under capitalism. If the workers don't 
fight as a class to defend their in
terests, the bosses will gouge them." 

This was even codified in the new 
preamble to the union bylaws, which 
began: 

"The working class whose life de
pends on the sale of labor and the 
employing class who live upon the 
labor of others, confront each other 
on the industrial field contending for 
the wealth created by those who toil. 
The drive for profit dominates the 
bosses' life. Low wages, long hours, 
the speed-up are weapons in the hands 
of the employer under the wage sys-
tem. . . . ' 

"It is the natural right of all labor 
to own and enjoy the wealth created 
by it. Organized by industry and pre
pared for the gruelling daily struggle 
is the way in which lasting gains can 
be won by the workers as a class." 

It followed from this that the work
ers could rely on no one else-not 
"impartial" government mediators or 
benevolent employers- to defend their 
interests. Dobbs recalls that he tried 
to strengthen this understanding 
whenever possible: 

". . . I often used the parting in
junction, 'Don't arbitrate,' when we 
separated after a meeting. It was in
tended to drill into the workers an 
instinct to cling tenaciously to their 
freedom of decision, never letting it 
be taken from the union's hands by 
a so-called 'neutral party.' 

"Another slogan was invoked when 
a local leader asked if the union could 
do one or another thing. My opening 
reply was usually: 'You can do any
thing you're big enough to do.' Then 
we would discuss more concretely just 
how strong the union's position was 
in the given situation. This helped to 
instill in the workers a reflex tendency 
to think always in terms of usi.ng their 
class power." 

Continued on lollowing page 

The strike leaders were careful to 
dispel any illusions in the role of gov
ernment mediators and capitalist 
politicians, or in the willingness of 
the bosses to live up to the contract 
terms once they were set. These les
sons were bolstered on the picket lines. 
where the workers learned firsthand 
which side the cops, the capitalist 
press, and the government were on. 
· True to form, once the strike was 
settled in late May, the bosses imme
diately began reneging on key con
tract provisions, and Local 574 
pulled out its forces once again for 
the July-August strike. The second 
strike, which ended Aug. 21, proved 
decisive. 

Ess~ntial reading 
Local 57 4 emerged from the battle 

with bargaining rights at virtually 
every trucking outlet in the city and 
with substantial wage increases for 
the membership. In a few months the 
union had grown from a membership 
of less than 100 to a battle-tested 
union of several thousand. 

In the course of the struggle, the 
left wing of the union had grown 
much stronger. Its policies had been 
proven in practice,. while the class
collaborationist leaders of the union 
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... Teamster strikes 
Continued from preceding page 

In sharp contrast to the raiding 
operations conducted by today's 
Teamster officialdom against the 
United Farm Workers, Local 574 was 
a champion of the struggles of other 
unions and unorganized workers. 

Ice drivers, machinists, garage 
workers, and others turned to Local 
574 for skllled strike organizers, ne
gotiators, and pickets. The union 
soon found workers in other cities 
turning to it also. Through these 
struggles a strong class-struggle wing 
was bunt in the labor movement of 
the area, with Local 574 at its core. 
In April 1935, these gains were fur
ther consolidated in the founding of 
the Northwest Labor Unity Confer
ence, whose central slogan was "All 
workers into· the unions. All unions 
into the struggle." 

Teamsters President Daniel Tobin 
tried to undercut the role of revolu
tionists in Local 574 from the very 
beginning. In the midst of the 1934 . 
strikes, he launched a vicious red-bait
Ing campaign against the Trotskyists 
in the union. The Local 574 member
ship correctly saw this as a back
stabbing attack on the union as a 
whole and repudiated Tobin's 
charges. 

In April 1935, Tobin tried to de
stroy Local 57 4 altogether by de
chartering it on the spurious charge 
of nonpayment of dues. A phony 
"Local 500" was set up to compete 
with Local 574, but it never amounted 
to anything but a paper union. 

The strong ties Local 57 4 had es
tablished with the rest of Northwest 
labor made it impossible to read the 
union out of the movement. The de
chartering episode ended with a de
feat for Tobin, who finally had to 
accept Local 574 back into the Team
sters, this time as Local 544. 

Meanwhile, Local 574 had con
tinued its efforts to expand Teamster 
power. In 1937 a North Central Dis
trict Drivers Council was formed, 
which began organizing Teamsters in 
Minnesota, the Dakotas, Wisconsin, 
Iowa, and Michigan. The organizing 
drive soon expanded further south, 
and even Tobin was able to see the 
potential of the campaign to bring all 
Midwest drivers under a single 
contract. 

Dobbs was the main strategist in 
the battle that followed to organize 
over-the-road drivers into the union. 
The 11-state contract won in 1938 
represented 125,000 Teamsters, the 
largest contract negotiated by the 
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union up to that time. 
It is· worth noting that the orga

nizing drive included independent 
owner-operators, the first time the 
Teamsters had sought to bring these 
truckers into the union. In contrast 
to the policy of the Teamster official
dom today, . the organizing team led 
by Dobbs fought for specific needs 
of the independent drivers and won 
them to support the union. 

Since that time, however, the Team
ster officials have abandoned these 
drivers, leading many of them to quit 
the union. President Frank Fitzsim
mons even went to the extent of vi
ciously attacking last winter's inde
pendent truckers' strike against high 
fuel prices. 

Fitzsimmons' backstabbing move 
against the independent truckers is 
another example pointing to the need 
for a transformation of the unions. 

Revolutionary program 
The kind of revolutionary program 

put forward 40 years ago in Min
neapolis is called for today in order 
to transform the unions i~to fighting 
instruments. The revolutionary party 
is an integral part of that fight. 

Throughout Dobbs's account of the 
Teamster battles of the 1930s, the role 
of the Trotskyist militants was deci
sive-from the 1934 strikes to the 
over-the-road campaign. As- Dobbs 
explains, the Trotskyists were able to 
play this role because the revolution
ary party embodies the "class 
memory"-the historic lessons of the 
class struggle. 

The revolutionists earned the just 
respect of fellow Teamsters as the 
hardest workers and most devoted 
builders of the union. Through their 
experience, they were able to help new 
militants in the labor movement avoid 
the pitfalls and traps laid by the em
ployers. But the skillful organizing 
and tactics supplied by the revolution
ary party were only part of the role 
played by Trotskyists. 

The key contribution of the revolu
tionists was a program and perspec
tive that could inspire the workers 
with their power as a class and lead 
them in the struggle for higher wages, 
jobs, and union rights. 

Today, far from being outmoded, 
the class-struggle outlook of revolu
tionary socialists is all the more 
needed in the union movement. These 
two books by Farrell Dobbs, and a 
third volume yet to come, are essen
tial tools for the young militants who 
will be called on to lead the great 
working-class battles to come. 

SWP beats challenge, 
wins ballot spot in Ill. 
By BRUCEBLOY 
CHICAGO- The illinois board of elec
tions has certified the entire slate of 
Socialist Workers Party candidates for 
the ballot in the November election, 
reversing an earlier decision declaring 
the SWP's petitions invalid. 

The turnaround came after the SWP 
candidates launched a vigorous public 
campaign to expose the completely il
legal and arbitrary ruling denying 
them a ballot spot, and threatened 
court action to overturn the decision. 

The board of elections had ruled 
Aug. 21 that the SWP petitions "failed 
to state the intent of signers to form 
a new political party" as is required 
under the state .election law. The SWP 
had collected more than 40,000 signa
tures for its statewide candidates; the 
law requires 25,000. 

At the same time, the board rEjected 
the petitions of the Communist Party 
and the Socialist Labor Party. 

The SLP was denied ballot status 

because its petitions were allegedly not 
worded properly. The Communist 
Party was thrown off the ballot 
because it did not fulflll a requirement 
that signatures be distributed through
out the state, despite the fact that this 
requirement has been declared uncon
stitutional by the federal courts. 

At a news conference held Monday, 
Aug. 26, at the capitol building in 
Springfield, Ed Heisler, SWP candi
date for U. S. Senate, denounced the 
board's ruling against his party, the 
CP, and the SLP. 

He exposed the board's excuse for 
denying ballot status to the SWP by 
reading a copy of the party's nomi
nating petition, which stated: "Petition 
to Form a New Political Party. We 
the undersigned qualified voters of the 
State of illinois hereby state our inten
tion to form a new political party." 

lfeisler declared, "The members of 
the board of elections are guilty of 

Continued on page 26 

SWP senatorial candidate Ed Heisler speaking at street meeting in Chicago 

Wounded Knee trial 

Cops attack spectators 
By JEANNE STEVENS Lane jailed after a courtroom dis
ST. PAUL, Minn.-The U.S. govern- turbance. 
nient stepped up its attack on Wounded 
Knee defendants Dennis Banks and 
Russell Means last week by bringing 
a surprise FBI informer to the stand 
as a rebuttal witness. 

Louis Moves Camp, a 20-year-old 
former member ot the American In
dian Movement (AIM), testified that 
he was at Wounded Knee and wit
nessed Banks and Means participate 
in nearly every crime with which they 
are charged either personally or in
directly as the leaders of the occupa
tion. 

Kenneth Tilsen, Wounded Knee de
fense attorney, called Moves Camp 
an 'Unfortunate victim of the FBI." 
He said that the defense will "totally 
and completely discredit him." 

Already Moves Camp's testimony is 
in question. He told the FBI the amaz
ing story that Means and Banks had 
met twice with representatives of China, 
the Soviet Union, East Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, and with represen
tatives of the Communist parties of 
West Germany and Italy. 

According to Moves Camp these per
sons promised the AIM leaders that 
their countries would provide them 
with weapons, funds, and supplies. 
Defense attorneys charge that Moves 
Camp was not even in Wounded 
Knee during part of the time he testi
fied about. 

Pressure in the courtroom has 
mounted since Moves Camp began his 
testimony on Aug. 21. On Aug. 23 
Judge Fred Nichol ordered defense 
attorneys ~illiam Kunstler and Mark 

Kunstler was cross-examining Moves 
Camp when subdued laughter broke 
out from a row of spectators. Nichol 
ordered marshals to clear the spec
tators from the courtroom. Federal 
marshals dragged spectators from the 
courtroom, including AIM leaders 
Clyde and Vernon Bellecourt, and 
Maced at least one spectator. The de
fense attorneys objected to Nichol's 
behavior. Nichol ordered Lane and 
Kunstler jailed. Both were released the 
next day and no charges were brought 
against them. 

The defense won a major victory 
Aug. 20 when the court dismissed five 
of the 10 charges being brought 
against Banks and Means. Two 
charges of interfering with federal mar
shals were dropped because of the 
illegal nature of the U.S. military in
volvement. A presidential order was 
apparently never issued to clear the 
way for the military intervention that 
took place last year at Wounded Knee. 

Three other charges- possession of 
Molotov cocktails, burglary, and theft 
of an auto-were dropped because 
of lack of evidence. Charges oflarceny, 
conspiracy, and three counts of as
sault still stand. 

In Sioux Falls, S.D., where more 
than 100 people face charges in 
Wounded Knee-related indictments, 
seven more people were cleared of 
charges. Charges against 23 of the 
Wounded Knee defendants have been 
dismissed and five persons have been 
acquitted. The government has not 
won a single conviction and none of 
the defendants have pleaded guilty. 
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Petitioners,Jjgners harassed 

Missouri SWP fights for ballot rights 
By FRED MURPHY 
ST. LOUIS- Missouri state officials 
are trying to keep the Socialist Work
ers Party off the ballot despite the 
29,014 signatures gathered on nom
inating petitions for Barbara Mutnick, 
SWP candidate for U.S. Senate. 

This is the first time the SWP has 
petitioned for ballot status in Missouri, 
and the Democrats and Republicans 
are making every effort to maintain 
their monopoly on the elections. 

Mter delaying a decision for six 
weeks on the grounds that his staff 
was "triple-checking" the SWP's peti
tions, Secretary of State James Kirk
patrick announced Aug. 8 that he was 
ruling the SWP off the ballot. He 
claimed that only 6, 772 of the signa
tures submitted were those of regis
tered voters. 

SWP campaign supporters checked 
photocopies of the petitions against 
voter registration lists, however, and 
found that hundreds of valid signa
tures had been disqualified as "not reg
istered" or "illegible." This was on a 
random sample of only 120 of the 
1,760 petition sheets. 

Among the signatures falsely invali
dated were those of a state representa
tive and a Republican congressional 
candidate who supported the SWP's 
right to ballot status. 

"The secretary of state's supposed 

NYSWPends 
petitioning 

New York Socialist Workers cam
paign supporters have successfully 
completed their drive to collect 
56,000 signatures to place eight 
candidates on the ballot in Novem
ber. 

In nine days of petitioning in 
August, 57,106 signatures were ob
tained on street corners and in 
shopping centers in Manhattan, the 
Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn, and 
cities and towns in upstate New 
York. 

New York State election law re
quires the SWP to gather 20,000 
signatures for its statewide ticket, 
headed by Derrick Morrison for 
governor and Rebecca Finch for 
U. S. Senate, and 3, 500 signatures · 
for each of three congressional can
didates. 

validation check was a complete 
fraud," Barbara Mutnick charged. 
"Even my own signature was not 
counted as valid! Ruling the SWP off 
the ballot is an outrageous attempt to 
thwart the will of the 29,000 people 
who signed our petitions." 

Mutnick buttressed her assertion that 
the ruling was discriminatory by con
trasting it to the.. treatment of the Amer
ican Independent Party's petitions in 
1968. The AlP filed 68,000 signatures 
then to put George Wallace on the pres
idential ballot 

"The petitions of the racist right
winger Wallace were checked in five 
working days, and he was validated 
for the ballot within two weeks after 
filing," Mutnick said. "None of the sig
natures were checked against voter 
registration lists; checking was simply 
to verify that approximately the num
ber of signatures claimed were in fact 
on the petitions." 

In addition to falsely disqualifying 
registered voters who signed the SWP's 
petitions, the secretary of state applied 
illegal criteria to the signatures. 

The Missouri election laws have not 
been substantially altered since 1953, 
when they were rewritten to make it 
difficult for the Socialist Labor Party 
to maintain ballot status. Since then, 
Wallace is the only third-party candi
date to appear on the ballot. The laws 
require 17,844 signatures of "quali
fied" voters, that is, Missouri residents 
18 years of age or older. The secretary 
of state, however, has arbitrarily de
cided that signers must be registered 
voters. 

On Aug. 15, attorneys for the SWP 
fUed suit in the Missouri Supreme 
Court asking that the secretary of state 
be ordered to recheck the signatures 
on the basis the election laws spell out 
-that one need not be a registered 
voter to sign a petition. 

In an attempt to cover up his own 
iUegal and unconstitutional discrimi
nation against the SWP, Secretary of 
State Kirkp~:~.trick has tried to portray 
the SWP as something less than a 
legitimate political party. In his state
ment to the media Aug. 8 he made 
vague· references to an "investigation" 
he is carrying out of the SWP petitions. 

Kirkpatrick has also ordered his 
staff to harass petitioners and signers 
by telephone. Several socialist cam
paign supporters have been called at 
their places of work and asked not 
only if they circulated SWP nominat-

'Labor Committee' aids gov't 

Democrats and Republicans are trying to thwart will of 29,000 Missourians who signed 
petitions to put SWP on ballot. 

ing petitions but also such irrelevant 
questions as ''How old are you?" 'Were 
you born in Missouri?" and "Are you 
a student?" This is in spite of the fact 
that each petitioner signed a notarized 
affidavit on each petition sheet attest
ing that he or she was a qualified 
voter. 

Circulators of SWP petitions have 
also learned of calls by the secretary 
of state's 'investigators" to their neigh
bors, relatives, and landlords. 

Kirkpatrick admitted to Barbara 
Mutnick on Aug. 8 that his office had 
already called 366 people who had 
signed the petitions and planned to 
call many more. Mutnick sent a letter 
on Aug. 10 to her opponents in the 
senatorial race, Democratic incumbent 
Thomas Eagleton and Republican 
Thomas Curtis, citing this harassment 
and urging them to support her right 
to ballot status. 

"I know that as I gathered signa
tures myself," Mutnick wrote. "I en
countered many people who v,ere glad 
to know a socialist was running and 
who supported my right to be on the 
ballot, but who refused or were reluc
tant to sign in fear of government ha
rassment and such repercussions as 
losing their jobs." 

The secretary of state is now trying 
to further intimidate people from sup
porting the right of socialists and oth-

er candidates independent of the Dem
ocratic and Republican parties to run 
for office. 

In addition, if Kirkpatrick'sinterpre
tation of the election laws is overruled 
by the Missouri Supreme Court, he 
apparently hopes the veiled threats of 
"investigations" will enable him to stall 
on granting the SWP ballot status until 
the deadline for drawing up the official 
ballot has passed. 

Messages of protest against the de
nial of ballot status to the SWP can 
be sent to Secretary of State James 
Kirkpatrick, State Capitol, Jefferson 
City, Mo. Please send copies to So
cialist Workers Campaign, 4660 
Maryland, Room 17, St. Louis, Mo. 
63108. 

AUG. 27- Missouri Secretary of State 
James Kirkpatrick's veiled threats of 
"prosecution" were made more explicit 
Aug. 26 when he announced that his 
office had forwarded the results of its 
"investigation" of SWP petitions to 
prosecuting authorities in the city of 
St. Louis and in St. Louis County. 

This escalated attack on the rights 
of the Socialist Workers Party came 
at the same time that the Missouri 
Supreme Court decided to hear the 
SWP's lawsuit against Kirkpatrick. 
The court set Sept. 9 as the date for 
a hearing on the suit. 

Socialist candidates ruled off ballot in Mass. 
By RICH CAHALANE 
BOSTON -After a month of legal 
wrestling with Massachusetts state of
ficials, Socialist Workers Party con
gressional candidates Randi Dolph 
and Jeannette Tracy Bliss have both 
been denied ballot status. 

A final court appeal to put Bliss 
on the ballot was denied Aug. 5. 

Nevertheless, the statewide socialist 
slate of Don Gurewitz for governor, 
Ollie Bivins for lieutenant governor, 
and Jeanne Lafferty for attorney gen
eral will appear:on the ballot. 

In a massive petitioning effort last 
spring, SWP campaign supporters col
lected 53,495 signatures for the state
wide slate, 4,521 for Dolph in the 
8th Congressional District, ~nd 4,481 
for Bliss in the 9th C.D. 

Even though the SWP far exceeded 
the legal requirements for petition sig
natures, state officials from the local 
town halls to the secretary of state 
and the attorney general kept looking 
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for ways to keep the socialists off the 
ballot. 

This attack on democratic rightswas 
aided by the National Caucus of La-

Militant/Rich Coholone 

Randi Dolph vows energetic campaign 
despite undemocratic exclusion from bal
lot. 

bor Committees (NCLC), which chal
lenged the SWP' s petitions in the 9th 
C. D. 

NCLC, though it claims to be so
cialist, opposes strikes, publishes racist 
smears against struggles of oppressed 
minorities, supports the cops, and has 
carried out armed goqn-squad attacks 
on the Socialist Workers Party; Com
munist Party, and other radical or
ganizations. (For more on NCLC's 
degeneration, see "' Lab or Committee' 
joins forces with. cops," Aug. 2 Mili
tant.) 

NCLC's cooperation with the cap
italist government to deny ballot rights 
to socialists is a further indication 
of its right-wing character. 

Last July state election officials an
nounced that 1, 600 of the signatures 
for Randi Dolph had been declared 
invalid, leaving the 8th C.D. socialist 
candidate about 100 short of the legal 
requirement. When campaign support
ers checked some of the petitions 

against voter registration rolls, they 
found hundreds of errors in the "vali
dation" by the local town halls. At 
least 200 signatures had been declared 
invalid for no apparent reason what
soever. 

An appeal was filed with the state 
ballot law commission on instructions 
from the secretary of state. The hear
ing took place July 16. Although 
Dolph was prepared with documentary 
evidence of the errors in the "valida
tion" process, the commission refused 
to subpoena the petitions and town 
hall records for careful inspection. 

The chairman of the commission 
also asserted that "this commission 
probably does not have jurisdiction 
in this case. Your best recourse would 
be the courts." With that, the com
mission refused to hear the case. 

A week later, however, Dolph re
ceived a letter from the commission 
saying her appeal had been denied! 

Continued on page 26 
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In Review 

Portugal & the West: partners 
Portuguese Africa and the West by William 
Minter. Penguin African Library. Baltimore, 
1972. 176 pp. Paper, $1.35. 

By DICK ROBERTS 
What are the relations between Portugal's African 
colonies, Portugal, and world imperialism? 

Although researched in 1969-70 and published 
two years ago, William Minter's book is the beet 
study of this question available in English. Minter 
emphasizes, and more recent documents all the 
more confirm, the central role that other· imperialist 
powers, especlaijy the United States, play in the 
exploitation of the Portuguese African colonies. 

It is not easy to trace Washington's relations 
with Portugal. For a variety of reasons U. S.
Portuguese policy has been highly secretive. 

Nevertheless, Minter shows that beginning in 
World War II, Washington has maintained close 
military relations with Portugal, supplying both 
financial aid and military hardware. 

Azores base 
Key is the major U.S. airbase on Terceira Island 

in the Azores, built by the British in 1943 but 
taken over by -Washington in 1945. One could 
doubt the special emphasis placed by the Pentagon 
on onlY; one part of its global network of bases. 

Books 
Yet, Minter points out, the base 'had been used 

ln the 1958 intervention in Lebanon, in the Berlin 
crisis of 1961, and In the 1964 Stanleyville para
troop drop. 

"In 1963 it was still true that 'approximately 
75 per cent of normal US military air traffic to 
Europe and the Middle East transits the air facility 
on Terceira Island,'" according to a Pentagon 
officiaL Says Minter, "Dean Acheson reflected that 
the Azores bases were 'perhaps the single most 
important (set of bases) we have anywhere.'" 

The latest confirmation of this was the use of 
Terceira Island in Nixon's massive October 1973 
mobilization to back up Israel. Interestingly, such 
a contingency had long been foreseen. A U.S. 
strategic policy expert pointed out in 1969 'two 
of the most important new uses for the Azores. 
The first would be as a shuttle point for airlifting 
troops to the Middle East, should refuellingrights 
be denied to American planes in Western Europe 
and North Africa [as they indeed were last October 
-D. R.]. The other is an increasing emphasis on 
eurveillance of the Soviet submarine fleet" 

Washington pretends that its military support to 
Portugal does not go beyond NATO and the 
Azores base. "The Portuguese Air Force," according 
to Minter, "although now receiving German and 
French aid, still has many American planes. These 
include 50 F-84 Thunderjets; 50 F-86 Sabrejets; 
C-47, C-54, and DC-6 transports; several hundred 
T-6 and 30 T-37C trainers; some 20 B-26bombers; 
18 PV-2 Harpoon bombers; and 12 P-2V Neptune 
bombers. Only the Neptune bombers are assigned 
to NATO." 

The T-6 and T-37C '\rainers" will be recognized 
by opponents of the U. S. attack on Southeast 
Asia as the workhorses of counterguerrilla war
fare, whose notorious napalm destruction of the 
countryside in order to drive peasants into "stra
tegic hamlets" in the early 1960s served as the 
model for the same type of operations in Angola 
and Mozambique later. 

Minter says that "up to the end of 1963, a total 
of 2,288 Portuguese military men received Ameri-' 
can training; there were 205 in the period from 
1964 to 1968. In 1969 and 1970 approximately 
130 are undergoing training." 

Business in Africa 
The Portuguese colonies in Africa are immensely 

poor as a result of four centuries of foreign ex
ploitation. None of them contains sources of agri
cultural or mineral raw materials that are vital 
to world imperialism, in the sense, say, Qf the 
oil In the Arab East Their exports d,o not rank 
among the top exports of any of the major com
modities in world trade. 
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But it does not follow that they are unimportant 
as raw materials sources and arenas for foreign 
investment Every major capitalist power has in
vested in the Portuguese African colonies, and 
these investments have been growing. In fact, Por
tuguese policy since 1968 has increasingly oriented 
toward foreign capital as a source of investment 
funds, not only for the colonies, but for Portu·gal 
Itself. 

"The Export-Import Bank provided, between 
1962 and 1968, $73,300,000 in loans to Portu
gaL One of the projects financed was the Tagus 
River bridge, bunt by a consortium of American 
firms headed by US Steel and Morrison-Knudsen. 
Other Export-Import Bank loans, including one 
in 1970 for $18 million, have gone on the pur
chasing of aircraft for the Portuguese airlines TAP. 
Substantial financing has also come from private 
American sources, arranged generally through Dil
lon, Read & Co., investment bankers for South 
Africa, and many other foreign governments." 

Measured in dollars, the most significant U.S. 
investment in the colonies is in oil- but in explora-· 
tion (in all of the colonies) and in production, so 
far only in Angola. Says Minter, "Petrangol and 
Angol, two companies involving Belgian, French 
and South African interests, are engaged in pet
roleum production and in a refmery near Luanda. 
But even more successful has been Gulf Oil Com
pany, which began its exploration in Angola in 
1957, and struck oil in 1966, in Cabinda, the en
clave of Angola north of the Congo River. Gulf 
is the sole concessionaire in Cabinda, and thus 
the principal benefici~ry of oil resources which will 
put Angola among the top oil-producing countries 
in Africa, and make Portugal self-sufficient in pet. 
roleum supplies." 

Angola's coffee trade does not rank large in 
the balance sheets of imperialist trade but never
theless closely interweaves Angola in the world 
Imperialist system. Angola is the fourth largest 
exporter of coffee, with 5 percent of the world 
totaL 

Yet, "of Angola's production, almost 50 percent 
goes to the United States, with the Netherlands, 

. Portugal, and South Africa as other major cus
tomers. This export of coffee from Angola to the 
United States is therefore of central Importance to 
Angola's economy, constituting about one-fourth 
of the total exports." 

By 1969, extractive industries, especially dia
monds and iron ore, had displaced coffee as 

Angola's biggest exports. The U.S; Department of 
Commerce reported Oct 20, 1970, that "diamond 
production last year from DIAMANG- Campanhia 
de Diamentes de Angola, totals 2.02 million carats 
valued at over $70 million .... During 1969 
four new companies, including subsidiaries of the 
U.S. firms Diamond Distributors Inc. and Diversa, 
were given diamond concessions." (Foreign Eco
nomic Trends and their Implications for the United 
States.) 

However, these industries remain largely under 
British and South African control. Minter writes, 
"South African involvement is also present and 
growing in many sectors of the economies of 
Angola and Mozambique. A summary picture can 

Colonial terror 
-

A Mozambican freedom fighter tells this story: 
"Certain leaders worked among us. Some of 

them were taken by the Portuguese- Tiago Mul~ 
ler, Faustino Vanomba, Kibiriti Diwane- in the 
massacre at Mueda. How did that happen? Well, 
some of these men had made contact with the 
authorities and asked for more Uberty and more 
pay .... 

"The governor invited our leaders into the 
administrator's office. I was waiting outside. 
They were in there for four hours. When they 
came out on the verandah, the governor asked 
the crowd who wanted to speak. Many wanted 
to speak, and the governor told them all to 
stand on one side. 

"Then without another word he ordered the 
police to bind the hands of those who had stood 
on one side, and the police began beating them. 
·I was close by. I saw it all. When the people 
saw what was happening, they began to demon
strate against the Portuguese, and the Portuguese 
simply ordered the police trucks to come and 
collect these arrested persons. 

"So there were more demonstrations against 
this. At that moment the troops were still hidden, 
and the people went up close to the police to 
stop the arrested persons from being taken 
away. So the governor called the troops, and 
when they appeared he told them to open fire. 
They killed about 600 people." 

- From Portuguese Africa and the West. 



in the rape of Africa 
be gained by looking at the involvement of one fi
nancial group, Harry Oppenheimer's Anglo-Ameri
can Corporation. 

"In Angola the Benguela Railway, which provides 
an access to the seas for the copper of Zambia 
and Katanga, is 90 per cent owned by Tangan
yika Concessions, Ltd. Among the larger share
holders in Tanganyika Concessions is Anglo
American Corporations; British and Belgian cap
ital is also involved. DIAMANG, the Angola Dia
mond Company, provides approximately 5 per 
cent of the revenue of the government of Angola, 
and runs a virtual 'state within a state' in the dia
mond producing area." 

Mozambique 
In contrast to Angola, Mozambique is over

whelmingly a producer and exporter of agricul
tural products, especially cashew nuts, which main· 
ly go to the United States. 

It is a nation that has been severely underpro
letarianized by relentless counterrevolution, by 
forced cultivation of cotton beginning in the 1920s, 
as well as by the forced export of labor to South 
Africa. 

Here U.S. capitalism scours for export markets. 
The Commerce Department noted as recently as 
May 19, 1972, that "despite Mozambique's eco
nomic problems, the outlook for U.S. exports to 
the Province is generally healthy." 

Noting that import restrictions imposed by Mo
zambique in 1971 could slow down the flow of 
some U.S. consumer goods, the Commerce De
partment held that "the effort to substitute for con
sumer imports, and to develop export industries, 
will stimulate opportunities for the sale of plant 
machinery and even of complete factories. Oppor
tunities for the sale of agricultural products in short 
supply in Mozambique, notably wheat and dairy 
products, are likely to continue to the extend that 
U.S. prices are competitive. 

"The great competitive advantage enjoyed by 
metropolitan Portuguese goods under previous 
payment systems has largely been abolished, 
which should favor American exports whenever 
prices are competitive." 

South Africa 
Increasingly Mozambique and Angola are com

ing under the shadow of South Africa- as, in
deed, are many of the countries of sub-Saharan 
Africa. Portuguese colonialism has long supported 
this process. Most notorious is the effect of its 
forced-labor laws, ·requiring that no Black work
er in Angola and Mozambique be 'idle," which 
in turn provides a continuous labor stream for 
South African mines. 

"One way to fulfil the obligation to work," says 
Minter, "open to those in southern Mozambique, 
is to be recruited by the Witwatersrand Native 
Labour Association (WNLA), for work in the 
mines of South Africa. Mozambican Africans ac
count for about one-third of the labour force in 
mining there. Even the low. wages paid to Afri
can miners in South Africa are much better than 
most Africans receive in Mozambique .... 

"On the official level, the South African govern
ment guarantees that 47.5 per cent of the sea
borne import traffic to the Johannesburg area will 
pass through Louren~;o Marques [in Mozambique], 
in return for the privilege of recruiting an average 
of 100,000 workers per year. Portugal also re
ceives a bonus payment for each recruit, with half 
of his wages, to be paid him on his return to 
Mozambique." 

At the same time, South African capital is all 
the more heavily penetrating both of the large 
Portuguese colonies. Of special significance is the 
Cabora Bassa hydroelectric project, in Tete prov
ince, Mozambique. "The project is to be developed 
in four stages, the first of which is to be completed 
by 1974. The power output is scheduled to be ... 
70 per cent more than (the] Aswan [dam in Egypt], 
and will feed into a power network serving all 
of Southern Africa, particularly South Africa and 
Rhodesia. 

"The scheme has been developed in close co
operation with the Industrial Development Cor
poration of South Africa, and the contract for 
construction was granted ev~ntually to a con-
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Young Portuguese destroying posters portraying Mo
zambique as a tourists' paradise. African liberation 
movements helped blow lid off Salazarist dictatorship. 

sortium headed by the Anglo-American Corpora
tion of South Africa, with participation as well 
by Germ an and French firms." 

Minter emphasizes the Portuguese, Rhodesian, 
and South African unity of interests. Their 'mili
tary and police officials hold periodic high-level 
consultations, and are in touch with each other 
as well on a day-to-day basis. South African troops 
and helicopters have been reported in action in 
southern Angola. In Tete province of Mozambique, 
the Cabora Bassa area is also under South Afri
can guard. The South African advance air bases 
in Caprivi and the northern Transvaal are ideally 
sited to cover areas of Angola and Mozambique 
as well. 

"Nevertheless South Africa has not yet become 
as· heavily involved in Angola and Mozambique 
as it is in Rhodesia, where South African 'police' 
form a major portion of the counterinsurgency 
forces." Minter speculates that "South Africa would 
be very likely to intervene on a large scale to 
prevent southern Mozambique from coming under 
hostile control." 

U.S. policy 
From the first opening of organized revolution

ary warfare against Portuguese colonialism in 
Angola in 1961 to the present day, 13 years later, 
Washington has consistently backed Portugal, al
though often in silence. 

In the United Nations in 1963, Ambassador Ad
lai Stevenson reassured the Portuguese Foreign 
Minister Nogueira in a Security Council debate, 
"I hope he does not fear that any of us are seek
ing to deprive Portugal of its proper place in Af
rica." 

"From 1962," says Minter, "the United States 
abstained on or voted against all major resolu
tions concerning Portuguese colonialism." 

In 1965 pilots were arrested in a secret opera,
tion to fly U.S. B-26 bombers to Portugal. Min
ter comments, "The Douglas B-26 bombers have 
been used, since the Second World War, for coun
ter-insurgency operations in Vietnam, Laos, the 
Bay of Pigs, and the Congo. CIA involvement in 
these operations is well-known. n 

More recently the Nixon administration took a 
more overt stance in support of Portugal as part 
of a more general policy aimed at strengthening 
the grip of colonialism on southern Africa. Cooked 
up in the National Security Council in 1969-70, 
the secret policy was designated operation "tar 
baby" according to New York Times correspondent 
Terence Smith, who summarized the concept April 
2, 1973. 

Its central ingredient was to increase U.S. in
volvement with white governments and to treat 
South Africa as a sovereign regime. Smith noted 
that U.S. investment in South Africa increased by 
80 percent from 1963 to 1969, including some 300 
corporations -12 of the 20 largest- and was 
valued at between $750-million and $1-billion, with 
an average yearly return of about 17 percent.. 

Elements of the operation included sale of two 
Boeing 707s to Portugal and jet aircraft to South 
Africa; allowing Union Carbide to import chrome 
from Rhodesia; and the 1972 extension of U.S. 
rights to the Azores base and in return a $400-
million Export-Import Bank loan to Portugal
four times all of the U.S. assistance to Portugal 
since 1946. 

That none of these measures, nor the previous 
decades of military and fmancial support to 
Portugal, succeeded in stemming the African libera
tion struggles, testifies to the deep-seated popu
larity of the anti-imperialist movements. They suc
ceeded in blowing the lid off the Salazarist dic
tatorship even to the point where the new Spinola 
government has been forced to promise indepen
dence for the colonies. 

This review, however, should indicate the extra
ordinary obstacles that remain for the liberation 
forces. Minter wrote in his concluding section two 
years ago, "The struggle of the peoples of Angola, 
Mozambique, and Guinea-Bissau is not just an 
isolated fight against an anachronistic colonial 
power. As they have fought, they have discovered 
that they fight also against white rule in Southern 
Africa as a whole; and that they are joined by al
lies from South Africa, from Zimbabwe and Na
mibia. 

"They have discovered that they fight also against 
an imperial system, in which many countries are 
involved and of which the United States is the 
head. They fight knowing that others struggle 
against the same enemy, in Asia, in Latin Ameri
ca, in the Middle East, and even in the heart of the 
system, in the United States of America." 

The truth of these lines has not been altered 
by the developments in Portugal, as important 
as they are for the African freedom struggle. 

Forced labor 
Forced labor in Mozambique cotton fields is 
described by Gabriel Nantimbo: 

"I was born in Imbuho, a cotton-growing 
region, in 1942 .... My whole family produced 
cotton for the Companhia Agricola Algodoeira. 
When the company came to exploit our region 
everyone was forced to cultivate one field of 
cotton. . . . After the harvest the company told 
us where to take the cotton and then bought 
it from us. 

"They paid us very little for it. It was ex
tremely difficult to make a living because we 
were badly paid and we didn't have the time 
to look after other crops: cotton needs constant 
attention; you have to keep weeding the field 
and thinning out the plants .... 

"We were forced to produce cotton. The people 
didn't want to: they knew that cotton is the 
mother of poverty but the company was pro
tected by the government. We knew that any
one who refused to grow it would be sent to 
the plantations of Sao Tome where he would 
work without any pay at all. So as not to make 
our poverty even greater, then, so as not to 
leave the family and leave the children to suffel' 
alone, we had to grow cotton. 

"My uncle had a field of cotton like everyone 
else. One day he fell sick and could not look 
after the field. The company manager sent him 
to the authorities and he told them he was sick. 
The administrator said to him, 'You're a bad 
man. What you want is to avoid work. Do you 
think others don't fall sick? Is everyone who 
works the fields in good health?' 

"My uncle replied, 'There are different sorts 
of illness. With some you can gQ on working, 
with others you can't. I couldn't work.' They 
arrested my uncle and sent him to Sao Tome 
for a year." 

-From Portuguese Africa and the West. 
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Calendar 
BAY-AREA 

A TRIBUTE TO JAMES P. CANNON. Wed., Sept. 4, 8 
p.m. 1519 Mission St. (neor 11th St.), Son Francisco. 
For more informaHon call (415) 864-9174. 

LOS ANGELES 
MEETING IN TRIBUTE TO JIM CANNON. Tues., Sept. 3, 
B p.m. 710 S. Westlake Ave. For more information call 
(213) 483-0357. . 

LOS ANGELES: WEST SIDE 
UNITED FARM WORKERS VS. STRIKEBREAKERS: IS DE
PORTAnON THE ANSWER? Fri., Sept. 6, 8 p.m. 230 
Broadway, Santa Monica. Donation: $1. Ausp: West 
Side Militant Forum. For more information call (213) 
394-9050. 

NASHVILLE 
SOCIALIST ANALYSIS OF THE POLICE-A YOUNG 
SOCIALIST FORUM. Speaker: Ben Harris, Young Social
ist Alliance. Thurs., Sept. 5, 7:30 p.m. Room 208 East 
Carmichael . Towers (West End Ave. and 24th Ave. 
North). Ausp: Vanderbilt Univ. Young Socialist Alliance 
and Nashville Young Socialist Alliance. For more infor
maHon call (615)383-1337. 

SAN DIEGO 
THE MURDER OF BERNARDO GALLARDO. Speakers 
will include Herman Boca, chairman of the Ad Hoc 
Committee for Chicano Rights. Fri. Sept. 6, 8 p.m. 
San Diego State University, library East Room 502. 
Ausp.: Militant Forum. Donation: $1. 

TWIN CinES 
A TRIBUTE TO JAMES P. CANNON. Speakers: Jake 
Cooper, Harry de Boer, Charles Scheer, !letsy Farley. 
Fri., Sept. 6, 8 p.m. 25 University Ave. S. E., Mpls. 
Ausp: Socialist Workers Party. For more Information 
call (612) 332-n81. 

... Illinois 
Continued from page 22 
deception and eleetion fraud," in 
claiming that the SWP petitions failed 
to meet the requirements. 

"The board of elections," Heisler said, 
"is not an impartial body committed 
to free and democratic elections. It is 
composed entirely of Democrats and 
Republicans and carries out the wishes 
of the leadership of those two parties. 
In typical Watergate fashion, the 
board of elections has lied about our 
petitions, and in doing so is violating 
my right to run for office and the right 
of voters to cast their vote for the 
Socialist Workers Party." 

Heisler charged his opponents in 
the senatorial race, Democrat Adlai 
Stevenson and Republican George 
Burditt, with being behind the attempt 
to throw the SWP and the other parties 
off the ballot. 

Stevenson and Burditt have ached-

uled a series of debates to be aired 
statewide on radio and TV this fall. 
Heisler has been involved in a fight 
with the broadcast media over his 
right to equal time to that given his 
capitalist opponents for these debates. 

Most stations chose to cancel plans 
to cover the debates rather than give 
Heisler equal time as required by law. 
However, if Heisler had been denied 
ballot status, the radio and TV sta
tions could have tried to use that as 
an excuse to deny him equal time. 

Heisler's Springfield news conference 
received wide coverage throughout the 
state. In response t6 the publicity, the 
election board began to retreat from
its decision. Michael Lavelle, theboard 
chairman, conceded to reporters that 
an "administrative" error might have 
been made in ruling the SWP off the 
ballot, but said the party's petitions 
were being reviewed to determine if 
the SWP could be ruled off for some 
other reason. 

After Lavelle's statement, a second 
news conference was held in Chicago. 
Heisler once again denounced the 
board's decision and announced that 
the SWP was prepared to go to court 
if the entire slate of candidates was 
not immediately certified for the bal
lot. 

Shortly after this news conference, 
Lavelle called Heisler at the SWP cam
paign headquarters and complained 
about the bad publicity the board was 
receiving. He said, "My phone has 
been ringing all afternoon with news 
people calling." 

Heisler suggested he could end that 
"problem" by immediately certifying 
the SWP for the ballot. A meeting 
was scheduled for the next day, Aug. 
27, between representatives of the SWP 
campaign committee and election 
board members. 

At that meeting the board certified 
the SWP for ballot status. 

In a statement issued following the 
meeting, Heisler hailed the decision 
as an important victory for demo
cratic rights. He said, "The board has 
learned that we socialists will not take 
any attack on our democratic rights 
lying down. We fight back, and we 
fight back hard. That's why we won." 

At the same time, Heisler condemned 
the board's refusal to certify the Com
munist Party and the Socialist Labor 
Party for the ballot. "We fully support 
their right to be on the ballot. They 
have been unjustly denied ballot cer
tification," he said; The ACL U is rep
resenting the Communist Party in ap
pealing the ruling of th_e election board. 

Socialist Directory 
ARIZONA: Phoenix: YSA, c/o Steve Shliveclc, P.O. 

Box 890, Tempe, Ariz. 85281. 
CALIFORNIA: Berkeley-Oakland: SWP and YSA, 1849 

University Ave., Berkeley, Calif. 94703. Tel: (415) 
548-0354. 

los Angeles, Central-East: SWP, YSA, Militant Book-
. store, 710 S. Westlake Ave., los Angeles, Calif. 90057. · 

Tel: (213) 483-1512. 
los Angeles, West Side: SWP and YSA, 230 Broad

way, Santa Monica, Calif. 90401. Tel: (213) 394-9050. 
los Angeles: City-wide SWP and YSA, 710 S. West

lake Ave., los Angeles, Calif. 90057. Tel: (213) 483-
0357. 

Son Diego: SWP, YSA, and Militant Bookstore, 4635 
El Cajon Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92115. Tel: (714) 
280-1292. 

Son Francisco: SWP, YSA, Militant labor Forum, 
and Militant Books, 1519 Mission St., Son Francisco, 
Calif. 94103. Tel: (415) 864-9174. 

Son Jose: YSA, c/o John Hummer, 96 S. 17th St., 
San Jose, Calif. 95112. 

Sonia Barbara: YSA, P.O. Box 14606, U<;SB, Santa 
Barbaro, Calif. 93107. 

COLORADO: Denver: SWP, YSA, and Militant Book
store, 1203 California, Denver, Colo. 80204. Tel: SWP 
- (303) t-23-2825, YSA- (303) 266-9431. 

CONNEcnCUT: Hartford: YSA, P. 0. Box 1184, Hart
lord, Conn. 06101. Tel: (203) 523-7582. 

FLORIDA: Tallahassee: YSA, c/o Mer,iwether Shep
herd, '809 W. Pensacola St., Tallahassee, Fla. 32304. 
Tel: (904) 222-2253. 

GEORGIA: Atlanta: Militant Bookstore, 68 Peacl!tree 
St. N. E., Third Floor, Atlanta, Ga. 30303. SWP and 
YSA, P.O. Box B46, Atlanta, Ga. 30301. Tel: (404) 
523-0610. 

Columbus: YSA, c/o Martha Shockey, 2920 17th Ave., 
Columbus, Ga. 31901. 
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HAWAII:. Honolulu: YSA, c/o David Hough, 629 Ban
nister St. •4, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819. 

ILLINOIS: Chicago: SWP, YSA, Pathfinder Books, 428 
S. Wabash, Filth Floor, Chicago, Ill. 60605. Tel: SWP
(312) 939-0737, YSA-(312) 427-0280, Pathfinder Books 
-(312) 939-0756. 

INDIANA: Bloomington: YSA, c/o Student Activities 
Desk, Indiana Uni.versity, Bloomington, lnd.47401. 

Indianapolis: YSA, c/o Dave Ellis, 1309 E. Vermont, 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46202. 

KANSAS: 1-rence: YSA, c/o Christopher Starr, 3020 
Iowa St., C-14, 1-rence, Kans. 66044. 

KENTUCKY: lexington: YSA, P. 0. Box 952, University 
Station, lexington, Ky. 40506. 

louisville: YSA, P.O. Box 8026, louisville, Ky. 40208. 
MASSACHUSETTS: Amherst: YSA, R.S.O. Box 324, U 

of Mass., Amherst, Mass. 01002. 
Boston: SWP and YSA, c/o Militant lobar Forum, 

655 Atlantic Ave., Third Floor, Boston, Mass. 02111. 
Tel: SWP-(617) 482-8050, YSA-(617)482-8051; Issues 
and Activists Speokers' Sureou (IASB) and Regional 
Commlttee-(617) 482-8052; Pathfinder Booh-(617) 
338-8560. 

Worcester: YSA, P.O. Box 229, Greendale StaHon, 
Worcester, Mass. 01606. 

MICHIGAN: Ann Arbor: YSA, Room 4103 Mrch. 
Union, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
48104. Tel: (313) 668-6334. 

Detroit: SWP, YSA, Eugene V. Debs Hall, 3737 Wood
word Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48201. Tel: (313) TE1-6135. 

East lansing: YSA, Second Floor Offices, Union Bldg. 
Michigan Stale University, East Lansing, Mich. 48823. 

Kalamazoo: YSA, c/o Gail AltenberR, 728 S. Burdick 
St., Apt. 3; Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007. 

MINN_ESOTA: Mo~ YSA, c/o Chris Fronk, Rt. 1, 
Box 6, Mankato, Minn. 56001. 
Minneapoli~o-St. Paul: SWP, YSA, Labar Bookstore, 

25 University Ave. S.E., Mpls., Minn55414. Tel: (612) · 

... ballot 
Continued from page 23 
Because of the cost involved in a court 
suit, the Socialist Workers campaign 
committee decided not to file an appeal 
to this ruling. 

The July 16 meeting of the state 
ballot law commission also took up 
NCLC's challenge to the petitions for 
Jeannette Tracy Bliss in the 9th C.D. 

In its challenge, NCLC said the 
SWP is "fascist" and controlled by the 
C lA. This ludicrous charge is raised 
by NCLC against every group it dis
agrees with and against every struggle 
it opposes. Its challenge always refers 
to the SWP as the (National) Socialist 
Workers Party, to evoke memories of 
Hitler's "National Socialists." 

In a clear threat of further physical 
attacks, the challenge stated:" Although 
in this instance we can only protest 
the fascist (N)SWP from appearing 
on the ballot, in the future, a 'coun
tergang' such as the ( N) SWP, or
ganizing for Rockefeller's plans for 
fascist military dictatorship should be, 
and will be dealt with in a different 
manner." 

Before the ballot law commission, 
NCLC representatives Robert Primack 
and Larry Sherman alleged that the 
SWP's signatures were forged. This 
claim was totally unsubstantiated, and 
even NCLC's own "handwriting ex
pert" refused to verify it. 

However, their "expert" did testify 
to some 930 instances of someone 
oth~ than the signer writing in the 
word "same" in the "present address" 
column on petition sheets. 

Bliss's lawyer argued that such a 
practice is not prohibited under the 
law and is commonly done by all 
petitioners, including the Democrats 
and Republicans. 

Despite the law's ambiguous word
ing on the matter, the commission 
ruled three days later that those sig
natures should be invalidated, thus 
denying Bliss ballot status. 

An appeal of the ruling was filed 
in Suffolk Superior _Court. A well-at
tended news conference was held to 
announce the appeal, and support for 
the SWP's ballot rights was gathered 
from prominent individuals such as 
State Representative John Bussinger. 

When the case was heard Aug. 5, 
however, Judge David Nelson took 
just eight minutes to uphold the com
mission's ruling. 

In a statement released afterwards, 
Bliss denounced the maneuvers by 
which the Democrats and Republicans 
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MISSOURI: Kansas City: YSA, c/o Student Activities 

Office, U of Missouri at Kansas City, 5100 Rockhill 
Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64110. 

St. louis: SWP, YSA, Pathfinder Books, 4660 Mary
land, Suite 17, St. louis, Mo. ~108. Tel: (314) 367-
2520. 

NEW YORK: Albany: YSA, c/o Spencer Livingston, 
169 Quail St., Albany, N.Y. 12203. Tel: (518) 436-
0096. 

Brooldyn: SWP and YSA, 136 1-rence St. (1Jt Wil
loughby), Srooldyn, N.Y. 11201. Tel: (212) 596-2849. 

BuRalo: YSA, c/o David Strong, 236 W. Utica, Byl
lalo, N.Y. 14222. Tel: (716) 885-8861. 

N- Paltz: YSA, c/o Diane Phillips, 36 Plattekill Ave., 
N- Paltz, N.Y. 12561. Tel: (914) 255-1871. 
N- York City: City-wide SWP and YSA, 706 Broad

way (4th St.), Eighth Floor, New York, N.Y. 10003. Tel: 
(212) 982-4966. 
1-er Manhattan: SWP, YSA, and Merit Bookstore. 

706 Broadway (4th St.), Eighth Floor, N- York, N.Y. 
10003. Tel: SWP, YSA-(212) 982-6051; MeriiBooks
(212) 9B2-5940. 

Ossining: YSA, c/a Scott Cooper, 127-1 S. Highland 
Ave., Ossining, N.Y. 10562. Tel: (914) 941-8565. 

Upper West Side: SWP, YSA, Pathfinder Bookstore, 
2726 Broadway (104th St.), New York, N.Y. 10025. 
Tel: (212) 663-3000. 

OHIO: Bowling Green: YSA, Box 27, U. Hall, Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402. 

Cincinnati: YSA, c/o C.R. Mitts, P.O. Box 32084, 
CincinnaH, Ohio 45232. Tel: (513) 242-9043. 

Oeveland: SWP and YSA, 4420 Superior Ave., 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103. Tel: SWP-1216) 391-5553. 
YSA-(216) 391-3278. 

Columbus: YSA, c/o louise Pitell, "101 E. 14th St., 
Apt. V, Columbus, Ohio 43201. Tel: (614) 294-7279. 

who run the state government had pre
vented the SWP congressional candi
dates from appearing on the ballot 

She pointed out that "the election 
laws, which the SWP complied with in 
every respect, are deliberately compli
cated, vague; and full of loopholes 
for the sole purpose of preventing third 
parties, like the SWP, from being on 
the ballot." 

Bliss and Dolph both declared they 
would run energetic write-in cam
paigns "to expose the corrupt Demo
cratic and Republican parties for their 
consistent opposition to the interests 
of working people, and to put forward 
the socialist alternative." 
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State College, Bellingham, Wash. 98225. Tel: (206) 
676-3460. 

Pullman: YSA, c/o Student Activities Office, Wash
Ington State University, Pullman, Wosh. 99163. 

Seattle: SWP, YSA, and Militant Bookstore, 5623 
University Way N.E., Seattle, Wash. 98105. Tel: (206) 
522-7800. 

WISCONSIN: Milwaukee: YSA, c/o University of Wl~o
consln-Milwaukee, Union Box 139, Milwaukee, Wis. 
53201. 



Help sell 
The Militant 

Help sell The Militant. lake a regular weekly bundle to sell on your campus, 
at your job, or near where you live. The cost is 17 cents per copy, and we 
will bill you at the end of each month. 

Send me a weekly bundle of __ _ 
( ) Enclosed is $4 for a Militant shoulder bag (large enough to carry dozens 
of Militants plus books, leaflets, etc.) 

Name ____________________________________________________ _ 

Address __________________________________________________ __ 

City _____________ State ______ Zip----------------------

The Militant Business Office, 14 Charles lane, New York, N.Y. 10014. 

Read the Young 
Socialist 

Join the Young 
Socialist 
Alliance 

The Young Socialist Alliance is out to transform this society from top to bottom. 
We are fighting for a socialist world, where human needs will come before 
private profit. 

__ I would like more information about the YSA. 
__ I want to join the YSA. 
--Enclosed is $1 for 6 months of the Young Socialist newspaper. 

Name:----------------------------------------------------
Address:----------------------------------------------------
City, state, zip, & phone: ______________________________________ _ 

YSA, P.O. Box 471 Cooper Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

·SOcill•st 
SEPn:MBU 1974 SEVENTY·FIVE CENTS review 

A monthly Marxist journal 
subscribe now. 3mos.$1 /tyr.$5 

ISR, 14 Charles lane, New York, N.Y. 10014. 
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Just published---------. 

Dynamics of 
World Revolution Today 
Anthology, edited by Will Reissner 
Written for the world Trotskyist movement, these documents present 
a long-range analysis of the potential for revolutionary developments 
in the advanced capitalist countries, the colonial and semicolonial 
areas, and the Soviet Union and other workers states, pointing to the 
interaction between these three sectors of the world revolution. They 
explain why the Stalinists and Social Democrats are incapable of pro
viding revolutionary leadership and they assess the progress being 
registered by the Fourth International in the necessary work of build
ing mass revolutionary parties. 192 pp., $8.00, paper $2.45. 

Revolution and 
Counterrevolution in Spain 
Including "The Civil War in Spain" 
by Felix Morrow 
A fast-moving history and analysis of the Spanish Revolution and 
Civil War. Long out of print in the U.S., this work remains the out
standing Marxist treatment of the subject. 272 pp., $10.00, paper 
$2.95. 

The First Three Internationals 
Their History and Lessons 
By George Novack, Dave Frankel, and Fred Feldman 
This book traces the history of the International Workingmen's Asso
ciation (First International), the social-democratic Second International, 
and the Third (Communist) International, including the development 
of the Trotskyist Left Opposition within the degenerating Soviet Com
mqnist Party and Third International. 207 pp., $9.00, paper $2.45. 

Available in the bookstores listed in the Socialist Directory or by mail 
from: Pathfinder Press, 410 West Street, New York, N.Y. 10014. Write 
for a complete catalog. 

WRITIDii5 OF 
LEOD TROTSHY 
[1931·39] 
The 10-month period covered by this volume (September 1938.July 
1939) was chiefly marked by preparations for the coming war. 
Trotsky, then in exile in Mexico and writing a biography of Stalin, 
felt compelled to discuss and analyze all the major developments of 
this process, including the Munich Crisis, the occupation of Czechoslo
vakia, Franco's victory in Spain, and Stalin's bid for a pact with 
Hitler. A number of letters, discussions, and statements relating to 
problems and disputes in the Fourth International, some previously 
unpublished, are also included. 

Writings of Leon Trotsky (1938-39) is one of 12 volumes of pam
phlets, articles, letters, and interviews written during Trotsky's third 
and final exile (1929-40). The other volumes are: 

Writings of Leon Trotsky (1930) 
(Turkey) Available in October 1974. 
400 pp., $12.00, paper $3.95 
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1930-31) 
(Turkey) 425 pp., $12.00, paper 
$3.95 -
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1932) 
(Turkey) 416 pp., $9.95, paper $3.95 
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1932-33) 
(Turkey) 365 pp., $8.95, paper $3.45 
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1933-34) 
(France) First edition: cloth only, 379 
pp., $8.95. Second edition in prepara
tion 
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1934-35) 
(France) First edition: cloth only, 364 
pp., $8.95. Second edition: paper 
only, 416 pp., $3.95 
Writings of Leon Trotsky ( 1935-36) 
(Norway) 152 pp., 8x11 format, pa
per $2.95 
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1937-38) 
(Mexico) 184 pp., 8xll format, pa
per $2.95 
Writings of Leon Trotsky (1939-40) 
(Mexico) 464 pp., $10.00, paper $3.95 
Writings (1929) and (1936-37) are 
in preparation. 

Available from the bookstores listed in the Socialist Directory or by 
mail from: Pathfinder Press, 410 West Street, New York, N.Y. 10014. 
Write for a complete catalog. 
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By ELAINE MITCHELL 
"It sounds like a corporate merger
Rockefeller and Ford," one woman 
told an Ohio newspaper. "It shows 
who rules America." 

In his first weeks in office, Gerald 
Ford has made it clear that he in
tends to carry out the very .same pol
icies as his predecessor. In fact, Ford 
is already stepping up the reaction
ary policies followed by Nixon, es
pecially on the economic front. 

Ford's program is to "fight inflation" 
by throwing more people out of work, 
cutting back on social services, and 
keeping the lid on wage increases. His 
program also includes continuing the 
U. S. role of world cop, protecting the 
superprofits of. the giant corporations 
at home, and beating back all chal
lenges to racist and sexist oppression. 

an: 

has already begun to put his econom
ic policies into practice. One highly 
publicized move was the setting up of 
the new Council on Wage and Price 
Stability, modeled on the old Cost of 
Living Council. 
Th~ Council on Wage and Price Sta

bility is supposed to ']awbone" busi
ness and labor into self-restraint, says 
Ford. It will not initially have the 
power to impose wage or price con
trols. 

But like its precursor, this new body 
is aimed not at soaring prices but at 
workers' wages. Under the old coun
cil, for example, prices rose twice as 
fast as wages, leaving workers today 
with 5.3 percent less buying power 
than they had a year ago. 

ore 

MIIIIUni,ILO:O Scanlan 

The U.S. ruling class and the Dem
ocratic and Republican parties, which 
serve its interests, are frrmly backing 
this program. 

Ford himself has demonstrated that 
the restraints on prices are a sham. 
His much-touted recent criticism of 
General Motors Corporation for an
nouncing a rise in prices was only a 
pretense. GM magnanimously re
sponded by shaving a few dollars off Those hit hardest by Ford's economic policies will be Blacks, women, and other super-

With the help of Congress, Ford Continued on page J 9 exploited workers. 

The fight against dePortations 

The following is based on a speech 
presented to the Los Angeles Militant 
Forum last spring. , 

By MIGUEL PENDAS 
The national news media have begun 
focusing more attention on one of the 
major scandals of American capital
ist society- the treatment of the so
called illegal aliens. 

Newspapers, magazines, law school 
periodicals, and the .Congressional 
Record have carried articles describing 
how people who come here from Mexi
co and other Latin American coun
tries without visas or work permits 
are mercilessly abused by coyotes (la
bor smugglers), employers, labor con
tractors, the Border Patrol, and a hun
dred other shysters and crooks. 

Not 'aliens' 
There is a widespread sympathy in 

the Chicano community for the "illegal 
aliens." In fact, most Chicanos 
wouldn't use that biased term. Instead 
terms such as "workers without papers" 
or 'Undocumented workers" are used. 
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An estimated three to five million 
ople are living in this .country with-

., 
I. 

• 
I 

out papers. Most are mexicanos, but 
there are also Dominicans, Colom
bians, Haitians, and many others. 

Almost every Chicano has a brother, 
sister, cousin, in-law, parent, or friend 
who came here a la brava- the hard 
way, without the proper documents. 
Many have lived with the constant 
fear of having a close friend or rela
tive deported. We do not regard any of 
our raza as "aliens"! 

The border is not of our making. 
Neither Chicanos nor mexicanos have 
forgotten that Aztlan (the Southwest) 
was the northern part of Mexico until 
it was conquered and taken over by 
yanqui capitalism. 

As soon as undocumented raza 
workers come here, they are forced to 
share the racist oppression of the Chi
cano people. At the same time, all 
Chicanos are subject to· harassment 
by la migra (Immigration Service) 
and other cops on the pretext that 
some may be "illegals." 

Racist dragnets 
From New York City to Los Ange

les, la migra conducts racist dragnets, 
picking up anyone of Latin appear
ance in complete disregard of their 
constitutional rights. Anyone who can-

o! 
not produce the proper papers on the · 
spot is liable to be deported. 

Last year in Los Angeles more than 
7,000 men, women, and children were 
swept up in one such operation. 

Some 800,000 people were deport
ed in the past year, and General 
Leonard Chapman, the former Marine 
Corps commandant who directs the 
Immigration Service, expects to deport 
a million in the next 12 months. 

Who is responsible for the abuse 
and exploitation of undocumented 
workers? Is it true, as many journal
ists in the capitalist press suggest, that 
all parties involved- Mexican citizens, 
American citizens, the Immigration 
Service, employers, and unions- are 
merely caught in a situation from 
which all suffer and which none can 
control? 

The truth is that the wealthy hand
ful of people who run this country 
are in control. They are the ones who 
profit from the misery of workers with
out papers. The capitalists want to 
use undocumented workers as a pool 
of low-paid labor, and the border is 
made easier or harder to cross de
pending on the needs of the capital
ist economy at any particular time. 

Continued on page 16 
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